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What is Keys to Rome?
[S.Pescarin]
On the 23 September 2014, 2000 years after the Emperor Augustus’ death, 13
countries have joined together in Rome, Amsterdam, Alexandria and Sarajevo, for the
opening of an extraordinary exhibition, “Keys to Rome”: an interactive journey to
discover Roman Culture, starting from the city of Augustus and reaching the entire
Roman Empire, through the visit to four fascinating venues, four museums with their
archaeological collections, more than 10 different technologies supporting and
enhancing this global experience.
The goal is therefore twofold:
• to build an European showcase on the technologies that are changing the perspective of
museums, demonstrating how these can be used to engage visitors in the future,
• to create an exhibition that bring visitors to better understand Roman culture, looking at it from
different perspectives.

This is more than just an exhibition on Roman archaeology. "Keys To Rome" is a
unique international exhibition, that, for the first time has been organized in parallel in
four locations:
• Rome, in the wonderful setting of the Imperial Fora Museum (Museo dei Fori Imperiali);
• Alexandria, in the Antiquities Museums of the Bibliotheca Alexandrina;
• Amsterdam, in the recently renovated Allard Pierson Museum;
• Sarajevo, in the newly restored City Hall (Vijecnica) and in the Museum of Sarajevo.

A selection of objects, whose chronology spans the entire duration of the Roman
Empire, belonging to the permanent collections of these museums, are displayed in the
four venues hosting “Keys To Rome” [SECTION 1]. These objects can be discovered
through a digital itinerary supported by different technologies such as computer
graphics movies, natural interaction installations, tangible interfaces, live projections,
augmented reality, multimedia and mobile applications [SECTION 2].
This journey is guided by two storytellers, Gaius an old merchant and his grandson
Marcus, living in the Markets of Trajan at the beginning of the 6th Century AD. With the
help of these two characters the visitor discover the secrets of Gaius’ and Marcus’
family through the objects owned by their ancestors, using the keys of Rome to unlock
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the memory of the Roman past [SECTION 3]. It is from this concept that the exhibition
name Keys to Rome is derived. The exhibition logo itself comes from a Roman “key”
conserved at the Museum of Sarajevo, and it is one of the objects of the exhibition.
This key is therefore both a symbol of the exploration of our past and also a bridge that
connects different stories, contexts, objects, places through virtual museums.

The Roman key conserved in the Museum of
Sarajevo (above) that inspired Keys To Rome
logo (below) [Courtesy of Museum of Sarajevo
and Noho LTD]

Video: Promo

"Keys To Rome" is organized by the largest European network of excellence on Virtual
Museums, www.v-must.net, coordinated by the Italian National Council of
Researches.
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All multimedia technologies used within the exhibition, are the
result of this four-years joint cooperation between researchers
and developers of V-MUST.NET. Keys To Rome is the
concrete result of this effort and stands as a prototype for the
future, testifying the success of V-MUST. Its aim has been
indeed to provide the heritage sector with the tools and support
to develop Virtual Museums that are educational, enjoyable,
long-lasting and easy to maintain.

Web references
Keys to rome website: www.keys2rome.eu
V-must.net website: www.v-must.net
Facebook [en]: Link
Facebook [it]: Link
Facebook [nl]: Link
Facebook [be]: Link
Facebook [eg]: Link
Twitter: #K2R
Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/groups/Keys-Rome-8151443
Email info: keys2rome@v-must.net
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Section 1: Roman culture

Section 1:
Roman culture
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Keys to Rome Exhibitions
The General Concept
[S. Pescarin]
The scenario of European museums is changing rapidly. Sustainability of museums is
becoming more and more an urgent issue, as it was moved from European to national
level. The idea of a museum, whose goal is just the preservation or study of its
collection, is no longer feasible. Twenty first century museums needs today to focus
more on communication, attracting more visitors, enriching the visitor experience,
enabling to better understand and experience European heritage, enjoying the visit and
being social and cultural attractors for tourists and also for citizens. This is true not only
for big museums (that make up a very small percentage of the European cultural
heritage institution profile) but particularly for the thousands of medium and small
museums (from EGMUS statistics we can count on almost 20.000,00 museums in
Europe).
Citizens, moreover, represent the demographic visitors likely to repeatedly visit
museums (ticket income), while tourists might be considered as an income stream
bying into the value added services provided - bookshops and other museum services.
Visiting a museum, and, critically, re-visiting a museum, requires the museum to offer
constantly new, attractive and serious exhibits.
This “attractiveness” has been shown to be connected with a narrative approach to
such exhibits, and one that might be successfully offered through ICT technologies by
virtual museums.
Conceptually Keys to Rome is based on the idea that it is possible to build thematic
exhibitions from permanent collections, following a narrative approach, enhanced by
the use of technological applications.
The objects selected for the exhibition belong to different historical periods, within the
wider context of the Roman Empire: from the 2nd century BC to the late Empire.
Moreover, they are not simply a subset of four museum’s permanent collections (five if
we consider also National Museum of Bosnia and Herzegovina), they represent
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different themes and styles, and are drawn from widely different contexts (from a
Romano villa to a Paleo-Christian church).

Example of touch-screen interaction in the Allard Pierson Museum [Courtesy of APM]

The challenge then is this: How to build a thematic exhibition, enabling different visitors
in four different countries to explore those objects, separated by physical distance, to
understand Roman culture, through its common and contrasting elements? Keys to
Rome has tried to transform theory developed in V-MUST.NET project (2011-2015)
into reality: virtual museums into museum daily life. Narrative approach and
technological applications are used to enhance visitor experience and knowledge.
As described in section 3, a common story has been created as a general container
for several local stories. Each local story is connected, through the common thread, to
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objects displayed during the exhibition. Each object is connected and belongs to a
context and to a theme.
The digital asset produced for the exhibition includes: digital facimilies of the objects,
objects which have been virtually restored, reconstruction of original contexts (images
and 3D models), real characters and fictional characters based on historical facts
(audio tracks). The different applications used by the exhibition, make use of these
assets in a multitude of different ways, pushing the limits of the concept of
transmediality.
The cognitive approach has also been carefully considered and planned.
Since we have approached the museum as an informal learning place, we have
developed a 4-step experience for the visitors:

1. The visitor enters the exhibition and is introduced by a a short movie to the general
background of the story. Here an old merchant, Gaius, explains to his grandson,
Marcus, that he needs to travel back in time and unveil the story and secrets of
their family, unlocking - with the Keys of Rome- chests containing the objects
acquired by generations of merchants. This introduction allows the visitor to
understand the roles and goal that they will undertake throughout the exhibiting,
enabling them to find the objects and unlock the past;

2. With the support of a mobile application called Matrix, the visitor can identify and
access descriptive information about the objects. The visitor is also brought to the
understanding that those objects are connected with others, displayed in other
museums;
3. Toward the end of his visit, the visitor has the opportunity to participate a “serious
game”, called Admotum. Starting in a storage room full of locked chests, the visitor
unlocks the chests to be transported to a specific place and time where the
interactively explores 3D reconstructed scenarios. These scenarios place the
museum objects within their original context enabling the visitor to forge a better
understanding connecting objet, space and time.
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4. Once the visitor finds an object in Admotum, it can be "sent" into an holographic
display, called Holobox. Here it is possible to interact and explore it in greater
detail, thus completing the cognitive cycle.
The production of Keys to Rome, as described in Section 2, has used cloud-based
services (V-MUST platform “Forge”) to enable more than 50 developers, designers,
archaeologists, architects, software engineers, experts in communication, to work
together.
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Rome: The exhibition
[S. Pescarin, L. Ungaro, R. Meneghini]

Introduction
[S. Pescarin]
The Augustan age is the main theme for
the exhibition in Rome, Keys To Rome.
The City of Augustus (Le Chiavi di
Roma. La Città di Augusto).
This exhibition is jointly organized by the
Superintendency of the City of Rome
and the Institute for Technologies
Applied to Cultural Heritage (ITABC)
of CNR. It is included in the general
agenda of Rome events, for the
bimillenarium (the two-thousandth
anniversary) of the death of Augustus. It
includes two interconnected and
complementary sections focused on
storytelling (Keys to Rome / Le Chiavi di
Roma) and on the description of most
relevant Augustan places in the capital
(hence the subtitle The city of Augustus /
La Città di Augusto).
It is held in the Imperial Fora Museum (Museo dei Fori Imperiali). This museum
includes the Trajan Markets, via Biberatica and the tabernae, the shops, of the great
hemicycle
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A vision of the future between aeternal stones and their shadows
[L. Ungaro]
These poetical words, pronounced during a theatre performance at Trajans’ Market,
represent the challenges and the aims of the great exhibition organised in Rome, as
part of the events commemorating Augustus’ death on the 19th of August 14 AD.
The Keys to Rome exhibition has therefore become a double exhibition about the City
of Augustus. Inside Trajan’s Markets, a suggestive and renovated venue, two
itineraries start and are combined. Thanks to multimedia and other advanced
technologies, two characters tell the story of the Empire, its expansion and that of its
heart, Rome, transformed, by Augustus himself, into a truely extraordinary and
cosmopolitan city; central to the cultural and economic agenda of the emperor.
Aeternal stones of Rome projected toward the future.
The general theme of the exhibition is the story of Roman Culture, of its diversity,
throughout the various historical periods of the empire, the foundation of a unique
strong geopolitical and economic entity, unified under the same language, the same
laws and the same currency throughout most of the modern Europe and the
Mediterranean.

The new set up of the room hosting the fragments of Augustus statue at the museum [Courtesy of Trajan’s
Markets museum]
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The story of Gaius and Marcus and of their family of traders, as explained in Section 3,
is the beginning of an attempt to tell the story of the Empire and of its evolution, starting
at the beginning of the 5th century and going backward until the Augustan period. This
story is developed through movies, interaction systems, tangible interfaces, virtual
restorations and mobile applications.
Using this approach it is possible to enrich and highlight the new set-up of the
Augustan section of the Museum, including the gallery containing the remains coming
from the Hall of the Colossus, fragments of Augustus acrolite statue and the decorative
marble slabs. In order to visit the city of Augustus, visitors have a multiple sensorial
experience: after being introduced to the exhibition, crossing a portal and being
welcomed by Augustus himself visitor can walk “on” Rome. An extensive map has
been set up as a second floor with contemporary Rome, in a satellite view style,
layered on top of Augustean Rome. Visitors can recognize in this way the “signs” of the
ancient capital, as they appear today, as “ancient stones”. All this is undertaken
followed by a glimpse of the Augustus from Prima Porta, a copy cast from the original
in the Museum of Roman Culture.
The most important monuments of Augustus emerge from the map thanks to movies
and multimedia applications: the forum of Augustus, his mausoleum, the Ara Pacis, the
Auditorium of Mecenate, Livia’s Villa of Prima Porta. These tell their story backwards
through historical and using evocative images, and more detailed information is
possible through interacting and querying four touch tables.
On the first floor two busts, coming from the same Museum of Roma Culture, tell the
story of Augustus from two perspectives: Livia, his second and most important wife,
tells the visitor of his family life and of his succession, and Agrippa, his most loyal
lieutenant who was given in marriage to Augustus’ only daughter, Giulia. Strategies
and historical facts are described, and how theses allowed the achievements of the
princeps and change in the ancient city.
Video panels and text panels on this floor explain the deep modifications made in the
city - both administrative and structural - and give details on the most important
monuments, testifying to the continuous research and presence of the archaeologists
of the Capitoline Superintendence.
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The multifaceted personality of Augustus emerges from these double exhibitions: the
statesman and administrator of the res publica, always with an eye to the interests of
global developments of the city, of the Empire and of its inhabitants. All this was
possible thanks to an inclusive approach of conquered populations, who become
integral parts of the new governing system represented by the Roman Empire. The
adopted visual communication system, moreover, emphasizes Augustus’ image as
instrument of the new ordo and of his personage. The transformed city becomes
manifesto of the princeps himself and of his supporters, involved by funding and
creating his public buildings.
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History of the Venue: Trajan’s Markets
[P. Vigliarolo]

https://vimeo.com/100236017

Trajan’s Market, a unique archaeological complex in Rome, has experienced the
evolution of the city from the imperial age until today: it has been constantly reused and
transformed. Once the strategic administrative centre of the Imperial Fora, it variously
became a noble residence and a military fortress during the Middle Ages, then a
prestigious convent during the Renaissance and military barracks after the Capture of
Rome. With recent renovations, Trajan’s Market has seen a new “season” of life, as a
museum dedicated to the architectural and sculptural decoration of the Imperial Fora.

View of the Trajan’s Markets with the Great Hemicycle [Courtesy of Trajan’s Markets museum]

The external brick Roman complex, popularly known as the Markets of Trajan and
today found in the heart of the modern city, has been miraculously handed down to us
from antiquity. The marks impressed upon its structure through time preserves the
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memories of the men and women who frequented, used and reused its spaces in so
many different ways.
To maintain the cutting made into the side of the Quirinal Hill, a complex system of
anti-chambers on six levels was conceived. The structure exemplified the
construction technique of cement pouring coupled with various types of vault
coverings. Together they made for flexibility in the height difference through “lining” the
cutting and at the same time provided the communication links between the
monumental public spaces of the Antiquarium Forense (Forum District) and the
dispersed residential quarters of the Quirinal Hill and the Subura (suburbs).

The ricostruction of the Trajan’s Markets, 3D-model by M. Bianchini, processing by P. Vigliarolo [I Mercati
di Traiano Restituiti – Studi e restauri 2005-2007, a cura di Lucrezia Ungaro, Maria Paola del Moro,
Massimo Vitti. Palombi editore]

Due to the dismantlement of the raised sections, it is now all but impossible to perceive
what the construction would have hidden, almost crushed, behind the western
perimeter walls of its Great Hemicycle. Even with only a partial vision of the complex,
now crowded out by pedestrian pathways and other buildings, we can only imagine the
impact the 40 meter high Markets of Trajan must have had, especially when placed in
its historical context.
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Via Biberatica: a road in an ancient city
The route of the basalt road, the via
Biberatica, represents the hinge
between the upper and lower
parts of the complex. The road’s
name, which is not of the ancient
world, most likely derives from the
Latin bibere – to drink.
The most upright northern section,
which is now lower than the present
via Quattro Novembre, still offers us
the urban image of a road in an
ancient city. The buildings of the
Great Hall and the Small Hemicycle
flanked the road and it was lined
with tavernas and shops that still
have their original ground works,
main beams and door frames.
Moreover, still visible on the shops’
façades is a service route once
sustained by arches.

The two characters of Keys to Rome story in the Via
Biberatica [Courtesy of CNR ITABC, Photo S. Menconero]

In this section, two of the zones to the side of the Great Hall have later undergone
transformation, probably when the complex hosted the Convent of Saint Catherine of
Siena. The original level of the floor was raised above the vaults covering subterranean
areas. The spaces created along with more carved out of the original Roman
foundations were used as cellars.
The next section of the Via Biberatica sharply changed direction, climbing slightly
between the Central Body and the upper floor of the Great Hemicycle. From this
central section of the road two staircases went down to the lower floor and other stairs
allowed access to the floors above the buildings of the Great Hall and the southern
sector of the Central Body.
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The Tabernae of the Great Hemicycle
Constructed on the forum side of the third level of the Great Hemicycle was a row of
tabernae that opened up to the road. They had a service corridor to their rear. Today
the elevated position they once held has not allowed the majority to survive.

Top view of the Great Hemyclicle with the tabernae [Courtesy of Trajan’s Market museum]

On the opposite side, the façade of the Central Body followed the curved line of the
road to make a corner. The difference in the bricklaying clearly shows that the righthand part of the façade was reconstructed in medieval times with irregular bricks made
from recycled materials, among which are visible pieces of ad opus spicatum
(herringbone) flooring. On the far southern edge of this section of road a great door
arch was closed in, a work carried out as part of the reinforcements of the southern
section of the Central Body. Under the great arches the slight gradient of via Biberatica
was in ancient times administered by a stairway. The path was inaccessible to the
complex’s service wagons but was nether-the-less a real and present urban passage.
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The exhibition plan
[S. Pescarin]

The Great Hall of the Trajan’s Markets (Courtesy of Trajan’s Markets Museum)

The Roman chapter of Keys To Rome exhibition takes place inside Trajan’s Market: in

the Great Hall (ground floor and first floor) and in the Central Body . As said, the
Italian name is “Le Chiavi di Roma. La Città di Augusto” (Keys to Rome. The City of
Augustus) since the specific focus of this exhibition is the Augustan period.
Seven objects, part of the museum's permanent collection, have been selected for
Keys to Rome.

These objects, described in the paragraph about Collections, are:
• Fragment of a statue of a Caryatid
• Chrisippus Head
• Capital of a pilaster with flying horses
• Fragments of Augustus colossus
• Fragments of the statue with Mars and Venus
• Bronze foot of a statue of Victory
• Inscription of Horatium Rogatus
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They were originally placed in the Trajan’s Market, in the Forum of Augustus and in
the Temple of Mars Ultor and in the Forum of Peace. These sites are visible in the
archaeological area. 3D reconstructions of the original hypothetical aspects have been
carried out and described in Section 2:
• Forum of Augustus
• Hall of the Colossus
• Temple of Mars Ultor
• Forum of Peace

In the planimetry, numbers refer to technological areas, while letters to objects of the musem collection (1.
Walking map, 2. Touch tables, 3. Intro movie; a. Caryatid, b. Inscription of Horatius Rogatus, c. Head of
Christippus; d. Foot of victory statue)
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In the planimetry,

numbers refer to technological areas, while letters to objects of the musem

collection (5. Talking bust, 6. Video panel, 7. Virtex ara pacis, 8. Matrix totem, 9. AR-tifact, 10. Revealing
Flashlight, 11. Admotum, 12. Holobox; d. Capital with pegasus horses; e. Fragment of Mars and Venus; f.
Fragments from the Colossus of Augustus; g. Marble slabs; a. Caryatid)

The visitors who enters the exhibition, are welcomed by Augustus himself - a cast of
the statue of Augustus of Prima Porta, the original conserved in the Vatican museum..
In the Great Hall of the Museum, than, a walking map of the city gives the visitor the
feeling of "walking" within the city of Rome of two thousand years ago. The Forum of
Augustus, the Mausoleum, the Ara Pacis and all the other monuments, "emerge" from
the map and tell their own story described in short videos.
At the same time, in the room close to the wardrobe, visitors can watch the short
movie telling the story of a merchant’s family and the secrets that the visitors will need
to unveil, together with the history of Roman Culture, during their visit, the discovery of
the collection and the interaction with several ICT applications. After the video, it is
possible to start the visit, also with the support of a mobile application, named Matrix,
through which Gaius guides at the discovery of the museum objects, providing
connection with other objects stored in the other three museums of Keys to Rome.
Close to the map, Multimedia Touch Tables illustrate interactively details on the city
of Augustus, on the latest scientific excavations, witnessing the ongoing research and
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the presence on the territory of archaeologists of the Superintendency of the City of
Rome.
The itinerary continues at the first floor, where two busts of important characters of
Roman Republic, come to life and talk about the strategies and the historical events
that led to the rise of Augustus. They are: the cast bust of Agrippa (whose original
comes from Louvre) and that of Livia, Augustus wife. Those casts are the one
conserved at the Museum of Roman Culture
On the same floor, it is possible to get detailed information of one of the most important
monuments of Augustus, Ara Pacis, thanks to a tangible narrative interface, named
Virtex. A 3D printed model of the monument, placed on a desk, can be touched by the
visitors. Proximity sensors placed in most relevant areas enables users to see and
hear detailed information and stories on the frieze, the characters, the structures, etc.

VIRTEX Application representing tangible storytelling of a 3D model recostruction of the Ara Pacis by D.
Pletinckx

At the end of the corridor a Spatio-temporal Matrix Totem offers the possibility to
travel in time and space and follow Keys to Rome stories and objects from the Trajan
Markets to the Museum of Antiquities at Alexandria, the City Hall in Sarajevo or Allard
Pierson Museum in Amsterdam acting as a gateway portal

connecting

the four

venues.
In the “central body” of the Trajan’s Markets, the itinerary continues. In front of the
fragment of the Statue of Mars and Venus can be used an application of Augmented
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Reality, named AR-tifact. An iPad plays the role of a “magic” window through which the
visitors can see the fragment but also the reconstruction of the entire statue and get
information about that the display.

The digital model of the fragment of Mars and Venus and its complete reconstruction created after a
similar sculptural group conserved

In the next room, the room of the Colossus, there are displayed fragments of the hand
of this statue and also parts of the decorated marble slabs decorated that were
originally on the wall behind the colossus. Using another digital application created for
the exhibition called

“Revealing Flashlight” it is possible to use a finger to project

directly on the surface of the slabs the full colored reconstruction of the decoration
At the end of the itinerary, an involving experience can start with Admotum. As Marcus
and Gaius, the visitor is inside the family storage. A closet is open, showing inside
several chests. To become the keeper of the keys of Rome, the visitor has to open
them and start a journey back in time, being teleported inside a 3D reconstructed
scenario, where the visitor has to find the objects of the family, listen to bits of stories
coming from voices of past. A full description of the interaction and of the digital
scenarios is available in Section 2.
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Marble slabs from Trajan’s Market Fori Imperiali museum

Once the objects are found, they can be sent interactively, using a simple hand
gesture, to Holobox, an interactive holographic display where they can be explored in
great detail.

Draft design of Admotum and Holobox connected applications
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Augustus and Rome
[R. Meneghini]
With the end of the Civil war against Anthony and Cleopatra (31 BC) and the
strengthening of his institutional power (27 BC), Gaius Octavianus, now called
Augustus, started the urban and architectonic transformation of the city of Rome.
An exceptional building activity completely modified the old chaotic Republican city.
Almost all of the Cities temples were restored and public buildings were newly
constructed. Members of the aristocracy, no longer competing against each other,
were involved in this building activity, interested in improving the urban adornments. In
this intense activity, marble substituted terracotta and stucco, becoming one of the
most used material for monuments covering.
In the area of Campus Martium, two new theatres were built: the theatre of Marcello
and that of Balbus (both opened the 13 BC). Several new buildings were also
constructed: temples, porticos, a monumental astronomic clock, Horologium, the Ara
Pacis (9 BC) and the great mausoleum of Augustus, the dynastic tomb of his family
where many of the emperors have been buried, together with members of the imperial
family until the 1st AD.
In the same area was built the Pantheon (between 27 and 25 BC), thanks to Marcus
Vipsanio Agrippa, who was a friend, collaborator and son-in-low of Augustus; this
monument was than rebuilt by Trajan and Hadrian being shaped as it can be seen
today. The first extensive thermal baths of Rome were also built (25-19 BC), named
after Agrippa himself. An artificial pond was created to serve to supply the water for the
new aqueduct, the Aqua Virgo.
The Palatine hill was covered with sumptuous buildings, connected with Octavianus'
residence, such as the Temple of Apollo, opened the 28 BC. The Circus Maximus
was improved with a new dais (pulvinar) and with the Ramses the 2nd obelisk, which
was placed in the middle of the spina (10 BC). Along the Tiber, in Trastevere, was
excavated a huge naumachia (place for boats battles) was excavated, supplied with
the water of the aqueduct Aqua Alsientina (2 BC).
During Augustus Empire, for the first time new libraries were created and opened to
the public, as that arranged thanks to the collections of Asinio Pollione in the Atrium
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Libertatis, that was the old location of the censors, or that annexed to the Temple of
Apollo in the Palatine.
The Roman Forum and Forum of Cesar were completed and enriched with the new
Forum, the Forum of Augustus (2 BC). Here an extraordinary gallery of sculptures
with statues and portrats of famous characters belonging the the story of Rome was
added. A big temple was built, the Temple of Mars Ultor, in the centre of the square,
with a symbolic decoration of the fronton suggesting the origins of the city and of the
family Iulia.
The recently excavated (1998-2008) Forum of Caesar, has shown new aspects
previously unknown: it was longer than expected, in its southern side, enlarged by
Augustus by some 20 m, in order to create a connection between the forum and the
new Curia Iulia, opened by the emperor in 29 BC, and realise the original project of
Cesar, his adoptive father.
The recent excavations of the Forum of Augustus have showed that it was originally
provided with four four and not only two hemicycles. They were 40m wide and hosted
the tribunals of the praetors who administered the justice.
The city, with its almost 1 million inhabitants, was also restructured administratively (7
BC). It was subdivided into 12 regions and 265 districts, modifying the original structure
that was settled from the times of the kings. In 6 AD, Augustus created the urban
policeman (vigiles urbani), whose duty was to prevent and extinguish the frequent fires
and to carry out night control. There were 7000 vigiles in the city, divided in 7 ramparts
(or coortes). Each coors was assigned to two regions.
The Tiber River was also regimented. Its banks were delimited and its bed reclaimed. A
new office was created, aimed at taking care of the water conducted into the city
through the renovated and reorganized water system made of aqueducts and sewers.
The general level of public hygiene was definitely improved.
The city became secure, monumental, representing the imperial splendour, the
maiestas imperii, deserving its role of world capital.
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The Emperor Augustus
[R. Meneghini]
Augustus was born in 63 BC from Caius Octavius, belonging to a local aristocratic
family of Velitrase (today Velletri, nearby Rome), and from Atia, nephew of Caius Iulius
Ceasar, Julio Cesar who adopts him in 44 BC, thus establishing the destiny of
Octavianus, of Rome and of the world known at that time. On March the 15th of 44 BC,
Julius Cesar was murdered by his republican rivals, Octavianus is only 19 at that time,
and studying in Macedonia, immediately returns to Italy and proceed toward Rome,
choosing to reply with a war act against Cesar' killers. This is the first bloodless coup
d'etat.

“When I was 19, following my own initiative and using my budget, I
gathered up an army, with whom I avenged the Republic, oppressed by
the domination of a faction …. (in 43 BC) the Senate included me in its
ranks, with an honorary decree, assigning to me the consular rank and
the military imperium. The Republic orders me, as a propretor together
with the consuls, to provide that nobody would make harm. In the same
year, the Roman population elected me as consul and triumvir with the
aim of reordering the Republic, because both consuls have been killed
during the war”.

This is how Augustus himself describes the beginning of his cursus honorum in the
Res Gestae, a text that represents the testament written by himself during his long life.
In the battle field of Filippi, in 42 BC, he defeated the opponents with the support of the
God of war, Mars, to whom he promised to dedicate a temple in Rome, the one that
was built in the Forum of Augustus, the famous Temple of Mars Ultor, the Avenger.
When he was back in Rome, victorious, his political success was unique and
inexorable. A fundamental event has been the battle of Azio, 31 BC, that signed the
definitive end and defeat of Marcus Antonius and the conclusive inclusion of Egypt
inside the Roman state: “I adjoined Egypt to the empire of populus romanus”. Several
other wars and diplomatic treats have enlarged what we can define from this moment
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onward the Roman Empire, reaching the limits of the world, as it was known at that
time, a world that could be identified with the empire itself.
The acquisition of the title of Augustus, appositely created for him, was crucial. On
January the 16th 27 BC, a votive shield was dedicated to him by the Senate and the
Populus Romanus, showing their will of honouring him as first emperor of the Empire,
exceeding the titles of his famous predecessors as Pompey the Great and Julius
Cesar.
The political talent of Augustus makes him cautious and able to avoid subverting the
traditional political structure. He presented himself as a “new Romulus, the new
founder of the res publica”.

“ during my sixth and seventh consulate, after having blocked the
beginning of the civil wars, I took on the highest power, with universal
consensus. I transferred from myself to the senate and the Roman
people the government of the Republic”

This direction was kept also when he assumed the tribunicia potestas in 23 BC,
maintaining the imperium.
Other two important dates are: 12 BC and 2 BC, when he became the Pontifex
Maximus and Pater Patriae. This title was registered in the vestibule of his house on
the Palatine hill, in the Curia Iulia (headquarter of the Senate) and in the Forum of
Augustus, under the quadriga erected by the senate with honour.
Every step of this political ascent was followed by his image: portraits change
progressively, the younger inspired by the father, Julius Caesar, than the image of
Augustus winner of Azio and finally the portrait representing him as mature man.
In the iconography, the statues reflect his functions, as the famous Augustus pontifex
maximus from via Labicana, veiled with the toga, and the Augustus from Prima
Porta, that has been recently recognized as his posthumous statue, placed on top of
his Mausoleum in Rome. His testament lists also the various decorative interventions
of Rome: a city of bricks transformed in a city of marble! The emperor invested
enormous amount of money on public buildings, involving “friends and relatives” who
contributed in the restoration and renovation of all worship places, of the Forum of
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Caesar, and the Roman Forum changing it into a magnificent monumental square,
dominated by the temple consecrated to his deified father, the divus Iulius.
The northern and southern parts of Campus Martius were progressively occupied by
the Ara Pacis Augustae, representing the golden age, the prosperity, the origins of the
gens Iulia and the family itself during a procession; his Mausoleum was built not far
from the Ara Pacis.
Augustus modified deeply the city, administratively, functionally and structurally.
His alter ego was Marcus Vipsanius Agrippa, a main character in the terrible wars to
defeat the populations, acquiring new regions, exporting the ordo romanus, the
organisation and the Roman jurisprudence everywhere.
The inclusion of local patrones was the real strength of the regime, together with the
most advanced infrastructures: walls, bridges, roads, aqueducts, theatres,
amphitheatres, and squares with civil basilica, shaping and transforming the territory
and characterizing the new cities as symbol of the new empire following the capital
precepts. Agrippa had been always at his side, even during the most delicate
negotiations, or during his travels, for these cultural initiatives (such as in Athens).
Agrippa married Augustus daughter, Iulia, nephews Caius and Iulius Caesar,
unfortunately predeceased. The princeps was not lucky from this perspective: he
married Livia, but was soon left by Druso in 9 BC, Livia's son of her first marriage.
When he than adopted Tiberius, the second son of Livia, she imposed also the
adoption of his protect Germanicus, who also died. Therefore Augustus successor was
Tiberius, although this was not in his plans.
The Forum of Augustus is the marble translation of the Res Gestae. In the new
justice offices (the tribunals of urban and peregrine praetors are located here)
Augustus shows the summii viri, the man who made Rome, with Romolus first founder,
and the ancestors, Albalonga kings, and Rome kings, with Aeneas represented in his
escape from Troy with Ascanius and Anchises who recall the remote origins of the city.
The public can visualise the story of Rome and that of its princeps inter pares, with
coloured marbles brought from the new conquered provinces, with the gods Mars Ultor
and Venus watching at them from the top of the temple fronton and in the cell, the
sanca sanctorum where the emblems recovered from the Partii thanks to diplomacy,
were conserved.
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His simple house in the Palatine hill is on the other side parts of the sacred area of
Apollo, god of his astral sign, favouring him during the “battle of the battles”, won in
Azio.
Augustus, although not in perfect health, was long-lived: he died in 14 AD, at 76,
leaving a short but meaningful testament, with indications regarding his funeral, people,
depictions, objects should have followed his spoils. The funus acquires a new
meaning. It becomes a triumph procession, sign of the apotheosis of the deceased
who ascend to the Olympus.
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Monumental architecture
[P. Vigliarolo]
In this section are presented archaeological and historical information on the context
that are part of Keys to Rome exhibition and have been used to re-contextualise the
collection of the Museum of Imperial Fora - Trajans’s Market museum

Forum of Augustus

View of the actual archeological site, with the remains of the Forum of Augustus and the Temple of Mars
Ultor

It is highly likely that the groundwork for the building of the Forum of Augustus started
after the period 30 to 27 BC. During these years Octavian conquered Egypt and
eliminated Marc Anthony (30 BC). He symbolically returned the res publica to the
Senate and Romans and made selections for the highest appointments of the
Republican State. He then added the imperium (the military command) for the not yet
subjected provinces (27 BC) and acquired the title of Augustus. In 23 BC he also
added the foundations of republican courts (tribunicia potestas). He welded ancient
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roman tradition with a new course, through the inspiration of summi viri, the illustrious
personages who had “created” Rome.
The Augustan Forum was planned as part of a wide reorganisation of the area
between the central Forum, the Forum of Caesar and the Basilica Emilia. Its proximity
to the Subura (Current Monti Quarter) was conditioned by the capabilities of the
existing sewer system found there.
The “E” shaped central space was dominated by a temple, which was very imposing
especially when compared to the frontal square and two narrow side corridors. To
make space for the Hall of the Colossus at the end of the northern walkway the
building (today known as the House of the Knights of Rhodes) was “cut”.
Recent excavations at the Forum of Trajan have revealed the existence of a third
exedra, which was removed to make way for a building of the same period. Therefore,
the existence of a fourth exedra has been assumed. Perhaps, it was subsequently
eliminated to make way for the Forum of Nerva. The numerous historical sources that
document these spaces have different theories as to their function.
The Hall of the Colossus was deliberately set in the northeast of the forum, at the rear
of the wide western walkway. This position was typically set aside for sacellums (house
shines), which are closely related to the basilicas of the provincial complexes, however
in this context, they were intended for worshiping the imperial figure. The area is
characterized by vertical development accentuated by its relatively small surface area.
The walls of the hall in which the Colossus stood were decorated with rectangular
slabs of white marble at least up to the height of the statue, which was about 11 meters
high. The use of ramps in the assembly of blocks for the forum and the thickness of the
stone made it possible to add a sequence of decorative floral motifs in a slightly
curvilinear form. In this way onlookers would envisage the backdrop of the colossal
statue as a giant piece of undulating fabric.
Of the few remains attributable to the gemstone decorated statue, the right hand
holding a circular form has been recovered and perhaps the left one just beyond the
wrist. The finds are carved in best quality Greek Parian marble, as was the case for the
statue of Augustus at Prima Porta.
The porticos were accessed from the square via three steps. By now, we are certain
that in front of the columns of the façade, there were plinths with statues. The façade
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consisted of a single row of yellow Numidian marble columns with attic base (square
bases) and Corinthian capitals in Luna marble. They were crowned by decorated main
beams in separate blocks.
In the past, on top of the columns a high attic story was placed, which contributed to
lightening the load of the porticoes. Without the division of the load the weight of the
temple that rose above the columns would have crushed them. To hide its structural
role the attic story was internally faced with a stucco ceiling. It was divided into
protruding avant-corps with the female figures of Caryatides. Their elegant hairstyle
was carved from a single block with the crest, egg and dart moulding and an abacus
replicating a ‘basket’ made up the capital. On the bottom floor, among the Caryatides,
quadrangular panels were placed. They were framed by a decorative band and Clipei
were joined to them. They had imagines clipeatae (circular shield-like elements) whose
convex frame varies with at least three different decorative motifs.
The reconstruction has been added in Section 2.

Temple of Mars Ultor
Back in the 16th century, there was probably more of the architecture and various
components of the Forum of Augustus to see than there is today. The architectural
elements of the decorative details inside the cella in the Temple of Mars Ultor (aka
Mars the Avenger) were visible for a long time and were sketched and painted by
countless Renaissance artists and architects, some of whom also attempted to do a
graphic recreation of how they must have looked in Ancient Times.
An orthogonal view done by architect Baldassarre Peruzzi (1481-1537) was one of the
most impressive of these. Half showed a frontal view whilst the other half was a section
revealing what could be seen inside, which means both the exterior and interior orders
along with the decorative elements - of which the capital and column base have been
documented - inside the cella. What makes it so significant is the way others referred
to what he had done in lengthy written essays in which they sometimes introduced new
elements that were the fruit of their own imaginations, or as in the case of Andrea
Palladio, had a series of extremely interesting comments to make.
The parts of the Temple of Mars Ultor and the high perimeter wall it backs onto that are
still visible, have provided academics and architects with the opportunity, over the
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years, to hypothesize on its original plan and how the entire complex must have
looked. The excavations carried out at different times during the 20th century, and to
mark the most recent Jubilee however, provided new information that have proved
some of their ideas were completely wrong.
The Temple of Mars Ultor is generally held to be the first time that the Corinthian order
was used in Roman architecture. Supported by an unusually high podium (3.55 m)
made out of large blocks of Grottascura tufa stone faced in white Luna marble, the
huge external order is anchored to the walls in square blocks and, as in many other
buildings in the Forum, the constituent parts of the trabeation are made of several
different sections. The design features eight columns along the front and seven at the
sides. They support a trabeation on top of which there is an architrave made up of
three fascia (sections) divided lengthwise into two blocks with smooth moulding and a
corbelled cornice, also divided into three blocks. The uppermost block comprises the
sima (curved edge that acts like guttering) complete with spouts in the shape of lion's
heads. The reconstruction displayed in the Museum makes it possible to appreciate the
effect of these feline heads, attributed with the ability to ward off evil spirits or bad luck,
all in a row and facing the sacred building, the fixed stare of their wide-open, bulging
eyes underlining the fact that they are on guard.
The excavations carried out in 1988 and 1996 revealed that the grid pattern (corbels)
on the ceiling above the peristyle which featured large central rosettes and other,
random decorative elements all bore traces of paint, specifically the same Egyptian
blue paint discovered in the Hall of Colossus. Despite the fact that the recycling of
building materials used in the Temple began as long ago as the beginning of the 6th
century AD, what remains of the structure is sufficient to identify the constituent
elements of the order and let to appreciate on the one hand, the sophisticated
evolution of the Corinthian capital and on the other, a certain sense that the way in
which the lion heads had been carved was somewhat old-fashioned.
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Forum Pacis

Archaeological escavation of the Forum Pacis (Courtesy of Sovr. Di Roma)

The Temple of Peace, which celebrated Emperor Vespasian quelling of the Jewish
revolt (71 AD), was inaugurated in 75 AD. This monumental complex was placed on
the Macellum, the Market of the Republican era, which was destroyed in a fire during
Nero’s reign (64 AD). The remaining structures belong to a reconstruction works
carried out by Septimus Severus (192 AD). The architectural layout of the temple was
reconstructed through graphic documentation in Forma Urbis - a plan of Mable
structures in Rome drawn on a scale of 1:246 at the beginning of the 3rd century AD,
and recent archaeological studies conducted by the Roman Archaeological Heritage
Authority.
The hall was rectangular and had an apse, that stood behind an altar and a hex style
pronaos, which was aligned along the axis of the porticos and divided in two rows of
columns. These columns were larger than those making up the porticos and recently
recovered fragments of drums of smooth pink Aswan granite 1.80 in diameter are
thought to have once belonged to them.
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In the absis (apse) a divine statue was placed on a podium. Its iconographic form
represented a female figure sitting with a branch in her right hand while her left hand
lay on her lap. The image of the statue was reproduced on commemorative coins
minted in 75-76 AD. Two blocks of travertine that were to the statue’s sides, which had
the purpose of sustaining vertical elements in the structure, are believed to be remains
from the Temple of Jerusalem and thus constituted trophies.
In the Severan era, the room was paved with a large opus sectile form. The floor had a
sequence of rotae (circular shapes) in Turkish pavonazzetto marble, granite and
porphyry that were carved into squares of yellow Numidian marble within a
pavonazzetto boarder. For some scholars, the room is considered a library with
theories being based on comparisons made with the plans and architectural layout of
the so-called Library of Hadrian in Athens.
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AMSTERDAM: The exhibition
[W. Hupperetz, R. van Beek, B. van Oppen]
Keys to Rome exhibition takes place in
the Allard Pierson museum in
Amsterdam. This is the archaeology
museum of the University of
Amsterdam. Keys to Rome is first step
of redesign of the Roman gallery
exhibition on Roman collections from
Italy, Egypt & Low Countries, showing
diversity within the Roman Empire. The
exhibition contains 8 themes, 3
perspectives and features 19 keyobjects.
Keys to Rome marks the refurbishment
of the Roman galleries of the Allard
Pierson Museum, the archaeology museum of the University of Amsterdam. The
publication and the exhibition offer a new and intriguing overview of the dynamism and
diversity within the Roman Empire. In it, the Allard Pierson Museum’s collection, along
with archaeological-historical research in the Low Countries, the Mediterranean Region
and Egypt are illuminated on the basis of
a variety of themes that show the
connectivity within the Roman Empire.
The refurbished Roman galleries provide
a foretaste of the complete renovation of
the Allard Pierson Museum that will be
carried out in the years ahead. The
visitor can become acquainted with
digital applications and visualisations of
archaeological research and museum
displays. This project was made possible
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through the collaboration within the Virtual Museum Transnational Network (vmust.net).
Themes:
1. Military and Might
2. Trade- An expanding economic network
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Food and Drink- Changing eating patterns
Religion- Old and new gods unified
Death - Interaction of funerary customs
Architecture- Innovations in the built-up environment
Appearance- An expression of identity
Entertainment- New forms of amusement

Perspectives and Connectivity
• Roman italic
• Egyptian
• Low Countries
Objects:
• Asclepius bronze figure
• Cavalry helmet bronze
• Helmet of Caesarian Legionary
• Pithos with Greek texts
• Skyphos
• Weight “ex auctoritate Quinti Junii Rustici praefecti urbis”
• Walking man with amphora upside down
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grave stele Harpocrates
Roof tile stamp: “exercitus Germaniae Inferioris”
Fresco fragment genius figure
Thoth-pedestal with Ibis and Bavian
Mercurius, bronze
Isis Regina, bronze
Miniature mask (Pan or satyr)
Relief showing gymnasium
Theatre mask
Seated Matrona

• Portrait of boy from Julian-Claudian house
• Mummy, portrait of girl
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For this exhibition three typologies of Roman housing have been created in 3D: a
residential aristocratic villa from Italy, an Egyptian domus and a low-countries villa.
These will serve to contextualise the artefacts displayed in the exhibition, within
Admotum serious game. In Amsterdam the same ICT applications available in the
other locations are accessible. Moreover a specific micro project has been developed
within v-must.net by the museum and tested in APM. It is a special RFID system that is
used to provide visitors with personal contents in accordance with the perspective they
choose at the beginning of the exhibition itinerary.
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History of the Venue
[W. Hupperetz]

https://vimeo.com/99681160

Allard Pierson museum

Internal views of the Allard Pierson Museum (Courtesy of Allard Pierson Museum)

The Allard Pierson Museum is the archaeology museum of the University of
Amsterdam. It was named after Professor Allard Pierson, who from 1877 to 1895
taught archaeology (and many other disciplines). He built up a small collection of
plaster copies of classical statues, but there was no real museum yet. His successor,
Professor Jan Six, owned an important collection of books and antiquities which he
used in teaching. Upon his demise, the Allard Pierson Foundation was set up with the
purpose of building a collection for the benefit of archaeology students. The ancient
civilisations of ancient Egypt, the Near East, the Greek World, Etruria and the Roman
Empire are revived in this museum. Art-objects and utensils, dating from 4000 BC till
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1000 AD give a good impression of everyday-life. It shows the significance of ancient
civilizations to contemporary European culture in a challenging way.
Museum collections are dynamic; every generation has its own use for them. That is
also true of the Allard Pierson Museum’s Roman collection. Over the last decades, the
museum has lost its primary purpose as a collection for education and research. This is
related to the divide in the study of Antiquity mentioned above, between art historians
with a classical education and archaeologists with a theoretical and scientific bent. The
Roman collection is now viewed against the background of a discussion on
Romanisation; in 2014, this has led to a renovation of the Roman department, with
more attention for regional diversity and dynamics and the empire’s local impact. As a
consequence, the particular value of the Roman-Egyptian collection now comes to the
fore, and the collection from the Roman Low Countries has been upgraded with longterm loans from the National Museum of Antiquities at Leiden.
The influence of digital applications and visualisations on exhibitions and
archaeological research is clearly visible in the Allard Pierson Museum. The museum
has a long-lasting collaboration with Media Studies at the University of Amsterdam to
evaluate these applications in research projects. Museum studies and the discussion
on heritage moreover focus on collections’ ‘biographies’. As a consequence, the
museum will pay more attention to collectors, archive research, and biographical
context.
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The collection of Allard Pierson Museum

Museum display before its renovation (Courtesy of Allard Pierson Museum)

The Allard Pierson Museum’s archaeological collection started with that of Professor
Constant Willem Lunsingh Scheurleer (1881–1941). He collected the objects over the
first three decades of the twentieth century, believing in the ideal of civilisation. When
he had to sell his collection for financial reasons, it became the basis of the Allard
Pierson Museum’s archaeological collection. Scheurleer’s preface to the Algemeene
gids (General Guide) in 1936 states that the museum’s collection is rich and diverse,
but cannot boast any world-renowned works of art. It is compared to the treasure trove
of a specialist. The highlight of the Roman collection then was the bronze head from
Aphrodisias donated by a friend of the Allard Pierson Foundation.
Nowadays, the Roman collection features a number of important pieces, each with its
own provenance and history. Most of the key objects described in this publication were
acquired by Scheurleer: a fresco fragment from the Boscoreale villa, a silver
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skyphos (two-handled drinking cup) from Mainz, numerous terracottas from Roman
Egypt, and Roman helmets. Each of these artefacts has a special importance.

Outline of the Roman collection
At this moment, the Roman collection consists of almost 2,400 objects and many
hundreds of fragments and shards. Some 500 objects were on permanent display until
May 2014. Both the highlights and many objects from daily life were meant to give an
impression of Roman art. The display was arranged more or less thematically, with little
attention for the geography and diversity of the Roman Empire. Coherence between
the often exceptional artefacts was missing; similarities and differences between
objects from Roman Egypt and classical Rome were hardly indicated.
Until recently this practice reflected the museum’s policy for the Roman collection:
whenever a beautiful or interesting piece was on offer, it was wholeheartedly accepted
as a donation or acquisition. A number of important donations and separate
acquisitions caused a significant growth. It also meant that there was no clear line in
the Roman display, although the starting point has always been that the objects were
there to tell a story.
That story was often told in attendant publications by the curators or by archaeologists
who worked at what was then the Amsterdam Institute for Archaeology and History. In
the publication accompanying the 1976 reopening of the museum at the Oude
Turfmarkt, the authors stated their intention to view the Roman world through the
objects in the museum. The book was reprinted in 1984; the title spoke of Roman art.
In 2002, a guide to the collections appeared; it was more of an historical introduction to
Roman civilisation, among other things. The book 75 jaar Allard Pierson Museum from
2009, by parting director Robert Lunsingh Scheurleer, continued in that direction by
stating that ‘the art of Rome has its roots in a Mediterranean past. The museum’s
current mission is to present the significance of old civilisations to modern European
culture in a fresh and thought-provoking way. The renovation of the Roman department
in 2014 which occasioned this publication should be viewed in that light.
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The exhibition plan: Towards a dynamic presentation
[W. Hupperetz]
All this has led to a new, layered approach for the museum: key objects form the first
layer, while the second one is thematic. Visits to the museum is enriched with context
and personalisation through new digital technology. For the experts, the old study
collections are brought back in a third layer of drawers and shelves, giving them
access to the collections for study and comparison and to information on the collectors.
As long as the museum has existed (eighty years in 2014), staff have tried to make
Mediterranean Antiquity accessible to scholars and lay persons alike. The purpose of
the objects was, and is, to provide insight into Western civilisation in past and present.
The new display of the Roman collection brings out - perhaps more than the old one
did - the connection between the objects on display and related research.
As the arts and sciences are never finished, so a museum’s collection is never
complete. Fortunately the Allard Pierson Museum collections are still growing.
Sometimes the objects in the collection reflect the director’s or curators’ predilections
and interests. We see this in the collection of Roman glass, for instance, to which
several remarkable pieces have been added following an exhibition on the subject in
2001. In the Roman department as in the entire museum, the collection owes its
existence to private initiative. Donations have always left their mark on the collection.
An archaeological museum collection is the result of a long and continuing selection
process which is the main factor in the collection’s significance. Our view on the
objects is changed by new archaeological research, new techniques for visualisation
and presentation, and increased insight into the ‘biography’ of the collections. Static,
semi permanent or permanent displays of archaeology collections have little room to
reveal those dynamics; for this reason, the Allard Pierson Museum has decided on a
new concept geared toward dynamic presentation. A flexible modular showcase
system will offer more possibilities to change the objects on display and to integrate
new insights and technologies. Apart from that, the biggest challenge is in museum
practice, in which curators are now spending more time and attention on continuous
implementation of the renewal. That’s the key to success for a dynamic presentation of
the Roman collection at the Allard Pierson Museum.
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K2R exhibition in Amsterdam: 1. Intro Video; 2. Key Objects IPad station (with RFID reader); 3. Admotum;
4. Holobox; 5. Web archive; 6. Virtex Augustus of Prima Porta; 7. Revealing Flashlight; 8. Animation
Boscoreale; 9. Visitor summary - archive

The contents
[W. Hupperetz]
In the first and second centuries AD, the Roman society in the Low Countries was
subject to change in many areas: religious expression, material culture, burial rituals,
architecture, and economy. But, we may ask, was central burial of the dead in the
Batavian countryside something that started under the influence of Roman culture, or
was it in fact a local reaction meant to increase the sense of community? And what
kind of impact did the presence of the Roman military have? These are difficult
questions that historians of Antiquity and archaeologists have not been asking for very
long, and that we are still trying to answer.
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Scholars have long assumed that in the province of Germania Inferior there was a
clear-cut contrast between native and ‘Roman’ ways and cultural values. This cliché
view, however, has taken a beating over the last years, because we have increasingly
taken dynamics and reciprocal influence into consideration. The new approach does
more justice to what Rome’s religious and cultural imperialism meant for local
communities.
Local identities were under high pressure and were changing continuously—which is
why mutual influence probably occurred between these identities and the values that
from the central authority of the Roman Empire seeped through to the countryside of a
border province on the Rhine.

The themes
1. Military and Might
The Roman Empire linked the Mediterranean region with north-western Europe. Here
the army played a major role. A vast network of roads was built to facilitate rapid
movement of the legions, reaching into Egypt, Mesopotamia, Spain and Scotland. This
road network made distant regions accessible. This benefited not only the military, but
also promoted political, social and economic unification.
For centuries Rome used civilian soldiers with their own weapons in its military
campaigns, but these were fought increasingly further away. For this reason the army
was professionalised in the first century. Recruits were drawn from Italy and from the
provinces as well. They were despatched all over the empire.
The soldiers themselves were a significant migration flow. For example, Batavians from
the Low Countries served as imperial guards, and Roman soldiers were stationed in
the Egyptian desert. Others also migrated, such as Syrian traders who went to live
along Hadrian's Wall in England. This migration rapidly blurred the distinction between
indigenous and exotic and between conquerors and conquered. Cities like Antioch,
Alexandria and Rome expanded to become huge metropolises.

2. Trade- An expanding economic network
The growth of the Roman Empire boosted the trading network both within and outside
the empire. Market-oriented production and distribution of goods came about as a
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result of a growing population and urban development, and on account of the legions
stationed everywhere. New irrigation techniques were developed, and there were
changes in agricultural land ownership. Members of local communities were moreover
able to exercise a trade more easily.
The Roman economy was a money economy, but payment could also be made in kind
or through barter. The Roman authorities had gold, silver and bronze or copper coins
minted, which served as a means of payment.
Imposing Roman seagoing vessels shipped large numbers of amphorae filled with
wine, olive oil and garum (fish sauce). Animal husbandry began to flourish on Roman
villas in the Low Countries, with production for the international market. Egypt supplied
not only grain and papyrus, but also beer and cheap wine, to the entire Mediterranean
region. In the second century, huge grain ships delivered 200,000 tons of grain to
Rome every year. Prosperity meant that luxury goods like Indian spices and Chinese
silks were within reach.

3. Food and Drink- Changing eating patterns
Everyday eating and drinking habits changed as a result of the increased mobility of
the population and the growth of trade networks. In Italy the choice became much
wider, and elsewhere the Mediterranean diet made inroads. Excavations at various
Roman military encampments provide a good picture of the spread of the new diet.
Pigs were increasingly kept in the Roman hinterland to meet the large demand for
meat. In Pompeii the remains of flamingos and giraffes were found, indicating
consumption of these exotic animals. In Egypt, emmer wheat, which had been grown
there for centuries, was supplanted by newer wheat varieties. And rice was imported
from India for the first time. In some parts of the Low Countries, olive oil, wine, fish
sauce and figs were even incorporated into the daily diet.
These changes in eating patterns were made possible by both long-distance trade and
local production. They illustrate the increasingly close links everywhere between the
inhabitants of the Roman Empire.
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4. Religion- Old and new gods unified
There was increasing contact within the Roman Empire. This stimulated an exchange
of world views between population groups with different cultural backgrounds.
Religion too was open to external influence. From Egypt came the worship of Isis and
Osiris, from Syria the cult of the fertility goddess Astarte, from Persia the worship of
Mithras and from Palestine Judaism and the new religion of Christianity. A typical
Egyptian goddess like Isis, for example, was able to transmute into a universal mother
goddess that was popular across the entire empire. In the same way, Rome's Jupiter
could play a role in local Celtic-German cults. Hermes-Mercurius was worshipped
under the name Arvernus in the Low Countries and identified in Egypt with Thoth. The
concepts 'Roman' and 'indigenous' and combinations such as 'Gallo-Roman' and
'Romano-Egyptian' thus have no explanatory significance: the empire's world of the
gods was a new world of the gods.
A temple was established in Lyon in the first century in honour of the goddess Roma
and the Emperor Augustus, an example of the spread of the cult of the ruler. Rome and
regional initiative merged in the provinces. Unity arose from the great religious
diversity.

5. Death - Interaction of funerary customs
Every culture develops its own customs for coping with the death of loved ones. In this
process of grieving, there was interaction in many places between the traditions of the
metropolis and those of the regions.
In Italy the dead were often cremated, and from the second century onward burial also
occurred. Interring the ash in urns and funerary gifts varied from community to
community. And the graves could also vary in shape and size. Cemeteries with
occasionally imposing tombs lay outside the city walls.
In Egypt the dead were often mummified and buried with images of Osiris, sometimes
accompanied by proverbs and hymns that could reach back to the Old Empire. The
custom of funerary gifts of statuettes of servants or canopic chests fell into disuse in
the Roman period. There were instead colourful death masks and beautiful mummy
portraits.
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Since the Late Iron Age little had changed in the Low Countries in how graves were
made and the manner of burial. And these local funerary rituals were now maintained,
apart from the use of Roman earthenware. The elite were buried in enclosed
cemeteries with funerary columns, monumental burial mounds and stone sarcophagi.

6. Architecture- Innovations in the built-up environment
The extensive road network facilitated the exchange and adoption of ideas, new
materials and techniques - in the field of architecture as well. During the Roman period
this even became part of an ‘international fashion'; a ‘Romanisation' that was the result
of mutual links within and outside the borders of the empire. The built-up environment
during the imperial period changed markedly in character in the Low Countries and
Egypt, and even in Rome itself.
Roman cities became centres of management and amusement. The centre of public
life was the forum. The buildings there were frequently decorated with marble from all
points of the compass. Houses were given a Hellenistic peristyle (an internal courtyard
surrounded by a colonnade). And Egyptian obelisks developed into the primary symbol
of imperial power. In Egypt itself the Roman authorities had Egyptian temples (re)built,
and in the countryside houses in a new architectonic style were built by local initiative.
Settlements in the Low Countries were given a fresh aspect through the introduction of
monumental temples, theatres, villas and houses made of stone.

7. Appearance- An expression of identity
The wearing of clothes and jewellery became a matter of conscious choice in the
Roman Empire. Women and men made grateful use of new fabrics, such as linen from
Egypt, cotton from India and silk from China. Trade meant that precious stones and
metals became available for making adornments and jewellery.
How people dressed reflected their cultural, social and religious identity. It indicated
differences between man and woman, rich and poor, Roman and provincial. People
could decide for themselves how they wanted to be seen. Nevertheless, there were
strong social conventions that had to be complied with. For example, not everyone was
permitted simply to have themselves immortalised, while prominent persons could after
their death be honoured in public with a statue. Emperors caused their images to be
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spread right across the empire. And from the first century onwards, political leaders
were depicted on coins.
The mode of dress could emphasise ethnic or cultural differences, or on the contrary
de-emphasise them. For example, Julius Civilis, who led the Revolt of the Batavi,
mostly wore his Roman mask in his meetings with the imperial household. But in the
Low Countries he is said to have displayed his Batavian origins.

8. Entertainment- New forms of amusement
Theatre and games take place everywhere and all times. New forms of entertainment
spread throughout the entire Roman Empire. In particular, pantomime, which was
based on Greek theatre, became an international phenomenon. The spectacular
gladiatorial contests originally had Etruscan, Samnites and other roots, but were now
held everywhere. Other contests, such as chariot racing, animal fighting and musical
games were widely held. They were particularly popular in the east.
Concert halls (odeia), (amphi-) theatres, stadiums and circuses were standard facilities
in the Roman city. Making music was already known in the Low Countries, but the
range of different instruments and melodies on offer now increased.
In Egypt, festivals linked to temples had always provided entertainment. In the Roman
era the local population took to the new forms of amusement. Traveling artistes were
invited to cities and villages to display some of the spectacle of the wider world.
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The Monuments: Noviomagus and Mook-Plasmolen villa
Around 10 BC, the Romans established a military camp, building upon the foundations
of a settlement that had previously been established by the Batavians. In AD 69, the
Batavians revolted, burning to the ground the village, which was then called Oppidum
Batavorum. The town was rebuilt west of the previous settlement and named Ulpia
Noviomagus. It has been assumed that the “Ulpia” in the name relates to the Emperor
Trajan, whose full name was Marcus Ulpius Traianus, and who likely granted the town
market rights around AD 104. Nijmegen takes its name as a derivation of its Roman
name, Noviomagus.
The luxury villa of Mook-Plasmolen, located 10 miles south of Nijmegen, was one of
the largest Roman villas ever built in the Netherlands. It consisted of a central body
intended for representation and two cross wings. The wing on the right hand side
accommodated heated living rooms and a private bath-suite. Through a 60 m long
heated corridor facing the hill side of the villa the patron could reach his offices that
were located in the cross wing on the left hand side. The principal reception room of
the villa was built on the residence’s central axis. This room measured 40 x 40 Roman
feet.
The facade of the villa facing the river Maas valley reflected the division into three
units. The central body of the villa was anticipated by a colonnaded portico. An
intentionally widened intercolumniation in the centre of the portico emphasized the
location and the significance of the main reception room. On this spot the portico was
given a centred front gable (pediment), whereas the principal room itself was
accentuated by means of a front-gabled roof.
The site where the villa was built has been very well preserved. Halfway up the Sint
Jansberg a plateau was created to accommodate the villa. The size of the plateau
closely matched the dimensions of the villa. In front of the villa there must have been a
geometrically organized pleasure garden.
The Society for the Preservation of Nature (Natuurmonumenten) and the National
Service for the Archaeological Heritage (ROB) initiated the consolidation and
visualization of the villa on-site, based on the reconstruction of PANSA BV.
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Perspectives and Connectivity: the context of world history
A good way to constantly remind ourselves of this multicultural tangle while we are
interpreting ‘Rome’ is giving the notion of connectivity a central position. The image of
Rome - as a little village that on the banks of the Tiber developed its identity on its own
until, starting from that unique DNA we call Roman, it grew to be a superpower - that
image is false. Rome always was a part of a bigger world, and definitely so from c.200
BC, when everything was stirred up in the Hellenistic world, not least because the
Romans conquered large parts of it.
Exchange and relations between cultures (in other words: connectivity) existed from
the Bronze Age and, together with accompanying ideas on universalism and
multiculturalism, were first strengthened by the Persian Empire. Alexander the Great
and his successors continued this conglomerate and the Roman Empire incorporated
large parts of this Hellenistic world, and then further enlarged it by adding the western
Mediterranean and northwest Europe. Meanwhile, at the other end of Eurasia, the
Chinese Empire was flourishing and growing, the spheres of influence of both empires
touching each other. ‘Roman’, then, meant even more connectivity: a safe
Mediterranean Sea without pirates, long-distance trade, a network of roads, common
languages (Latin, Greek, Aramaic), a universal system of law, and so on.
Rome influenced these developments, but was a part and a result of them at the same
time. In Europe we can illustrate this with all kinds of crucial social changes during the
first century BC. We tend to associate these changes with the Roman annexation of
the regions concerned, but in fact they often preceded conquest. Both the Romans and
the lands they invaded had become part of a much bigger network. In other words: the
Romans were surfing a wave, together with many others. And although they used it
well, they did not cause the wave, nor were they directly responsible for everything it
was to set in motion.
Through these forms of connectivity that had been unknown before, the world was
more unified than it had ever been. Some scholars even argue that the concept of
globalization should be used to indicate the degree of connectivity in the Roman
Empire; others condemn it as anachronistic. However that may be, this connectivity just like the various kinds of connectivity characterizing our more recent history - had
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serious consequences: a complex society emerged in a large part of the world. This did
not merely happen in Rome, nor through Rome’s government of its ‘colonies’. Rome
was not central in every respect, and it was subject to all kinds of influences as much
as it influenced other cultures. The relative importance of a place is determined by its
position in a network. There were nodes where everything came together; they often
lay in the so-called periphery, like Alexandria in Egypt, Antioch, Ephesus (now Antakya
and Efes in Turkey), or Augusta Treverorum (Trier, Germany). The Roman world
cannot be understood in terms of provinces or regions. Especially not if the definition of
such provinces or regions is linked to that of the nineteenth-century nation-state, with
borders that had no meaning whatsoever at that time. ‘Gaul’ is not a useful category to
study separately; ‘Gaul’ is the name of a part of the world that was connected to other
parts of the world because it belonged to the Roman Empire. There certainly was no
such thing as ‘the Roman Netherlands’. This does not mean that there were no
differences between, say, Roman Alexandria and Roman London; of course there
were. But we can only understand those differences against the background of the
Roman world as a whole. Ideally we should therefore look at everything both locally
and globally, that is: on a far greater scale, at empire level. Which is exactly what we
envisage doing in this exhibition.
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Sarajevo: The exhibition
[S. Rizvic, A. Muftarevic]
The exhibition in Sarajevo takes place in
the basement of the newly restored Town
Hall, named Vijecnica The restoration of
this iconic building, which was set on fire
by Serbian troops in the recent war, has
been possible through

European funding

under direction of European restoration
specialists. Keys to Rome is one of the
many events in Sarajevo being undertaken
this year in which we commemorate the
the assassination of Archduke FranzFerdinand in 1914, which directly to the
First World War.
The exhibition space is located in the central aula of the Town Hall, and shares the
same structure as the aula. The space is intended to host temporary exhibitions and is
well suited for showing museum objects and virtual environments. The exhibition space
is an hexagon with a diameter of 21,76 m, and consists of a central space with
diameter of 6,81 m and two rings of spaces around it.
The archaeological objects that are on display come from the Sarajevo Museum and
from the National Museum of Bosnia - Herzegovina, closed in 2012. It is in fact a great
occasion to see a collection unfortunately not accessible for common visitors.
The exhibition is moved at the end of October in the Sarajevo Museum where it will
remain permanently. Narrative aspects emerge in Sarajevo, thanks to the technological
applications that help visitor to discover a lost past.
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City Hall destroyed

City Hall restaured

Few Bosnians and Europeans know that in Bosnia Herzegovina several Roman
Archaeological sites have been excavated.
It is the case of the urban villa and its thermal complex, dating back to 1st - 2nd AD,
found at Ilidza, close to Sarajevo. Here sulphur springs were present (in Roman times
it was called Aquae Sulphurae)
There are also remains of an early Christian Basilica, the CIM Basilica, close to Mostar.
Cim is featured during the period 470 – 508 AD.

Map of archaeological sites (Courtesy of Museum of Sarajevo)
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History of the Venue
[S. Rizvic]

https://vimeo.com/100151924

The City Hall (Vijećnica)
The City Hall by its spatial - plastic values and architectural framework, as well as the
urban importance, captures a high position on the scale of the most significant
buildings of Sarajevo and it became its spatial peculiarity.
It was built at the end of the last century at the end of Bašèaršija, on the interesting plot
in the triangle form. It was designed by Alexander Wittek in 1892, and he started the
construction as well. The design was subsequently changed and supplemented by
Æiril Ivekoviæ in the new Moorish style leaning especially to the architecture of
Mameluk in Cairo. It officially became the town hall in 1895. As the National Library it
was exposed to large shelling and was heavily damaged in the 1992-95 aggression.
The building was constructed to house the city administration and the construction
works were financed from the funds of Sarajevo Municipality.
The City Hall is the biggest and the most representative building from the AustroHungarian period in Sarajevo. It burnt down in the night of 25th-26th August, 1992.
The building was constructed in a mixture of styles combining historicism and pseudoMoorish styles. The style models are the so-called Mozarab and Moorish arts from
Spain and the Maghreb. The basic construction elements are columns, walls, arches
and glassed dome roofing the hall.
The building has a triangular foundation with a six-angled centre – the hall, the most
important part of the luxurious interior topped with the glass dome. In order to comply
with its function and architectural self, quite luxurious façade is applied with a
representative front-side doorway. The façade is coloured red and yellow in turns with
ornamental faïence boarding.
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View of the City Hall (Vijećnica) of Sarajevo

The architectural diversity of the building is followed by an adequate pictorial
decoration.
The painted decorations are placed in the main stairway, walls of the main auditorium,
doorway and the central hall, whilst the stained-glass showcases ornamented with
floral patterns of modelling decoration, seen in the main stairway and under the dome,
signify a flowery style of the building.
Sarajevo City Hall construction took the western European architecture for its model
along with all the elements typical for such constructions. The city administration, as
the main office of the city authorities in free cities (those with the Charter of Freedom),
has common architectural elements: Ground floor – loggia for a courtroom or
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marketplace, and First floor – main auditorium and premises for meetings, a balcony or
an extended balcony and a tower which was, when speaking of Sarajevo City hall,
placed on the backside of the central dome erected over the six-angled hall roofed with
the glass dome.
In the history of the western European cities, the existence of a city hall apparently
represented a higher form of the city’s autonomy, i.e. a higher grade of political
(municipal) autonomy. So, the city of Sarajevo got its City Hall as early as in 1896.
In the year of 1912, the interior was redecorated, and, in 1984, all the stained-glass
complexes and the painted sections of the interior were washed and cleaned, while the
hallway, parts of the central hall, fountain beds on both sides of the entrance stairway
and the stairway itself underwent restoration.

External view of the city hall
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The Sarajevo Museum

The Sarajevo Museum is a public institute founded by Sarajevo Canton, Federation of
Bosnia and Herzegovina. It now consists of the main building, with depots, and five
dependencies: Svrzo’s House, the Despić House, the Jewish Museum, the Brusa
Bezistan, and the Sarajevo Museum 1878-1914.
The Museum’s collections are housed and displayed in its depots and dependencies,
where they tell the story of Sarajevo’s past, from the prehistoric settlements at Butmir
through the Illyrian and Roman settlements to mediaeval Bosnia, the Ottoman period,
the Austro-Hungarian period and modern times. The Museum has several collections
of considerable value, among them its archaeology, oriental and ethnography
collections, works of art, the Jewish collection, the Austro-Hungarian collection and the
Isztvan Meze collection. The Sarajevo Museum has made a major contribution to the
city’s culture, education and tourism in the past, and this remains its mission for the
future.
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The National Museum of Bosnia and Herzegovina
The National Museum of Bosnia and Herzegovina was founded in 1888, as a complex
museum with departments of archaeology, ethnology and natural sciences, the
botanical garden and the library. It holds several millions of exhibits and around
300000 titles, many of them rarities. This museum is the most significant museum
institution in South Eastern Europe.
For its unresolved legal status after the war in 1992-95 and a total lack of financial
support from the state authorities, the Museum has been closed for public since 4th of
October 2012. There is an ongoing struggle for overcoming of this situation. In spite of
these extremely difficult conditions, the Museum staff are fighting to preserve this
national treasure which represents a significant part of the regional, European and
world heritage.
The Keys to Rome exhibition presents a small part of the rich archaeological collection
from the Museum. This is a unique opportunity for public to see these exhibits as their
original exhibition space is still closed.
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The exhibition plan

A map of the exhibition itinerary in Sarajevo
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Romans in Bosnia Herzegovina
[A. Muftarevic]
After two centuries of steady campaigning, the Romans finally succeeded in
subjugating the Illyrian region in the year 9 AD. The coming of the Romans to these
parts brought about major political, social, economic and cultural change. The rich
Illyrian cultural heritage, which had developed within the framework of tribal
organization and on the basis of a rural way of life, encountered Roman culture, which
had sprung from slave-master relationships and expansionist military power, which
extended Roman influence from Europe to Asia and Africa, an influence that long after
the fall of the Roman empire left a deep imprint in various forms of material and
spiritual culture, law and the economy.

Aquae Solphureae
The Sarajevo region, settled by the Illyrian tribe Desidiati, acquired its first colony as
early as the first century, with the construction of the urban settlement af Aquae
Solphureae on the site of the Ilidža spa, the cultural centre of this area.
Aquae Solphureae is the most important settlement of the Roman era in the Sarajevo
region, being both the direct administrative centre and a sanatorium. The earliest
excavations (1892 and 1893) uncovered the remains of major Roman buildings and
other Roman monuments on the site where the present day spa facilities and the
thermal springs are located. The substructure of all the buildings of that date, and
particular the numerous mosaics with which they were adorned, are evidence of the
extensive resources expended on the erection of this settlement.
To this day the name of this Roman settlement remains unknown. More specific details
on its name are given by an inscription preserved on a stone plinth found when the
Ottoman bridge over the river željeznica was demolished in 1936.
The stone plinth was laid in honour of the Emperor Diocletian (284 – 305 AD), and the
inscription is evidence of the existence of an already developed settlement with the
architectural attributes and elements of a Roman town. Particular political and strategic
issues were the influence that led to Aquae S... , as an urban borough, also becoming
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the administrative centre of part of the Desidiati region. This was an exceptional case,
since in the Roman state, as a rule, Aquae were prominent sites, but without a political
role.

Map of archaeological Roman sites in Bosnia
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The archaeological sites
[A. Sadzak, V. Hulusic, T. Mijatovic]

Basilica CIM

Archaeological site of the early basilica and memorium of Cim

The early Christian basilica and memorium (chapel) of Cim nearby Mostar is one of the
well-known examples of early Christian buildings in the Balkans, that was one of the
first areas of the Roman Empire to become Christian. The father of Emperor
Constantine originated from this area. The early Christian art is one of the great assets
of this region.
Early Christian Basilica Cim (built in 5 - 6 AD) are the archaeological remains of the
Early Christian – late Roman Basilica in Mostar's suburb of Crkvine. This Basilica in
Cim is Bosnia and Herzegovina's national monument and during its archaeological
excavation other items were discovered - such as tombs and buildings for housing.
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Reconstructions from the archaeological publication of the altar

Since the terrain falls away gently from north to south, the basilica had to be built on
three levels. The northern part is partly dug into the ground, while the difference in level
between the central and southern parts is not that marked. The basilica had a single
nave and three apses built on to the exterior of the east end. The overall dimensions of
the basilica are 24.80 x 15 m. It was reinforced on the outside by 23 buttresses. It lies
west-east, like the majority of basilicas in Bosnia and Herzegovina. The basilica
consists of a narthex, nave, presbytery, baptistery to the north and areas to the south.
The narthex is a rectangular area extending over the full width of the basilica. Outside
the entrance, was a paved portico on columns. In one of the holes where the columns
stood, lead was found. There are signs of fire on the stone slabs of the rest of the floor
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in the narthex. Three tombs were discovered by the south wall and in the southern half
of the narthex, two of simple stone slabs, lying east-west, and the third of masonry,
lying north-south. None had any grave goods.

The nave was connected to the narthex by an entrance. The walls of the nave are
solidly and carefully built. The thickness of the walls suggests that the nave was higher
than the lateral parts of the building. The presbyterium consists of three semicircular
apses. No traces of an altar railing were found, although one would normally have
divided the apsidal part from the nave. Along the inner edge of the semicircular wall of
the north apse a semicircular stone step has survived, probably part of the subselium.
An ossarium was discovered in this apse, and in the central apse a sepulchrum with
reliquaries was discovered. The tomb in the north apse (the ossarium) had been walled
up and covered with thick slabs over which a layer of stone and mortar had been laid. It
contained several skeletons, which had been jumbled up, so that it was impossible to
determine how many there were. It was presumably an ossarium to which the
skeletons had been removed from some other tomb. The only grave goods found was
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an iron link. In the central apse, a sepulcrum reliquiarum or tomb for reliquaries was
found under the altar mensa at the bottom of which three reliquaries lay on a piece of
imbrex. The sepulchre was cut into the living rock (miljevina limestone), and consisted
of miljevina slabs and a wall with lime mortar. Inside three slabs were discovered, one
upon another. At the bottom of the sepulchre was an oval hollow cut into the bedrock.

Sepulchre reliquarum under the basilica altar with covering stone

Here were imbrices with four reliquaries of which one fell apart on being removed. This
is the only case in Bosnia and Herzegovina where reliquaries have been discovered in
situ in a late antique basilica. The mortal remains of the martyr saint to whom the
church was dedicated had been placed in one bone reliquary and two silver containers.
The baptistery is to the north of the nave and was entered from the narthex through an
opening. In the eastern half is an elliptical piscina (with a depth of about 0.60 m) which
could be used for baptising adults. It is made of pieces of roof tile and lime mortar,
lined on the inside with mortar mixed with pounded brick. It had three steps on either
side. At the bottom a round hole was left in the tamped mortar for the water to run out.
A tap was fixed over the east side of the piscina, with a hollowed out stone, which was
connected to the north area of the basilica.
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A room was built on against the north wall of the basilica. Another room was built onto
the outside walls of the north and central apses. The purpose of these two additional
rooms remains unknown.
The basilica was very solidly built of cut stone, laid in courses (opus quadratum) more
precisely than the majority of other basilicas in Bosnia and Herzegovina. In addition to
soft sandstone, small quantities of tufa and conglomerate were used, and the stone
was bonded with lime mortar with a fair proportion of sand and ground brick. The floor
survived in the southern half of the narthex and the southern room adjoining the apse.
A thin coating of lime mortar could be seen beneath rectangular stone blocks. In the
northern part of the interior the floor was torn up by later mediaeval interments. The
large rectangular stone slabs laid around the basilica against the outside of the walls at
a slight angle were designed to protect them against water from the roof.
The basilica was roofed with tiles.
A total of 36 disturbed and damaged mediaeval graves were found in the ruins of the
basilica, all lying more or less west-east. Thirteen were made from the stone flooring
slabs of the basilica, and the rest had no architecture. The main grave goods were
items of jewellery (earrings and rings).
It is possible that a second church was built later on the foundations of the older,
original church, which was demolished for reasons unknown. This is confirmed by the
discovery of fragments of two mensas, one marble and the other of miljevina, as well
as numerous pieces of altar partitions belonging to two separate stages. The older
pieces may date as far back as the 4th or first half of the 5th century, and the more
recent to the late 5th or early 6th century.
Outside the church, north-east of the central apse, a late antique tomb was found, the
masonry set in lime mortar, and with a vaulted roof, which had been totally destroyed.
Nothing other than animal bones was found in the grave.
The memorial chapel was erected to the south of the basilica, and lies roughly westeast. It consists of two areas: to the west, in the entrance area to the chapel, was an
area with tombs, and to the east an area with a single preapsidal and apsidal space.
The main entrance of the chapel was at the west end, and led into the area with tombs.
Instead of a floor, here large quantities of soot were found in places, but with no
archaeological material. Beneath the layer of soot was a layer of soil with a fair
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proportion of lime mortar. Alongside the north wall and by the south grave, stone
benches were discovered. The south grave contained one skeleton, and the north
grave three skeletons. Neither contained any grave goods. The walls of the tombs
consisted of a monolithic stone slab, except for the south grave with a single skeleton,
which was of masonry in lime mortar. The lids had iron rings.
The assumption is that the memorial chapel had three apses, which like those of the
basilica projected outwards, but of which only the north and half the central apse have
survived. There were rectangular stone slabs on the floor in front of the central apse,
probably the remains of the altar railing. This entire area was floored with tamped
mortar containing a high proportion of ground brick.

A decoration reminiscent of a

“fleur de lis”, made of white river pebbles, was found on the remains of the floor of the
central apse. Two circles of pebbles of various colours were to be seen on the floor of
the north apse, each with a small stone in the centre.

About 150 m west of the

basilica, the remains of a contemporary late antique residential building were
discovered.
The only archaeological material that was found was a small quantity of pieces of roof
tile, pottery shards, pieces of glass and nails.
The buildings of the late antique basilica and memorial chapel have been dated
broadly to the 4th to 6th century. Both have been reconstructed in 3D [Section 2]
Archaeological material
Sculptured stone can be classified into two chronological groups, the older and the
newer. The older sculptured stone in Cim typically features acanthus, vine leaves and
grapes, and interlacing. Interlacing is a classic motif of late antique churches, and also
appears in the more recent stage in markedly stylized form.

On one fragment of a

pluteum there were figures of lambs and half columns, favourite motifs in the late
antique era. Five fishes figured on one rectangular stone. Among the more recent and
significant finds from Cim was an impost capital with a relief of birds and a rosette on
one side, some fragments with the figures of doves, fragments with a fleur de lis
ornament, and some fragments with the symbol of the cross. Numerous stone
fragments were found on the site, of which 255 were entered in the inventory.
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Reliquaries
The sepulchre with reliquaries consists of three elements. One bone reliquary is of
cylindrical form. At the centre of the lid is a circular hollow surrounded by a ring with
two incised circular lines. In the reliquary some soil of ashen colour was found,
presumably the cremated ashes of a saint. The second bone reliquary is square and
also unadorned. Inside were grooves to enable the lid to slide back and forth. The
third, rectangular reliquary was made of sheet silver and had embossed decoration on
all sides. The upper longer side bears a design of a cross with three equal arms but
the lower part of the upright somewhat longer. The right and left of the cross and at all
four corners are decorated with leaf sprays. The lower longer side is decorated with a
twisted band surround in the centre of which is a rectangle filled with leaf sprays, and a
circular hole right in the middle. Each of the two narrower sides of the reliquary has a
small cross surrounded by a garland with leaf sprays, and at the end of each arm is a
small impressed circle. There are three small holes at the corners. The entire ornament
is set in a rectangular frame.
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Villa of Ilidza
The rate of settlement in Ilidža intensified during the Roman period thanks to the major
road leading from Narona along the river Neretva valley past Boračko lake, Konjic and
Ivan-sedlo to the Sarajevo plain and on towards the Drina. The presence of sulphur
springs was of considerable significance for the gradual evolution of the original villagetype Roman settlement (vicus) into an urban entity with specific spa facilities in the 1st
century AD.

This is suggested by the Roman inscription “Aquae S…“ (S… Baths),

found in 1936.

Panorama of the actual archaeological site

Other archaeological material: a bronze belt buckle, shards of glass vessels, a bone
needle, various items of jewellery (mainly fibulas), cosmetic wares, an arrow-head and
nails from various structural components. Material with epigraphic evidence was found
in a secondary position in Ilidža and various parts of the Sarajevo plain, where it was
used as building material. An altar was found by the sulphur springs, with a dedication
to Apollo Tadenus by Carmidis, a slave of the Colony. It is from this that the ranking of
this settlement was discovered.
The size and quantity of items, along with the appearance and quality of the mosaic
and certain finds, indicates the degree of luxury with which these baths were equipped,
and their historical, artistic and aesthetic value places the baths among the supreme
achievements of Roman architecture in the province of Roman Dalmatia, to which this
settlement belonged.
The villa urbana, situated at 75 m from the thermal bath in the same street, dates in
origin from 1st century but has been enlarged in the 2nd or 3rd century AD (as
reconstructed below). Some mosaics that have been documented during the
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excavations have been identified in this villa and have been added in the virtual
reconstruction. A large 10 x 8 m room has a splendid mosaic that is well documented.
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Thermae of Ilidza
Aquae Sulphureae was a luxury summer resort at thermal sulphur springs, containing
several villas, a bath complex (with healing water) and a guest resort, most dating from
the 3rd century. The name of the colonia is known from a part of a monument erected
for emperor Diocletianus (284-305 AD).

In the second half of the 3rd century, the

urbanisation of the area is halted due to incursions of tribes from outside the Roman
Empire.

Plan of the excavated thermae and villa
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Ilidza evolved from a Roman vicus along the inland road from Narona to an urban
entity with spa facilities in the 1st century AD. It started growing in the second half of
the 2nd century when emperor Marcus Aurelius made retired Roman soldiers settle in
the Sarajevo plain. The colonia had its own urban administration, defined by the
Constitutio Antoniniana (212 AD), and became also a trade centre. It remained in
existence until the second half of the 6th century (incursions of the Slavic tribes).
Occupation continued however in the medieval period.
The first phase of the thermal baths and guest house can be dated in the 2nd century,
the second phase, including the guest house for women, can be dated in the 3rd
century. It was used until the second part of the 4th century.

Copy of mosaics of thermae of Ilidza (from city museum)

Some mosaics that have been documented during the excavations have been
identified in these thermae and may be added in the virtual reconstruction. Concretely,
the mosaics and floor tiles of rooms 2a (outdoor income hall), 2b (indoor income hall),
heating (2 and 3) and one hotel room (6 and 7) are known and can be added to the
virtual reconstruction.
There is a plausible proposal for the full structure of the thermae, which was serving
both men and women, through a system of time sharing.
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ALEXANDRIA: The exhibition
[M. A. Maguid]

In Alexandria, Keys to Rome is organised in the
Bibliotheca Alexandrina, inside its Antiquities
Museum. A specific 3D reconstruction of the
ancient harbour, the lighthouse and Serapeum
in 2nd AD has been carried out [Section 2]. Keys
to Rome will be integrated into the permanent
exhibition in the Biblioteca Alexandrina.
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History of the Venue:

https://vimeo.com/100151925

Bibliotheca Alexandrina

External and internal view of the Library

In 48 BC, the famous Library of Alexandria, built in the 3rd BC, was attacked by Julius
Caesar, during the Alexandrian war. A huge fire swallowed up its 40,000 scrolls that
were burnt. It would seem that this was the end of the legend, but 2,000 years later,
after 10 years of planning, the Egyptian government and UNESCO put their effort to
revive the ancient Library. The New Library of Alexandria is dedicated to recapture the
spirit of openness and scholarship of the original Bibliotheca. It is much more than a
library. The Library aims to be: a centre of excellence in the production and
dissemination of knowledge and a place of dialogue, learning and understanding
between cultures and peoples. The unique role of the Library of Alexandria, as that of a
great Egyptian Library with international dimensions, focuses on four main aspects,
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that seek to recapture the spirit of the original ancient Library of Alexandria. It aspires
to be: The world’s window on Egypt; Egypt’s window on the world; A leading institution
of the digital age; A centre for learning, tolerance, dialogue and understanding. Part of
the Library, is also the Antiquities Museums, with its collection of rare artefacts from the
Pharaonic, Greek, Roman, Coptic and Islamic eras.
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Antiquities Museum of the Bibliotheca Alexandrina

The Bibliotheca Alexandrina Antiquities Museum is the first among all archeological
Museums in the world that is located within a library. The initiative came from Mrs.
Suzanne Mubarak, during one of her visits to the construction site of the Bibliotheca
Alexandrina. Mrs. Mubarak called for creating a committee to prepare the necessary
studies to assemble a museum that would house the artefacts discovered at the
construction site. A committee of archaeologists was set up to develop a plan for the
museum.
The Museum's collection documents various epochs of Egyptian civilization dating from
the Pharaonic era up to the Islamic period, including the Greek civilization that came to
Egypt with the conquest of Alexander the Great. It was followed by the Roman and
Coptic civilizations before Islam established itself in Egypt. The collection houses about
1316 artefacts.
The extraordinary idea of housing a museum of antiquities within the cultural complex
of the Bibliotheca Alexandrina was born when several exquisite pieces dating back to
the Hellenistic, Roman and Byzantine eras were discovered during the excavation
works at the construction site of the Library.
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The Bibliotheca Alexandrina Antiquities Museum is one of the few museums in the
world that displays artefacts discovered at the self-same location of the museum.

The Museum was officially inaugurated on 16 October 2002. Its collections were
carefully selected to reflect the rich, multi-cultural history of Egypt with its Pharaonic,
Greco-Roman, Coptic and Islamic heritage, with special emphasis on Alexandria and
the Hellenistic period. The Museum houses 1133 pieces, which include two unique
collections:
• The artefacts found during the excavation works on the construction site (1993-1995)
• Underwater Antiquities hauled up from the Mediterranean seabed near the Eastern
Harbour and the Bay of Abukir.
Established in 2001, the mission of the Museum is to promote research and creativity
through different programs and activities. It aims to give its visitors a glimpse of the
different eras of Egypt’s history, and to raise the cultural awareness of young people by
presenting a variety of educational programs.
The Antiquities Museum is designed in a very modern way, using the most
sophisticated techniques, such as special optic lighting systems suitable for the
exhibits, and theft alarm and firefighting systems. Recently, the Museum’s Descriptive
Labels were translated into French, besides Arabic and English, to serve all
francophone visitors.
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With a database of more than 1,000 ancient monuments, the Bibliotheca Alexandrina
Antiquities Museum is the first museum in Egypt to display most of its holdings online in
Arabic, English and French. Users can navigate through the different sections to view
historical and artistic introductions on the era to which the antiquities belong. Website
visitors can also have a virtual tour in the different halls of the Museum, and view
panoramic photographs of the various sections.
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The exhibition plan

A map of the exhibition itinerary in the Bibliotheca Alexandrina
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Romans in Egypt
[M. A. Maguid]
After the defeat of Mark Antony and Cleopatra VII at the Battle of Actium in 31 BC and
their deaths, Egypt became a Roman province. Octavian celebrating this event was
named Augustus; he changed his hair cut and issued a new coin depicting a crocodile as a symbol for Egypt- with an inscription announcing the seizure of Egypt.
The Romans lead important changes in the administrative system, designed to
attaining a high level of efficiency and maximizing revenue. The first prefect of Egypt
the wealthiest Roman province was Gaius Cornelius Gallus. Under the rule of August's
successors, Egypt lived through two periods, starting from the Julio-Claudian Dynasty
until Emperor Constantine (1st century AD - 4th century AD). After this latter emperor,
the Roman Empire eventually split into two camps: Roman in the west and Byzantine
at the east. Egypt joined the latter empire until the Arab conquest in AD 641.
During the imperial period, a massive amount of Egypt's grain was shipped downriver
both to feed the population of Alexandria and for export to the Roman capital. The Red
Sea was agitated with the ships of Alexandrian and Roman traders, and the
commercial contact between Alexandria and India flourished. The Roman government
had actively encouraged the privatization of land and the increase of private enterprise
in manufacture, commerce, and trade, and low tax rates favoured private owners and
entrepreneurs. Nero’s efforts to improve Egyptian farming and economic activities in
general achieved their goals and farming-based industry such as papyrus and textiles
fared well.
The reign of Domitian (AD 69-81) witnessed the dedication of temples to Egyptian
deities along with a general change in the Roman attitude to the Egyptian religion,
which had been forced to withdraw into a corner by the oppressive policies of previous
Roman emperors. There was also considerable Roman interest in the founding of
cities. Hadrian (AD 117-138), who visited Egypt twice, founded Antinoöpolis in memory
of his drowned lover Antinous. From his reign onward buildings in the Greco-Roman
style were erected throughout the country. Hadrian's achievements included his
acceptance of the honour of patronising the Mouseion and his restoration of the temple
of the Serapeum.
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On the other hand, there were some unrest and revolts that caused destruction in the
city of Alexandria and finally an economy crash. Considerable trouble was caused by
religious conflicts between the Greeks and the Jews.
At the end of the first century AD, Christianity started to emergen and spread in Egypt.
In spite of the Roman accepted many of the other ancient religions the Christians were
subjected to the most types of abuse and persecution at the hands of Roman
authorities. Systematic persecution against Christians in Egypt took place in the reigns
of Emperors Severus and Dekus. In 303 AD, emperor Diocletian begins the harshest
persecution against Christians, although that the Christian called his reign “the era of
martyrs” and started the Coptic calendar in 284 AD the first year of his accession.
Finally, Constantine recognizes the Christian religion as the official religion of the
empire and became the first Christian emperor.
After the death of the latter and the split of the empire, the Western Roman Empire
crumbled under the Germanic invasions; while in the other camp Christian culture
flourished and developed an identity and a theology of its own as well as a set of
distinctive arts. Egypt, again, was one of the major provinces of the eastern empire and
contributed with its huge culture and civilization in the theological thoughts, arts as well
as trade of her natural and manufactured resources.
During both periods, Hellenistic culture continued to prosper in Egypt well even after
the Arab conquest. The Greek language was the main one. Assimilation of Roman and
Greek gods sometimes also with Egyptian gods was active. This is witnessed in all
types of art. One can notice easily the merge of the characteristics of the art of the
three civilizations. Many of the works created by the artists of that time were influenced
by the Greek style and have been developed. The funerary masks and stelae, the
glass and goldsmith works, the sculpture and painting all are witness.
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The Archaeological sites
[M. Farouk]

Pharo
The ancient lighthouse, or Pharos of Alexandria, was erected during the reign of
Ptolemy II Philadelphus between 283–279 BC. The earliest known description of it was
made by the Greek historian and geographer, Strabo, who visited Alexandria in about
30 BC. In modern times, the detailed description of this monument made by German
architect Hermann Tiersch in 1906 has also contributed to our knowledge of the
Pharos. Alex Med (Mediterranean Research Centre) has constructed four models of
the Pharos showing different stages of deterioration. The Pharo has been
reconstructed for Admotum [Section 2]

Serapeum
The Serapeum (or Sarapeion) was a great temple dedicated to the Greek-Egyptian
god Serapis in ancient Alexandria. Founded by Ptolemy I around 300 BC, it was
infamously destroyed by Bishop Theophilus and his Christian mob in 391 AD.
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Very little of the temple remains today, but visitors can enter the underground chamber
that contained a cult image and the library and see some artefacts from the temple in
the city's Greco-Roman Museum.

History of Serapeum
Ptolemy I Soter was a childhood friend and trusted general of Alexander the Great, and
eventually took over rule of Egypt after the Macedonian's death. In an effort to unite the
religions and cultures of the Egyptians and Greeks, Ptolemy I invented a new god,
Serapis. He took a cult statue from Sinope and brought it to Alexandria, saying that he
had been bidden to do so in a dream. According to tradition, the statue hopped in the
Alexandrian ship after the locals proved unwilling to part with it. Upon its arrival in
Alexandria, two religious experts in the employ of the king declared the statue to be
Serapis.
Serapis was a combination of the traditional Egyptian gods Osiris and Apis, sprinkled
with the attributes of the Hellenistic gods Zeus, Helios, Dionysus, Hades and
Asklepius. Serapis was thus a supreme god of divine majesty and the sun (Zeus and
Helios), fertility (Dionysos) the underworld and afterlife (Hades, Apis and Osiris) and
healing (Asklepius). His connection to the afterlife and fertility were always primary.
Syncretism among Greek gods was a common practice, and there was already
precedent for combining the Egyptian gods into one. Apis, the bull, was regard as the
incarnation of Osiris, and Osiris was sometimes called "the bull of the west." Indeed,
the practice of combining the two names occurred before Ptolemy: "Osirapis" was
worshipped in Memphis and perhaps already in Alexandria.
The cult statue of Serapis was in classical Greek form, with no animal-headed Egyptian
characteristics that would have been off-putting to the Greeks. Its iconography was that
of Hades — with robe, Greek hairstyle, and beard — with a basket of grain on his head
symbolizing fertility and his connection with Osiris, god of grain. At his feet was
Cerberus, the three-headed dog of the Greek underworld. As described by Clement of
Alexandria, the statue was made of a combination of many precious materials and had
a dark-blue colour.
To properly house the statue, Ptolemy I constructed the grand Serapeum on the
acropolis of Alexandria (a modest hill). The temple was resembled the famous
Serapeum at Memphis and was elevated on a great platform, over 100 steps high. It
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was made of gleaming marble and painted and gilded on the inside. The statue of
Serapis was said to be so large that each hand touched the wall on either side.
Both pagan and Christian writers recorded that the temple officials employed some
clever techniques to wow the crowds. A hidden magnet was fixed in the ceiling above
the statue, so that the statue of Serapis appeared to rise up and remain suspended in
the air of its own accord. And a small window was positioned so that a beam of sunlight
touched the lips of Serapis in a kiss of renewal.
Alexandria was the centre for the cult of Serapis, which spread throughout the Roman
Empire as far as Britain, and pilgrimages were made to the Serapeum. Alexandria also
became an early centre of Christianity, and it was at the Serapeum that the conflict
between the two communities was most dramatically played out.
According to tradition, it was at the Serapeum around 68 AD that the pagans of
Alexandria dragged St. Mark to death. And in 391 AD, after Bishop Theophilus of
Alexandria desecrated the temple and paraded its cult objects in the streets, the
pagans rioted and barricaded themselves with Christian prisoners inside the
Serapeum.
Probably as he had planned all along, Theophilus advanced on the temple with troops.
He spared the lives of the pagans inside but completely destroyed the temple. The
Christian mob hesitated before striking the image of Serapis, fearing the sky would
come crashing down, but eventually a soldier struck the first blow with an axe. When
the sky remained intact, Serapis' head was chopped off and the statue was hacked to
bits. To the delight of the Christians present, rats ran out of the hollow interior and the
great Serapis was revealed to be nothing more than a man-made object.
As the temple itself was being torn down, hieroglyphics on the wall were noted by the
Christians, who declared that the ankh symbol (which resembles the Christian cross)
was a prophecy of the victory of Christianity. The Serapeum was replaced with a
martyrs' shrine and a church, and all other images and temples in Alexandria were
systematically destroyed and replaced with crosses and churches.
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Statue of Augustus from Prima Porta
Cast, plaster (copy)
Sculpture, marble (original)
1st century AD (15 AD)
Found in Prima Porta, Rome, Italy
Conserved at Museum of Roman Culture - Rome

The statue was discovered at Prima Porta, along Via
Flaminia, outside of Rome, in the villa belonging to
Augustus’ wife Livia. It dated at the beginning of the I
century AD, although it may be a copy of a bronze
original, dated 20 BC.
The statue depicts the Emperor in the act of speaking
to the soldiers (adlocutio), dressed with the armour
and a cloak (paludamentum) puts around the hips. On
the chest plate, there are scenes showing the Roman
victory over the Parthians (53 BC). The original is at
Vatican Museum.
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Bust of Marco Vipsanio Agrippa (25-24 a.C.)
Cast, plaster (copy)
Sculpture, marble (original)
1st century BC (around 25-24 BC)
Found in Gabii, Rome, Italy
Conserved at Museum of Roman Culture - Rome

This cast is the copy of a stern face of a portrait of
Agrippa, general and son-in-law of the emperor
Augustus. The original sculpture is a Roman copy of a
lost original, the rendering of the hair suggests that
the original was in bronze. The bust depicts a middleaged man with his head turned to the left and his short
hair combed forward. It was a copy inspired by a
Roman model; this marble copy has been dated to
circa 25-24 BC. (h: 46 cm)
The original is at the Louvre - Paris
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Statue of Livia (first half of 1st AD)
Cast, plaster (copy)
Sculpture, marble (original)
1st century AD (31 BC)
Found in Arsinoe, Egypt
Conserved at Museum of Roman Culture - Rome

This is the cast of a basanite head, a portrait of Livia
(born circa 57 BC, died in AD 29), wife of Augustus,
comparable to her effigies on coins and hardstone
cameos. Livia, a member of the Roman nobility,
played a major role in the foundation of the JulioClaudian dynasty.
This portrait probably dates to the period of the
Octavian's victory over Mark Anthony and Cleopatra
at Actium, 30 BC, when Livia was 27 years old.
Found in the 1896. (h 34 cm)
The original head is at the Louvre - Paris
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Fragment of a statue of a Caryatid
Sculpture
Marble from Luni
Augustean period, 2 BC
Found in Forum of Augustus, Fori Imperiali, Rome,
Italy
Conserved at Imperial Fora Museum, Rome

Fragment of a statue of a Caryatid from the portico of
Augustus Forum.
Inside the museum there are many fragments of the
caryatids: a reconstruction of the entire caryatid is
displayed in the Great Hall.
They came from the attic, above the porticos in the
Forum of Augustus. Found during the excavations of
the Imperial Fora carried out between 1998-2000.
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Chrisippus Head
Sculpture
Bronze
Flavian period, 75-80 AD
Found in Templum Pacis, Fori Imperiali, Rome
Conserved at Imperial Fora Museum, Rome

Bronze head of a philosopher found in the Temple of
Peace.
In this bronze portrait, the philosopher Chrysippus is
aged, bald and bearded, with a frowning face
furrowed with many wrinkles. This bust was set on a
small base, and served as a marker for the section of
the library devoted to Chrysippus philosophy (h: 14,5
cm).
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Capital of a pilaster with flying horses
Sculpture
Marble from Luni
Augustean period, 2 BC
Found in Temple of Mars Ultor (internal cell), Fori
Imperiali, Rome, Italy
Conserved at Imperial Fora Museum, Rome

This capital of a pilaster with flying horses come from
the first order of the decoration inside the internal cella
in the Temple of Mars Ultor , Forum of Augustus.
Lesene capital in Corinthian style embellished with
winged horses (Pegasus)
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Fragments of Augustus colossus
Sculpture
Marble from Paros
Augustean period, 2 BC
Found in Forum of Augustus, Fori Imperiali, Rome,
Italy
Conserved at Imperial Fora Museum, Rome

Hands of the colossus. Fragments of the 11 mt height
statue representing the Genius Augusti
These three fragments of the hands are the few traces
of the colossal statue of Augustus. The right hand is
holding a circular attribute. They are carved in Parian
marble of the finest quality. These are the acroliths:
the fragments aren’t solid, but hollow, so they were
attached to the structure supporting the statue, made
of wood or iron (w 63x57cm; left hand: 92x52cm;
medium finger: 44x74 cm)
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Fragments of the statue with Mars and Venus
Sculpture
Marble from Thassos
Augustean period, 2 BC
Found in Forum of Augustus, Fori Imperiali, Rome,
Italy
Conserved at Imperial Fora Museum, Rome

Fragments of the statue with Mars and Venus found
inside Augustus Forum. It was originally placed
probably inside the temple of Mars Ultor.
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Bronze foot of a statue of Victory
Sculpture
Gilded bronze
Augustean period, 2 BC
Found in Temple of Mars, Forum of Augustus, Fori
Imperiali, Rome, Italy
Conserved at Imperial Fora Museum, Rome

Bronze foot of a statue of Victory, found in the Forum
of Augustus, during the excavations in the past
century.
This is a fragment of one of the two acroterial winged
Victories at the top of Mars Ultor temple, inside the
Forum of Augustus. Its fingertips are resting on the
ground, while the ankle is raised. It’s in the act of
taking flight (h: cm 76; width cm 40; weight kg 35 ca)
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Inscription of Horatium Rogatus
Sculpture
Travertine
Severan period, 3rd century AD (193-235 AD)
Found in Trajan's Market, Fori Imperiali, Rome, Italy
Conserved at Imperial Fora Museum, Rome

Inscription with the name of Horatius Rogatus, reused
as the threshold of a door in the Giardino delle Milizie,
inside Trajan’s Market.
This inscription, on the architrave, commemorates and
thanks a procurator of Trajan’s Forum named Horatius
Rogatus, who had the forum restored after a fire.
(98x32x16)
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Painted Marble Slabs
Sculpture
From the Augustan Era: 2 BC
Luna marble
From the wall at the back of the Hall of Colossus in
the Forum of Augustus, Italy
Conserved at Imperial Fora Museum, Rome

Pieces of painted slabs (section with large palm
leaves – palmettes – framed with wavy lines). These
pieces comes from the recomposition of 5 joining
fragments. Latest studies have revealed traces of
original colors.
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Asclepius bronze figure
Sculpture
Bronze
2nd century AD
Conserved at Allard Pierson Museum, Amsterdam

Small bronze figure of Asclepius, god of medicine and
health. He is missing his left foot and appears to hold
a liver in his hand. Aesculapius originally was a Greek
god, Asklepios, principally worshipped in Epidaurus
and Pergamon. In the fourth century BC his
sanctuaries became more widely spread; in the
century after, the cult of Aesculapius and his daughter
Hygia (the goddess of health—compare our word
‘hygiene’) was admitted into Rome. (h: 12,1 cm)
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Cavalry helmet bronze
Metal casting
Bronze
2nd century AD
Found in Germany
Conserved at Allard Pierson Museum, Amsterdam

Bronze cavalry helmet, embellished with a youth
riding a swimming dolphin. The hole in the top
indicates the location of a decorative crest. This would
have been used for military parades, rather than in
actual combat. (h:15,4 cm X w: 23,5 cm)
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Helmet of Caesarian Legionary
Metal casting
Bronze
1st century BC (61-45 BC)
Unknown findspot
Conserved at Allard Pierson Museum, Amsterdam

This helmet, with an Iberian inscription may have
been used during the conquest of Gaul and Brittania.
Caesar's 10th Legion was from Iberia and this helmet
belonged to Bekon who served in the Roman army.
The form, decoration and the use of Iberian inscription
make it possible to date this helmet around 50 BC, but
it is not clear whether this helmet was lost, ritually
sacrificed or looted. (h: 16,5 cm)
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Pithos with Greek texts
Ceramic
2nd AD (150-200 AD) Upper Egypt
Found in Egypt, linked to Karanis, Egypt
Conserved at Allard Pierson Museum, Amsterdam

The remaining shards of this ceramic wine jug,
illustrate Rome’s military presence in Egypt. There are
23 fragments with Greek writing in ink over four
columns; there are three different handwritings. The
text includes several names, including Romans,
Greeks and Egyptians, which show the culturally
diverse nature of the Roman military.
This reused pithos probably stood somewhere in the
fort to make the soldiers’ roster visible to all. The
number of grammar and spelling errors in the text is
striking. Reading and writing were rare skills in
Antiquity, but most of the soldiers must have been
able to recognise their own name and duty. (h: 40,6
cm X w: 22 cm)
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Skyphos
Metal casting
Silver
1st century AD
Found in Mainz (Germany)
Conserved at Allard Pierson Museum, Amsterdam

This two-handled silver cup, a skyphos in Greek, has
a bulbous body (somewhat repaired) on a strongly
profiled base. Under the foot we can read:
DIVOMACCFEC, i.e. ‘Maccius (or Maccarius; a
silversmith) made this for a deity.’ Since the deity is
not mentioned by name, it is likely that the cup was
dedicated to a deified statesman, such as Julius
Caesar or Augustus. That would be appropriate for
such a precious cup. The skyphos was made for
Caligula, since he explicitly presented himself as god
combined with the dating. (h: 10,1 cm X w: 16,3 cm)
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Weight “ex auctoritate Quinti Junii Rustici praefecti urbis”
Stone (Basalt)
2nd century AD (162-168 AD)
Found in Rome (Italy)
Conserved at Allard Pierson Museum, Amsterdam

The inscription on this weigh stone tells us that it was
produced under the authority of Quintus Iunius
Rusticus, who was the urban prefect of Rome
between AD 162-167. The inscription
in the centre of the basalt weight reads: CTORIT Q
IVNI RVSTICI PR VRB. The full words are: Ex
auctoritate Quinti Iunii Rustici Praefecti Urbi, which
means ‘by the authority of Quintus Iunius Rusticus,
prefect of the city [i.e. Rome]’. This inscription gave
the weight official validity. It weighs three kilos, 10
Roman pounds. (h: 10,5 cm X w: 13,8 cm)
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Walking man with amphora upside down
Ceramic
1st-2nd century BC
Found in Egypt
Conserved at Allard Pierson Museum, Amsterdam

This figurine gives us an impression of how amphoras
were hauled from the local market to be stored for
home use, after being transported by land and/or sea,
by ship or camel. The sight of slaves carrying
amphorae on their shoulders must have been
common in the Roman period as well. The amphora’s
shape, however, is not the elongated one we know
was current in Roman Egypt. This specimen
corresponds with an early Hellenistic type of amphora
found on Rhodes and also in Egypt—so the shape of
the vase indicates a date before the Roman period.
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Grave stele Harpocrates
Limestone
1st-2nd AD
Found in Egypt
Conserved at Allard Pierson Museum, Amsterdam

The relief describes how Harpocrates enjoys his
dinner and wine on his reclining couch in the afterlife,
an aspect that doesn’t fit the Egyptian idea of the
afterlife. The skyphos in his hand and the amphora by
his couch indicate that especially this element, the
wine, appealed to the bereaved in choosing the stele
to pay their last respects. Thus the stele illustrates the
degree to which Graeco-Roman and Egyptian culture
were intertwined.
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Roof tile stamp: “exercitus Germaniae Inferioris”
Ceramic
70-104 AD
Found in Utrecht (Germany)
Conserved at Allard Pierson Museum, Amsterdam

This fragment of a flat tile bears a stamp in the shape
of a circle with two ribbons. The text in the circle reads
EXGERINF: Exercitus Germaniae Inferioris, the army
of Lower Germany. This province was created c. AD
85; its long-standing regions included legio I
Germanica (later called Minervia) and XXX Ulpia
Victrix. Their cast (camp) in the Low Countries was
near Ulpia Noviomagus Batavorum (now Nijmegen).
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Fresco fragment genius figure
Fresco
1st century AD
Found in Boscoreale (Italy)
Conserved at Allard Pierson Museum, Amsterdam

This fresco was originally found in the villa of Publius
Fannius Synistor at Boscoreale. The depicted figure is
a winged genius (a deity protecting a certain place),
presenting a bowl of fruit with her left hand and
probably holding a piece of cloth in the right. She is
wearing an ivy belt over her pink-brown garment.
There is a band of complicated meanders at the top of
the painting. It is thought that this fragment was on the
outer wall next to the door to the dining room, the
largest room in the villa. (h: 102,5 cm X w: 39,5 cm)
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Thoth-pedestal with Ibis and Bavian
Sculpture
Marble
2nd century AD (100-150 AD)
Found in Egypt
Conserved at Allard Pierson Museum, Amsterdam

This marble sculpture from the second century AD
joins a Roman architectural element to a clearly
Egyptian subject. A baboon is sitting on a rectangular,
slightly flaring column, a partially rolled-out scroll in its
hands. On the monkey’s head is a full-moon disk with
the uraeus (writhing cobra). The column’s front is
ornamented with an ibis relief. The baboon’s round
face and the ibis’s slim bill represent two different
phases of the moon: the full moon and the crescent.
The two animals are guises of the Egyptian moon
god, Thoth. It is likely that the god originally stood
beside the column in human shape, because the
moon disk on the monkey’s head is held by a human
hand at the back.
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Mercurius, bronze
Sculpture
Bronze
1st-2nd century AD
Found in Herwen (Carvium)
Conserved at Allard Pierson Museum, Amsterdam

This little Mercury was found in 1922 or 1923 during
dredging operations in the Bijland, a silted-up arm of
the Rhine near Lobith in the Netherlands, where the
Waal leaves the Rhine. This statuette is of an
exceptional quality compared to the other bronze
statuettes found in the Low Countries (there are more
than thirty). It means that the person who dedicated it,
and who was stationed at Carvium, may well have
been a high-ranking officer.
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Isis Regina, bronze
Sculpture
Bronze
1st century AD
Found in Egypt
Conserved at Allard Pierson Museum, Amsterdam

The goddess’ asymmetric face and the general style
of this bronze statuette betray its Roman origins. Isis
was not depicted wearing a loop-knot garment before
the Graeco-Roman period; the standing composition,
combined with the lotus flower, likewise emerged
during the Graeco-Roman Age. Harpocrates’ pose,
moreover, belongs to Hellenistic iconography. This
image of Isis Regina, omnipotent ruler of the universe,
thus combines traditional Egyptian elements with
Hellenistic and Roman characteristics.
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Miniature mask (Pan or satyr)
Terracotta
2nd century AD
Found in Nijmegen (Low Countries)
Conserved at Allard Pierson Museum, Amsterdam

Perhaps this small masks was a souvenir from theatre
shows, e.g. from the amphitheatre at Ulpia
Noviomagus. This satyr mask may also have a
religious connection with Bacchus as the Patron of
Theatre, or with a local version of the god. The
miniature mask was a burial gift, perhaps a souvenir
for the deceased. This and similar terracotta’s
illustrate the easy adaptation to Roman theatre culture
on the one hand, and the endurance of strong local
characteristics on the other.
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Relief showing gymnasium
Terracotta
2nd century AD
Found in Rome (Italy)
Conserved at Allard Pierson Museum, Amsterdam

This terracotta relief shows four statues of sportsmen
on pedestals in niches. In the centre is a statue of
Hercules, recognisable by his club and lion’s skin. The
statues stand in a porticus (colonnade) at a palaestra
(sports centre, especially for wrestling). The niches
are separated by six Corinthian fluted columns. Above
the statues, the tiles of a little roof over the porticus
are visible. The facade is crowned with a pediment in
which we see two winged and bearded Tritons
(mermen) bearing a clipeus or round shield. (h: 39,6
cm)
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Theatre mask
Terracotta
2nd-3rd century AD
Found in Egypt
Conserved at Allard Pierson Museum, Amsterdam

The mask represents a young man with a round, pink
face and heavy chin, his black hair in corkscrew curls.
He is wearing a so-called Phrygian cap, its top
pointing forward. His pupils and mouth have been
worked open. Holes have been made in the cheeks at
ear level, in the jaw and forehead. The mask is too
small to have been used during performances. It may
have served as a model for masks that could be worn;
or it may have been intended as interior decoration,
for the holes could have been made to hang it
somewhere. (h: 20 cm)
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Seated Matrona
White pipe clay
2nd century AD (150-200 AD)
Found in Valkenburg (Low Countries)
Conserved at Allard Pierson Museum, Amsterdam

This figurine of the mother goddess dates from the
second century AD and probably was a burial gift, for
such figurines are usually found in graves. Moreover,
this specimen is undamaged. Mother goddess
terracotta’s found in Lower Germany mostly represent
Ubian goddesses, dressed in long cloaks with a large
round hood. The goddesses either wear a fillet, their
hair down, or a round head-dress, as in this case.
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Portrait of boy from Julian-Claudian house
Marble
Early 1st century AD
Found in Rome (Italy)
Conserved at Allard Pierson Museum, Amsterdam

This portrait head may represent one of the
grandsons of Augustus. You can see many similar
characteristics between this and other portraits of the
Julio-Claudians, such as the curly hair over the
forehead and idealized facial features. (h: 17 cm)
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Mummy, portrait of girl
Paint on wood
1st century AD (50-100 AD)
Found in Egypt
Conserved at Allard Pierson Museum, Amsterdam

This realistic portrait depicts a girl of about fourteen
years old, obviously from a well-to-do family. The light
in her eyes hasn’t faded yet. She is wearing an
elegant red tunic, gold earrings, and a gold-plated
crown of leaves. The crown symbolises her good
fortune and the protection of the gods she enjoys in
the afterlife. The portrait panel was wound into the
mummy windings over her face.
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Oscillum
Marble
Probably 1st century AD
Found in Rome
Conserved at Allard Pierson Museum, Amsterdam

The marble oscillum is decorated on both sides with a
relief. These oscilla hung between two columns in the
peristyle of a Roman house. The word oscillum has to
do with the Latin “oscillare” which means to float or
move. It has a shape of a pelta, the shield used by
Amazons. The front side has two theatre masks. Left
the Papposilenos, right a satyr. To the left and the
right two thyrsoi, symbols carried by the followers of
Dionysos. The backside has floral motives, all
allusions to nature. Most of the oscilla date from the
first century AD. They are mostly seen in private villas
and they are very often depicted on frescos e.g. in
Pompeii.
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SARAJEVO: @National Museum and Museum of Sarajevo
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Ivory pyxis
Ivory
5th/early 6th century AD
Found in Cim - Basilica, Mostar

Small Ivory box with the lid, cylindrical shape (D: 4,4
cm h: 4,7 cm). The original pyxis was stolen during
the war

Ivory box with sliding lid
Ivory
5th/early 6th century AD
Found in Cim - Basilica, Mostar

Rectangular box with sliding lid (l: 8 cm, w: 4,1 cm, h:
4 cm).The original pyxis was stolen during the war

Small silver decorated box
Silver plate
5th/early 6th century AD
Found in Cim - Basilica, Mostar

Small silver box with cross, spiral strip and palm leafs
decorations (l: 2,2 cm, w: 1,7 cm, h: 1,8 cm). The
original box was stolen during the war
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Coins
Silver
3rd century AD (220 AD)
Found in Ilidza, Sarajevo (Bosnia Herzegovina)
Conserved at Museum of Sarajevo, Sarajevo

Four Coins dedicated to four emperors: Vespasian,
Hadrian, Antoninus Pius and Caracalla, looking
young. Four coins minted in more than a century.

01:ANTONINUS PIUS. 138-161 AD. Sestertius
ANTONINVS AVG PI-VS P P TR P COS III /
PROVIDENTI-AE DEORVM, S C
Laureate head right / winged thunderbolt (3,25 cm in
diameter, 0,3 cm thickness)
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02: Hadrian AE Sestertius
IMP CAESAR TRAIANVS HADRIANVS AVG / PON MAX
TR POT COS III S-C
laureate head right, drapery on left shoulder / Jupiter seated
left, holding Victory & sceptre (3,25 cm in diameter, 0,3 cm
thickness)
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03: Vespasian. 69-79 AD. AR Denarius
Laureate head right / Pax seated left, holding branch and
caduceus
IMP CAESAR VESPASIANUS AVG / COSITER TRPOT
(1,8 cm in diameter, 0,1 cm thickness)
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04: Caracalla, looking young (1,8 cm in diameter, 0,1
cm thickness)
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Iron tools
Iron
3rd century AD (220 AD)
Found in Stup, Sarajevo (Bosnia Herzegovina)
Conserved at Museum of Sarjaevo, Sarajevo

Tools used in agriculture. Found during archaeological
excavations in Stup, near Sarajevo.
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Bronze cauldron
Bronze
3rd century AD (220 AD)
Found in Stup, Sarajevo (Bosnia Herzegovina)
Conserved at Museum of Sarajevo, Sarajevo

Roman bronze cauldron. Found during archaeological
excavations in Stup, near Sarajevo.
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Ceramic objects
Ceramic
3rd century AD (220 AD)
Found in Ilidza, Sarajevo (Bosnia Herzegovina)
Conserved at Museum of Sarajevo, Sarajevo

Found during archaeological excavations in Ilidza in
1950.
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Roman key
Iron
3rd century AD (220 AD)
Found in Ilidza, Sarajevo (Bosnia Herzegovina)
Conserved at Museum of Sarajevo, Sarajevo

A typical door key made from iron. These tended to be
long and heavy, and many survived in spite of
centuries of rusting away. Found during
archaeological excavations in Ilidža in 1950. (about
20 cm)
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Oil lamps
Ceramic
3rd century AD (220 AD)
Found in Ilidza, Sarajevo (Bosnia Herzegovina)
Conserved at Museum of Sarajevo, Sarajevo

This oil lamp displays the brand name "VIBIANI" that
reveals north Italy origin. It has hole on its discus so it
can be hung. (l: 11,3 cm w: 8,3 cm h: 6,2 cm)

This lamp with triangular nozzle with volutes is made
from red clay with traces of red coating. In the middle
of the discus is relief of an altar and the torches.
(l: 8,6 cm w: 6,2 cm h: 2,7 cm)
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Patera related to Apollo cult
Ceramic
3rd century AD (220 AD)
Found in Ilidza, Sarajevo (Bosnia Herzegovina)
Conserved at Museum of Sarajevo, Sarajevo

During archaeological excavations in Ilidža in 1950,
three fragments of a pot were found. This pot is very
significant for studying the cults in the present Ilidža
area. It is known as «the patera from Ilidža». The
Patera was used during public and religious events for
drinking and pouring, mostly wine, on the altar.
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Apollo altar
Stone
3rd century AD (220 AD)
Found in Ilidza, Sarajevo (Bosnia Herzegovina)
Conserved at The National Museum of Bosnia
Herzegovina

Altar of Apollo Tadeno with inscription "APOLLIN(i)
TADENO CHARMIDIS COL(oniae servus) D(ONUM)
D(edit)", which reveals its creator, slave Charmidis.
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Spear
Iron
1st - 2nd century AD
Found in Ilidza, Sarajevo (Bosnia Herzegovina)
Conserved at Museum of Sarajevo, Sarajevo

This is the point of a spear. Heavy lances were used
to thrust by cavalry soldiers, while light spears were
used to throw. This one has been thrown many times,
with its wooden shaft handled by a strong soldier, to
tear the skin and the bravery of many warriors.
Found during archaeological excavations in Ilidža in
1950. (30 cm)
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ALEXANDRIA: @ Museum of Antiquities
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Funerary Mask
Plaster
1st century AD
Found in Alexandria, Egypt
Conserved at Museum of Antiquities, Alexandria

This funerary mask is a mixture of Egyptian and
Roman cultures. The Roman lady is portrayed as a
mummy, in the shape of Osirian coffins. The lady
holds ears of wheat and a pinecone, both symbols of
Dionysos. All of her jewellery is gold plated and her
nails are coloured. With her large eyes, inlaid and
furnished with a line of eyelashes, staring into endless
space. (50 x 25 cm)
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Gold Ring Red Stone
Gold
End of 1st century AD
Found on the seabed (not in situ)
Conserved at Museum of Antiquities, Alexandria

The gold ring consists of a thin rounded frame, where
the upper middle part is wider and the ring narrows as
it goes downward.
A hollow in the upper part of the ring with wavy lines
contains a dark red precious stone with some black
veins, probably sardonyx, surrounded with an outer
white frame. The ring probably was formed by
hammering.

Round Seal Cross
Organic material: wood
5th - 6th century AD (470 - 508 AD)
Unknow provenence
Conserved at Museum of Antiquities, Alexandria

The round seal, which is used protect the contents of
a container, is engraved with a cross in the middle
whose four beams end in triple branches. Between
the four beams is a repeated ornament that consists
of a leaning cross inside a square. The cross is
surrounded by an ornamental engraving of triangles.
The Christians were in the habit of putting the cross
on everything so as to bless the contents. (D: 4 cm)
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Papyrus Homer
Papyrus
Early 1st or late 2nd century AD (40-160 AD)
Found in Al Bahnasa, Egypt
Conserved at Museum of Antiquities, Alexandria

This is a fragment of a papyrus from the Simile
collection with stories from the Iliad by the Greek poet
Homer. The complete Simile collection was made for
use in schools, and the Simile chapter was used by
the Alexandrian critic, Aristarchus of Samothrace.
The fragment consists of two columns of five stanzas
of Books 16, 17 and 18. Such papyrus fragments
reveal that treatments and researches on the Similes
of Homer, were made by the great Alexandrian critics.
This papyrus is part of the Oxyrhynchus collection,
which was found in Al Bahnasa. (19 x 8,5 cm)
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Head of Serapis
Sculpture
Marble
1st century AD
Found in Serapeum, Alexandria, Egypt
Conserved at Museum of Antiquities, Alexandria

The marble head of Serapis probably belonged to a
complete statue. Serapis is portrayed with his usual
features, having long, wavy dense hair, a heavy wavy
beard, and a long moustache connected to the beard.
The mouth is partially open and the nose is long with
two narrow openings. His eyes were inlaid, but the
inlay is currently lost. A god invented and introduced
into Egypt by Ptolemy I to unite the Greeks and the
Egyptians in common worship. His finest temple was
the Serapeum at Alexandria; this temple was
considered to be one of the most splendid places of
worship ever built on the Mediterranean.
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Statue of Harpocrates
Sculpture
Marble
1st century AD
Found in El-Ras El-Soda (Taposiris Parva),
Alexandria, Egypt
Conserved at Museum of Antiquities, Alexandria

The wonderful marble statue depicts Harpocrates as a
nude young boy with his thumb in his mouth. Traces
of red colour are found on the head, the eyes, the
hair, and the arms. He rests his left arm on a column
with decorations imitating alabaster. A cloak is
gathered on his arm and covers a part of the column.

Statue of Isis
Sculture
Marble
Early 2nd century AD
Found in El-Ras El-Soda (Taposiris Parva),
Alexandria, Egypt
Conserved at Museum of Antiquities, Alexandria

This is a life-sized statue of the goddess Isis, sculpted
in white marble. She wears a long gown with a cloak
on top and a sash tied on her chest. She wears on her
head the crown of Hathor: the sun disk with two horns,
and two feathers. She carries in one hand her
favourite vessel for the sacred water of the Nile. (180
x 46 x 30 cm)
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Statue of Child with lantern
Sculpture
Marble
2nd century AD
Found in El-Borlos Lake, Kafr el-Sheikh, Egypt
Conserved at Museum of Antiquities, Alexandria

Marble statue portraying a sleeping boy sitting on a
rock. Motion is expressed by the right stretched side
and by the left one where the boy's head rests on his
soft hand. His hand, in turn, leans on the left folded
knee, which touches the protruding lip of a rock. He is
wearing a Roman tunic with a conical head cover. His
sandals are finely carved. Comparing this statue with
another similar one displayed in the National Museum
of Rome where the boy is holding a lantern in his right
hand, however the lantern here is missing.
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Statue of Horus the Child
Pottery
2nd century AD
Found in Minya, Qarara, Egypt
Conserved at Museum of Antiquities, Alexandria

Horus the child, known as Harpocrates, of the GrecoRoman period is shown squatting on a small base.
His right leg is bent under his body, while his left is
erect in front of his chest. He is naked, with the child
lock on the right of his head. His right arm is beside
his body and he is holding a rounded staff in his
hand; the left arm is broken. The child's body is
painted in brown and cream, and the eyes and
eyebrows are highlighted in black.

Tombstone of Roman Soldier
Sculpture
Marble
2nd century AD (160 - 210 AD)
Unknown provenance
Conserved at Museum of Antiquities, Alexandria

A tombstone that is adorned with the embossed
figure of a Roman soldier, who wears a short
chiton and a gown. He is carrying a roll in his left
hand, which he rests on his chest, and his right
hand is resting on a prop that is standing at his
side. On the lower part of the tombstone there is
an inscription giving his name and rank. There
were various sorts of tombstones in the Greek
and Roman periods. (h: 46 cm, w: 34 cm)
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Bust of Xenophon
Sculpture
Marble
2nd century AD
Unknown provenience

A bust of Xenophon has his name inscribed on it. The
face looks fleshy and smooth, the head is somewhat
turned toward the left side, and the hair is shaped with
great detail.
Generally the hairstyle tends to flow from right to the
left side of the head. The thick beard blends with the
hair and is somewhat in the shape of a snake. The
moustache is similarly shaped. Both hair and
moustache are not refined. The nose is short, wide
and broken at the bridge. It is directly linked to the
forehead. The eyebrows extend from the edge of the
nose. The eyes are almond-shaped, wide, and outline
the pupil and iris.
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Head of Alexander
Sculpture
Marble
2nd century AD
Found in Alexandria, Egypt

It was sculpted during the Roman era, but the origin is
Greek, probably by some sculptor of the Lesbos
school.
The head is slightly turned to the left. The features of
the face were gently crafted, including a long nose, a
small closed mouth, fleshy lips, smooth cheeks,
almond-shaped eyes that show the pupil and iris, and
a slightly prominent forehead that is not separated
from the lines determining the nose and eyebrows.
The hair is full of curls, a distinctive feature of the
statues of Alexander the Great. (60 x 17 cm)
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So-Called Caesarion
Sculpture
Marble
4th - 5th century AD
Found in the bay of Alexandria, Egypt

Caesarion was the only child of Caesar and the oldest
son of Cleopatra. He was co-ruling Egypt with his
mother from the age of 3 in 44 BC to the age of 17 in
30 BC, when Octavianus ordered to kill him, 11 days
after the famous suicide of his mother, and 22 days
after the capture of Alexandria by the Romans. Most
specialists claim that the head depicts Caesarion,
although other possibilities have been proposed
(Octavianus, Cleopatra). The statue probably shows
him at an age between 13 (when he was declared
God and King of Kings) and 17, when he was killed
and overruled by Octavianus. The full statue of
Caesarion is estimated to be 5 m high.
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Chest in the form of Sarcophagus
Sculpture
Marble
4th - 5th century AD
Found in Ras El-Teen, Alexandria, Egypt
Conserved at Museum of Antiquities, Alexandria

A small chest in the form of a sarcophagus with a
pyramid-shaped lid. The artist used white marble in a
marvelous way while creating it.
The chest has no decoration. It differs in this respect
from preceding sarcophagi, which were decorated on
three sides; the front and the two short sides. The
back, however, was left without any decoration,
because it was placed against the wall of the tomb.
Therefore, this chest was not used as a sarcophagus.
(h: 47 cm, l: 43 cm, w: 50 cm)

Circular Pottery Naos
Pottery
4th - 5th century AD
Unknown provenience
Conserved at Museum of Antiquities, Alexandria

The circular pottery naos, or small shrine, has an
open base and opening. Two columns, each of which
has a base and a capital, restrict the door on one side.
An arch in the shape of a palm frond is above the
door. The naos was painted in white to enable the
drawing of a scene on it. Large quantities of pottery
were found in Egypt due to the abundance of raw
materials. Many pieces of pottery were decorated with
ornaments, scenes, and animals such as rabbits,
pigeons, lions, gazelles, and fish. (h: 59 cm, D: 26 cm)
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Big Plate with Fish and Leaf
Pottery
4th - 5th century AD
Unknown provenience
Conserved at Museum of Antiquities, Alexandria

The large plate, decorated with black drawings of fish
and a leaf, has been restored. The plate and the rim
are both decorated with ornaments. The rim of the
plate is broad, indented on the inside, and raised on
the outside. The base is circular with a rim that flares
out. The rim of the plate has two kinds of decoration
that alternate, each one with three occurrences. One
ornament consists of black vertical lines on a red
background and the other consists of semicircular
black lines on an orange background. The centre of
the plate is entirely covered with two scenes. The
upper one most probably represents a leaf and the
lower one represents a large tilapia, a type of fish.
Large black dots represent a school of fish
surrounding the tilapia. (h: 13,7 cm, D: 45 cm)
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Section 2: Virtual Museum

Section 2:
Virtual Museum
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Keys to Rome Digital experience
Virtual Museums
[S. Pescarin]
According to the ICOM Statutes, adopted during the 21st General Conference in Vienna, Austria, in
2007: A museum is a
non-profit, permanent institution in the service of society and its development, open to the
public, which acquires, conserves, researches, communicates and exhibits the tangible and
intangible heritage of humanity and its environment for the purposes of education, study and
enjoyment. (http://icom.museum/the-vision/museum-definition).

Starting from ICOM definition of “Museum”, V-MUST.NET is currently trying to define a “Virtual
Museum”. The discussion is leading to obtain an essential and generic definition of a virtual
museum, enriched with the specific definitions and uses of the term in the different domains (ICT,
heritage, etc.). We report here the evolving definition of the term:
A Virtual museum is a communication product made accessible by an institution to the
public that is focused on tangible or intangible heritage. It typically uses interactivity
and immersion for the purpose of education, research, enjoyment, and enhancement of
visitor experience. Virtual Museums are usually, but not exclusively delivered
electronically when they are denoted as online museums, hypermuseum, digital
museum, cybermuseums or web museums.
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The Technologies
[A. Adami, E. d'Annibale, E. Demetrescu, B. Fanini, D. Ferdani, L. Rescic, D. Ruggeri, S. Pescarin]
Over the past four years (2011-2014), V-MUST.NET has undertaken the challenge to realise and
implement the potential of technologies for the virtual museum; the results of this undertaking has
culminated in a showcase exhibition presented in Rome, Amsterdam, Sarajevo and Alexandria –
the “Keys to Rome” Exhibition. The exhibition includes an array of different technologies
accessable for use by the thousands of visitors of “Keys to Rome” Exhibition: immersive movies,
natural interaction systems, Virtual Reality headsets (Oculus), interactive serious games
(Admotum); multimedia touch applications; Augumented Reality (AR-tifact and Revealing
Flashlight); holographic display (Holobox); tangible interfaces (Virtex); interactive
projections making use of specific sensors such as Leap Motion and Kinect (Revealing
Flashlight, Admotum); web3D and mobile narrative applications (Matrix).

Serious games that use natural interaction, with the sensor Kinect, as paradigm for exploring virtual reconstructed
environment is more and more used in museums
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Smaller sensors, such as the Leap Motion, can today recongnise the movement of the entire hand and fingers, thus
transforming every movement into a computer action)

A new generation of VR headset, named
Oculus rift, are opening interesting
possibilities for immersive interactive
Virtual Museums
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An international team of more than 50 people coming from 10 different institutions (in 9 countries)
have worked together to develop digital contents, technologies and applications:
• Allard Pierson Museum (University of Amsterdam), Netherlands
• CINECA Inter-university Consortium, Italy
• CNR (National Research Council): Includes CNR ITABC, CNR ISTI Italy
• CULTNAT (Center for Documentation of Cultural and Natural Heritage), Egypt
• ETF (Elektrotehnicki fakultet Sarajevo), Bosnia Herzegovina
• Foundation of the Hellenic World, Greece
• Fraunhofer IGD, Greece
• King's Visualisation Lab, Department of Digital Humanities, King's College London, UK
• Lund University, Sweden
• Mercati di Traiano - Museo dei Fori Imperiali, Italy
• Noho LTD, Irleand
• Visual Dimension, Belgium

The digital assets created by this enlarged team has been shared and used in a unique, incredible
transmedia project: Keys to Rome. Each museum object has been acquired from partecipating
museums, using the most appropriate 3D acquisition technique, according to the type of object,
the condition, its location and the available time to digitally capture the object. In the large these
techniques have been, laser scanner and photogrammetry/”structure from motion”.
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The images show examples of acquisition of objects and sites for Keys to Rome (Photo acquisition, Total Station, Laser
Scanner)

This treasury of acquired data has been stored within the V-MUST Production Platform,
developed by CINECA, named FORGE. Through specific client software (i.e. Rapid SVN,
Tortoise, CyberDuck) the team have stored, downloaded, exchanged, updated, versioned, the
entire set of digital data, producing different outputs for the various applications developed for the
exhibition, and different categories and requirements of Virtual Museums. Using this platform each
application is able to access the specific requirements in terms of geometrical characteristics,
texture, realistic effects, file formats, necessary. All this effort is consolidated and moved into an
Archiving Platform, providing the necessary persistence for this huge amount of data.

Detail of computers in
Computer Hall at CINECA

Each participating institution was permitted free choice in terms of selecting the most appropriate
tool for contributing to the project, although the coordinator, CNR ITABC, communicated a
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preference software platform (Blender) as a project baseline. This resulted in five major modelling
software applications being used during the project, therefore the exchange format has been of
paramount consideration. These applications were:
•
•
•
•
•

Blender
3D Studio Max
Modo
Cinema4D
Maya

Three software packages have been used just for lighting based applications:
• Mental Ray
• Vray
• Cicle

With five file formats for common exchange or models were selected:
•
•
•
•

Obj
Fbx
Dae
3ds

While it was required to have just one exporting format to be used for Real Time applications, such
as the game Admotum:
• osg (OpenSceneGraph)

A specific software package has been developed by CNR ITABC to be used to control this .osg
format and to enable direct further modification
To control the scale of the different models created the following tools have been used:
• Adviewer
• Adviewer 10
• Adviewer 100

To optimize the geometry of the models and to scale them eventually, 6 different tools have been
developed and adopted:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Smooter
Adpack
Adpack low
Adpack mid
Scaling 10
Scaling 100
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The main tool used to prepare final scenes in Admotum (scene dressing) has been specifically
developed by CNR ITABC: Painter. It enables to perform real time tasks such as: scene dressing,
item arrangement into a scenario, development of colliders (navigation constraints) and of predefined path in the scenario.
The main 3D acquisition techniques and modelling techniques that have been used are:
•
•
•
•

Image Based Modelling
laser scanning TOF (Time Of Flight)
laser scanning triangulation
3D Computer Graphics modelling from pictures

The digital asset as a whole have produced more than 1,200 textures for each scenario and 120
for the objects, globally almost 15,000 textures have been created. The textures for the 3D models
have been created in 3 channels:
• Diffuse or Colour
• Ambient occlusion and/or lightmap
• Normal map

In the production platform have been stored and shared
From the models, the following twelve 3D scenarios have been obtained:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rome: Forum of Augustus
Rome: Temple of Mars Ultor (Forum of Augustus)
Rome: Hall of the Colossus (Forum of Augustus)
Rome: Forum Pacis and Library
Amsterdam: Italic Roman aristocratic style villa
Amsterdam: Egyptian style Roman domus
Amsterdam: lowlands villa (Villa Mook)
Sarajevo: CIM basilica
Sarajevo: Roman Villa of Ilidza
Sarajevo: Roman thermal baths of Ilidza
Alexandria: Serapeum
Alexandria: harbour and lighthouse

In total sixty unique objects have been acquired directly from the collection of the participating
museums or, in the case of a few objects in Sarajevo that were destroyed during the war, have
been reconstructed from photographs and images:
● Rome (11):
○ Statue of Augustus from Prima Porta
○ Bust of Marco Vipsanio Agrippa
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○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

Statue of Livia
Fragment of a statue of a Caryatid
Chrisippus Head
Capital of a pilaster with flying horses
Fragments of Augustus colossus
Fragments of the statue with Mars and Venus
Bronze foot of a statue of Victory
Inscription of Horatium Rogatus
Painted Marble Slabs

● Amsterdam (20):
○ Asclepius bronze figure
○ Cavalry helmet bronze
○ Helmet of Caesarian Legionary
○ Pithos with Greek texts
○ Skyphos
○ Weight “ex auctoritate Quinti Junii Rustici praefecti urbis”
○ Walking man with amphora upside down
○ Grave stele Harpocrates
○ Roof tile stamp: “exercitus Germaniae Inferioris”
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

Fresco fragment genius figure
Thoth-pedestal with Ibis and Bavian
Mercurius, bronze
Isis Regina, bronze
Miniature mask (Pan or satyr)
Relief showing gymnasium
Theatre mask
Seated Matrona
Portrait of boy from Julian-Claudian house
Mummy, portrait of girl

○ Oscillum
● Sarajevo (12):
○ Ivory pyxis
○ Ivory box with sliding lid
○ Small silver decorated box
○ Coins
○ Iron tools
○ Bronze objects / Bronze cauldron
○ Ceramic objects
○ Roman key
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○
○
○
○

Oil lamps
Patera related to Apollo cult
Apollo altar
Spear

● Alexandria (17):
○ Funerary Mask
○ Gold Ring Red Stone
○ Papyrus Homer
○ Head of Serapis
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

Statue of Harpocrates
Statue of Isis
Statue of Horus the Child
Naos of Horus
Tombstone of Roman Soldier
Statue of Child with lantern
Bust of Xenophon
Head of Alexander
So-Called Caesarion
Round Seal Cross

○ Chest in the form of Sarcophagus
○ Circular Pottery Naos
○ Big Plate with Fish and Leaf
All these objects are described in Section 1. Most of them have been included in the twelve
applications developed for the exhibition and described in the next chapter, with specific indication
on the categories they belong to:
• Keys To Rome Short movie
• Matrix App
• Walking Map
• Talking Statues
• Multimedia Touchtables
• RFid
• Virtex
• Revealing Flashlight
• AR-tifact
• Admotum
• Holobox
• Keys to Rome Matrix Totem
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Virtual Museums can no longer be considered as simple duplicates or facsimiles of “real”
analogue museums, nor can they be regarded as being exclusively restricted to just online
museums. During the last five years they have evolved into complex communication systems,
strongly connected with narratives, interaction and immersion in three-dimensional
reconstructed scenarios.
Visitors of the Keys to Rome Exhibition can experience the exhibits in many different ways. For
example it is possible to follow an itinerary that is fully narrative. At the start of their visit to one of
Keys to Rome museums, a visitor could follow a prequel, watching a short movie.
We are at the beginning of the 6th century AD. The Roman Empire has been already dissolved. An
old merchant, Gaius, invites his nephew, Marcus, inside one of the storage containing relics of
their family, a venerable merchant family. The storage is full of objects, chests covered by dust.
Marcus is told by his uncle how on the first day of the new year, sacred to the god Janus, he will
be able to use the keys of Rome and enable him to unlock the chest, and through them to travel
back in time and space, discovering the secrets and the story of his family and, with them, the
entire story of Roman culture.

After this introductory video, it is possible to visit the four museums, their collections, and find the
objects of the story, with the help of a mobile application (Matrix App). In the exhibition it is
possible to explore 3D printed objects, such as the copy of the Ara Pacis and of Augustus of
Prima Porta, by touching them and using them as tangible interfaces (Virtex). Visitors can watch
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objects “augumented” by overlapping information, stories, reconstructions (AR-tifact) or by
projecting their recomposition or virtual restoration (Revealing Flashlight).
Finally, it is possible for the visitor to cross time and space, interacting with the body, exploring 3D
reconstructing scenarios and finding the objects of the museums finally re-contextualised, such as
the head of Chrisippus in the library of the Forum of Peace, or as the colossus of Augustus
in the hall at the end of the porticos of Augustus’ Forum (Admotum). Once found the objects in
this serious game, it is possible to “launch” them into another application, an interactive
holographic display (Holobox). A completely new metaphor of interaction has been appositely
developed to create a unique collective museum experience, with a futuristic use of two
different applications connected one with the other. In Holobox a second person can interact
with the single object, access information and visualise the 3D object in great detail. This is a
completely new paradigm of collective experience into a museum. Instead of providing visitors with
a single user application, such in the case of most kinect-based games, the set-up enables visitors
to “play” together or to live a combined experience.

Simulation of the two applications Admotum and Holobox working together, offering to visitors a unique collective new
experience

Keys to Rome concept is based on a gradual cognitive itinerary through which visitors of four
different countries, Italy, Netherlands, Bosnia and Egypt, can search and find Roman remains,
understanding their use and also their original context. This itinerary is possible thanks to an
involving experienced designed to change the traditional visit to our museums.
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The Applications
Keys To Rome Short movie
A short movie has been created for the four Keys to Rome exhibitions. The problem of organising
a common exhibition in four places, with objects belonging to different historical periods (from 1st
century BC to the 6th AD) and contexts was solved using a narrative “escamotage”. A common
story was designed to include different other local stories. A flexible story telling approach
enables Keys to Rome to be ONE exhibition on ONE general topic (Roman culture). It is the story
of a family of merchants, who collected over the centuries, one generation after the other, objects
from all over the Roman Empire. It is the story of a mission that is given by Gaius, the oldest
member of the family, to his nephew, Marcus.
Marcus can use the keys of Rome on the first of the year, when the god Janus would allow him to
travel back in time and find the missing parts of the family story, unveiling secrets that are almost
lost. Section 3 presents a detailed explanation of the synopsis.
Visitors to the four exhibitions watch a video, made with post-production techniques, 3D graphics
and computer animation. This serves as an introduction to the exhibition and the story behind the
Keys to Rome and foreshadows an interactive mission to be undertaken by the visitor within the
museum. This activity enables the visitor to track down to locate some key objects in order to
discover the story of this merchant family and, through these objects, reconstruct the history of the
Roman Empire. After the film, they are free to explore the museum and the exhibition.
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Virtual Museum Categories:
Content: Archaeology, History
Interaction technology: Not-interactive
Communication: Narrative style
Level of Immersion: Not immersive
Format: off line distribution
Scope: Edutainment
Venues: Rome, Amsterdam, Sarajevo, Alexandria
Production and Post Production: [A. Palombini, CNR ITABC; N. O hOisin, NOHO LTD].
Accessible at: after the exhibition in the V-MUST VIMEO channel
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Matrix App
An official mobile application has been specifically developed for Keys to Rome. Called , MATRIX,
this application works to connect the different objects located in the four different venues of K2R
network. Within each location four objects were specifically selected (for a total of 16), each
belonging to a relevant historic period of specific topic (see image)
Within the museum the visitor can locate the physical artefact represented within the introductory
viedo. Using the MATRIX app the visitor can capture an image of the object to “frame” it or scan a
nearby QR Code to access the information behind the object stored witing the Matrix database.
The visitor can then follow the connection of ‘their’ object with other objects on display in other
museums, listening to stories related to those objects. Gaius’ voice guides and provides
information. The stories are available in 5 languages. They are described in Section 3.

The content available are:
# OBJECTS
Rome
Bronze foot
Colossus of Augustus
Head of Chrysippus
Inscription

Sarajevo
Apollo Altar
Roman key
Spear
Coins

Alexandria
Statue of Isis
Head-of-Alexander
Papyrus Homer
Funerary mask

Amsterdam
Asclepius
Julio-Claudian boy portrait
Cavalry helmet
Pithos

# TIME PERIODS*
[Period 1] From Republic to Empire (59 BC-14 AD)
[Period 2] Our golden age (14 AD-180 AD)
[Period 3] Barbarians are besieging us (180 - 235 AD)
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[Period 4] The end of Antiquity (235 AD -508 AD)

# CONNECTIONS: THEMES*
[Theme 1] Gods and Myths in the Empire throughout centuries
[Theme 2] Emperors and Soldiers
[Theme 3] Everyday Life
[Theme 4] Death, burial, remembrance.

MATRIX is available as a free downloadable app through the Keys to Rome website or their
platform store (iTunes App Store for IOS, Google Play for Android) or using the objects specific
QR code. It allows connection to the MATRIX database and allows 3D facsimiles of the object to
be able to be manipulated and explored using X3Dom webGL capabilities, enabling the visitor to
see the object from angles and distances not possible in real space.

Schematic view of the matrix
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Matrix screenshots

Virtual Museum Categories:
Content: Archaeology
Interaction technology: Interactive (touch interaction)
Communication: Narrative and Descriptive style
Level of Immersion: Not immersive
Format: on line distribution
Scope: Edutainment
Venues: Rome, Amsterdam, Sarajevo, Alexandria
Production: [J. Keil, T. Engelke , FRAUNHOFER IGD; A. Pagano, A. Palombini, P. Vigliarolo, D. Ferdani, CNR ITABC;
Texts from all venues responsibles].
Accessible at: www.keys2rome.eu
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Walking Map and videos
In the exhibit the City of Augustus, visitors have the opportunity for multiple experiences. After
being introduced to the exhibition, crossing a portal and being welcomed by Augustus himself, they
can walk “on” Rome - an extensive map set-up to create a second floor within the museum
space, overlaying a satellite style view map of contemporary Rome on top of one of Augustan
Rome. Using this map the visitor can recognize the “signs” of the ancient capital, as they appear
today through “ancient stones”. All of this is performed under the gaze of the Augustus from
Prima Porta, or rather a perfect copy cast from the original of the Museum of Roman Culture.
The most important monuments of Augustus, appear on the map. Five monitors provide further
information on them showing short movies with historical and evocative images about:

Video 1: Auditorium of Mecenate, Piramide Cestia, Aqueduct Virgo, Tomb of Eurysaces
Video 2: Palatine hill, Circus Maximus
Video 3: Theater of Marcellum, Temple of Apollo Sosiano and Temple of Bellona
Video 4: Forum of Augustus, Roman Forum, Forum of Caesar
Video 5: Ara Pacis, Mausoleum of Augustus, Pantheon!

Virtual Museum Categories:
Content: Archaeology
Interaction technology: Interactive (touch interaction)
Communication: Descriptive style
Level of Immersion: Not immersive
Format: off line distribution
Scope: Edutainment
Venues: Rome
Production: [Museo dei Fori Imperiali, CNR ITABC, D. Di Santo].
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The Walking Map of the Rome of Augustus. Visitors can walk on it and recognise where most important Augustan
monuments were. Courtesy of Google, Museo Fori Imperiali; design by Artiser
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Talking Statues
On the first floor two busts, coming from the same Museum of Roma Culture, can be found, each
telling the story of Augustus from two perspectives: Livia, his second and most important wife,
describes his personal and family life and also his successors, and Agrippa, his most loyal
lieutenant, and to whom Augustus’ only daughter, Giulia was given in marriage to. They tell us of
the strategies and historical facts of the achievements of the princeps and the change he brought
to of the ancient city. The speeches of the two characters are reported in Section 3.

Bust of Livia
Portrait of Augustus’s wife Livia (formerly believed to portray his sister Octavia)
Provenance: Unknown
Present location: Musée du Louvre, Paris, France
After 31 BC
The historian Tacitus tells that the unscrupulous act of stealing a wife while she was pregnant with the son of her
legitimate husband seemed akin to the behaviour of a tyrant in the eyes of the opponents of the adopted son and greatnephew of Julius Caesar, upon whom the title of Augustus would be bestowed in 27 BC.
Concerning Livia, the great influence that she exerted on Augustus was considered by some to be malicious and evil,
while her callous propensity for deceptive schemes was even more detested. Her great-grandson Caligola came up with
the nickname of Ulixes stolatus, declaring Livia to be a Ulysses disguised as a woman due to her guile. With time, the
speculations that she manipulated the affairs of the House of Augustus in favor of her sons, especially Tiberius, became
even more extreme to the extent of possible involvement in the deaths of Marcus Claudius Marcellus, Gaius and Lucius
Caesar, Agrippa Postumus, Germanicus, and even Augustus himself.
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The bust now in the Louvre, which portrays Livia as idealized and calm, belongs to the “Fayum” type, which is the
counterpart to the Prima Porta type and which represents the role of Livia in Augustan ideology: the symbol of modesty
and morality.

Bust of Agrippa
Provenance: Gabii, Italy
Present location: Musée du Louvre, Paris, France
25-24 BC
Agrippa was portrayed as an upright, simple, and sober man of extraordinary talents, who always subordinated his own
ambition to that of Augustus until Agrippa’s death in 12 BC. The bust discovered at Gabii conveys his determination,
seriousness, and physical strength.
We cannot prove that Agrippa’s mission as proconsul on Lesbos island and in the eastern part of the empire should be
interpreted as a sort of “exile” caused by a possible rivalry with Marcellus.
Agrippa refused three military triumphs and as a well-known collector, favoured the public exposition of works of art. This
attitude went against the interests of the Roman ruling class, which, in the end, boycotted the funereal games that were
held in honour of his death.
Virtual Museum Categories:
Content: Archaeology, History
Interaction technology: Not Interactive
Communication: Narrative style
Level of Immersion: Not immersive
Format: off line distribution
Scope: Edutainment
Venues: Rome
Production: [Museo dei Fori Imperiali, P. Vigliarolo].
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Personalized experiences with RFid
RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) is an automatic identification method, relying on storing and
remotely retrieving data using devices called RFID tags or transponders. The Keys to Rome
Exhibition utilizes this technology to allow visitors to personalise their visit and access personalized
contents.
This system has been implemented in the Amsterdam venue, the Allard Pierson Museum. A
specific server was developed and cards including RFID sensors are available for the visitors. At
the beginning of the exhibition they can choose one of the 3 thematic itineraries connected to the
objects on display: Egyptian perspective, Roman/italic perspective; Lowland perspective.
When the visitor get close to a technological installation with this “key”, they are able to access
specific digital content in accordance with the chosen perspective.

RFid Using the Key (Courtesy of Allard Piersen Museum)
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RFid iPad interface

Virtual Museum Categories:
Content: Archaeology
Interaction technology: Interactive
Communication: Descriptive / Narrative style
Level of Immersion: Not immersive
Format: local network distribution
Scope: Edutainment
Venues: Amsterdam
Production: [Allard Pierson Museum].
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Virtex
VIRTEX uses multisensory approach for exhibiting objects. Through VIRTEX, a 3D printed
replica of an object is turned into a tangible storytelling device, that is to say that the VIRTEX
object becomes the interface to explore the history and context of the object itself replacing
traditional keyboard/mouse/screen interfaces. The VIRTEX object integrates an orientation sensor
within the digital fabrication process and in this way, by touching the surface of the digital printing,
the user is able to learn more from an audio or video description.
Two objects have been selected as VIRTEX tangible interfaces in Keys To Rome: Ara Pacis, one
of the most important Augustan monuments of Rome and the Statue of Augustus from Prima
Porta, whose original is conserved at the Vatican Museums.
Eleven different “tangible” areas are available,. corresponding with these areas, provided with
sensors that transform the touch-input as a visual/audio-output.
West side:
0 – Introduction / Pax Romana (Roman peace)
3 – Lupercale
4 – Enea

South Side:
6 -Archaeological excavation
8 – Augustus
9 – Agrippa

East and North Sides:
5a – Tellus
5b – Rome
7 - procession
11 - Natural vegetation / Anastylosis

References:
R. Bianchi Bandinelli, M. Torelli, L'arte dell’antichità classica. Etruria - Roma, Torino 1986
Official Website: www.arapacis.it
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The digital model used as reference for the production of the physical replica of the monument. In red the tangible areas.

A reproposition of the original colours of the Ara Pacis, projected during a recent event. Courtesy of Museum of the Ara
Pacis

Virtex
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Example of the use of Virtex, in its early experiments in 2005

Virtual Museum Categories:
Content: Archaeology
Interaction technology: Interactive (tangible interaction)
Communication: Descriptive style
Level of Immersion: Not immersive
Format: off line distribution
Scope: Edutainment
Venues: Rome, Amsterdam, Sarajevo
Production:
D. Pletinckx, C. Capurro - Visual Dimension;
Texts, I. Cerato, P. Vigliarolo - CNR ITABC;
Digital 3D model: E. Demetrscu, CNR ITABC.
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Revealing Flashlight
The “Revealing Flashlight” is an application of Natural Interaction (based on the LEAP MOTION
sensor) that enables users, by pointing their fingers at an object, to see more details and a
possible reconstructions of the object.
Cultural heritage artefacts often contain details that are difficult to distinguish within the available
light of their display. The “revealing flashlight”, a new interaction and visualization technique in
spatial augmented reality, helps to reveal the detail of such artefacts. It locally and interactively
augment a physical artefact by projecting an expressive 3D visualization that highlights its
features, based on an analysis of its previously acquired geometry at multiple scales. This novel
interaction technique simulates and improves the behaviour of a flashlight: according to 6degree-of-freedom input it is adjusted the numerous parameters involved in the expressive
visualization – in addition to specifying the location to be augmented. This makes advanced 3D
analysis accessible to the public with an everyday gesture, by naturally combining the inspection
of the real object and the virtual object in a co-located interaction and visualization space. The
revealing flashlight can be used by archaeologists, for example, to help decipher inscriptions in
eroded stones, or by museums to let visitors interactively discover the geometric details and metainformation of cultural artefacts.

Using a visitor finger as a torch to project information and augment an artefact is the aim of The Revealing Flashlight
(Courtesy of Allard Piersen Museum)
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Revealing Flashlight in Amsterdam
In Amsterdam, the object chosen for a Revealing Flashlight implementation is an “oscillum”, a
decorative object used in Roman houses. The set-up requires a small Qumi5 micro-projector (that
can be placed inside a museum case) and LINUX computer.

The digital object has been restored virtually. The result is than projected on the original object

Revealing Flashlight in Rome
In Rome, in the so called “room of the colossus” at the Fori Imperiali Museum, there are the
remains of the painted decoration of the hall hosting the colossus of Augustus: marble slabs that
still conserve traces of the original colours, originally simulating a curtain. A projector, computer
and LEAP motion sensor, are integrated into a totem in front of the slabs, thus giving the possibility
to visitors to use their fingers as torches and project the reconstruction.
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Painted slan originally decorating the wall
behind the statue of Augustus. 2nd BC

A reconstruction of the Hall of the
Colossus of Augustus. Courtesy of CNR
ITABC
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Revealing Flashlight in Alexandria
The digital reconstruction of the head of Caesarion, found in the bay of Alexandria in 1997 by a
team of underwater archaeologists lead by Franck Goddio and now preserved in the Bibliotheca
Alexandrina, tries to undo the erosion and damage that the statue has suffered during more than
1600 years under water, when the palace area of Alexandria was destroyed in a tsunami in 365
AD. The full statue of Caesarion is estimated to be 5 m high. The head is displayed in the
department Underwater Antiquities of the Antiquities Museum of the Bibliotheca Alexandrina.
The 3D model of the head was made by Cultnat using photogrammetry techniques and the
missing details have been integrated in the virtual restoration phase. This digital restoration is
used with Revealing Flashlight to let visitors to project on the original bust, its reconstruction.

References
• Web: Link
• Web: Link
• The Revealing Flashlight: Interactive spatial augmented reality for detail exploration of cultural heritage
artifacts. Brett Ridel; Patrick Reuter; Jérémy Laviole ; Nicolas Mellado ; Nadine Couture; Xavier Granier - in Journal
on Computing and Cultural Heritage, ACM, 2014
• La Lampe torche magique : Une interface tangible pour l’inspection géométrique d’objets en réalité
augmentée spatiale. Brett Ridel; Patrick Reuter; Jeremy Laviole; Nicolas Mellado; Xavier Granier; Nadine Couture 25ème conférence francophone sur l’Interaction Homme-Machine, IHM’13, Nov 2013, Bordeaux, France. ACM

The bust in the Antiquities Museum at Alexandri
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The so-called Cesareum digital model and its virtual reconstruction (Courtesy of Visual Dimension)

Virtual Museum Categories:
Content: Archaeology
Interaction technology: Interactive (natural interaction)
Communication: Descriptive style
Level of Immersion: Not immersive
Format: off line distribution
Scope: Edutainment
Venues: Rome, Amsterdam, Alexandria
Production: D. Pletinckx - Visual Dimension; P. Reuter, INRIA, Archeovision
Info: Video
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AR-tifact
In front of the fragment of the Statue of Mars and Venus an application of Augmented Reality,
named AR-tifact, can be used. An IPad works as a “magic” window through which the visitors can
see the fragment and also its reconstruction, and how the fragment fitted within in the entire statue
as well as accessing information about the fragment and context.
AR-tifact uses the instant AR framework developed by Fraunhofer IGD, and utilises a powerful
library, that has been evolving over the past 10 years. Moreover, in order to follow the general
interoperability requirement for browsers, the basic system has been extended and adapted to
comply with multiple browser and HTML5 requirements. The integrated rendering system allows
the use of X3D-Files in XML or VRML encoding. It supports all basic node types for primitives,
appearances and sensors and features the whole concept of flow graphs, defining routes for
animations and events.
The AR-tifact system supports the use of OpenGL/ES and OpenGL ES 2.0, thus it can run on
nearly every smart phone. Various videos of the object have been captured at the museum, stored
and used to train the AR recognition system. These objects form the basis for learning the required
features needed for SFM- and KLT based feature reconstruction. The mobile AR framework for
iOS devices comprises a webkit-based browser component, an X3D render engine, a configurable
tracking engine as described above, and a video preview in the background. On top of the video
preview, the 3D engine renders a layer which appears to be superimposed on the acquired reality,
while the rest of the User Interface (UI) is in the web-view component layered above all others. The
framework uses JavaScript (JS) to control all mentioned layers and follows a web-app
development approach, in which all apps, are implemented in HTML(5), CSS and JS. The
application structure is built in HTML, where JS directs and pipes all information back and forth
(e.g. the acquired camera pose from the vision tracking to the render engine). The advantage of
instantAR lies in the use of web technologies, which are easy to handle, thereby simplifying the
implementation and integration process.
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The fragment of the statue of mars and venus and its reconstruction based on a similar group conserved at Palazzo
Massimo alla Terme in Rome. The reconstruction is augumented directly on top of the object

AR-tifact in Rome

Virtual Museum Categories:
Content: Archaeology
Interaction technology: Interactive (touch interaction)
Communication: Descriptive style
Level of Immersion: Not immersive
Format: off line distribution
Scope: Edutainment
Venues: Rome
Production: H. Graf, Fraunhofer IGD
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Admotum
Admodum is a VR application based on natural interaction (sensor KINECT) and a serious game
like approach. Visitors use their bodies to explore 3D environments and visualise the objects seen
in the exhibition in their original context.
Admotum is connected with another application, Holobox, described in the next chapter. The
original concept is based on the idea of dividing the paradigm of exploration in two different types:
(a) the 3D first person real time exploration of reconstructed scenarios (reconstructed contexts)
and (b) the interactive manipulation of single objects that need to be further explored. The two type
of interaction are connected with different gestures and different learning and visual goals.

In Admotum, when the game starts, user is presented with an introductory level where a selection
can be performed. Within K2R, event selection is performed on 4 different shelves: each shelf
contains few chests, linked to specific scenarios. The user can choose a chest with a gesture and
enter a scenario. Each shelf represents a city: Rome, Amsterdam, Sarajevo and Alexandria.
Once entered in a particular scenario, the user is tasked to find and collect 3D objects, the
scenario being completed when all the required items have been found. On completion of this task
the user is rewarded with audio-visual content, along with passcode/QR-code to unlock additional
content on a companion website.
The narrative mechanism is explained in Section 3, together with all stories.
When the user starts the game, they are only able to access the “local” shelf, dependant on the
physical location of the exhibition (in Rome, the application starts with the Rome shelf unlocked).
Starting from that each scenario is completed, more shelves (and their linked chests) are unlocked.
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The first scene of Admotum: the family storage

The following the scenarios available in Admotum:
Rome:
Forum of Augustus (including Temple of Mars Ultor and Hall of the Colossus);
Forum Pacis (with its library)

Amsterdam:
Italic style Roman aristocratic villa (Volusii)
Egyptian domus (Karanis)
Lowland villa (Mook)

Sarajevo:
CIM basilica
Ilidza Roman villa
Ilidza Roman thermal baths

Alexandria:
Saerapeum
Harbour and Lighthouse

The system is active when a visitor remains inside an “interactive” area. If user exits the interactive
area, game automatically resets after a predefined timeout.
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The application behaviour and its components are highly customizable, providing a Museum great
flexibility in terms of room shape, specific content, virtual environments, 3D items, navigation
constraints, multi-language support and user interface elements. It is conceived to run without
supervision, as the system observes a defined physical space using a sensor device, tracking
users and reacting accordingly.

(Courtesy of Allard Piersen Museum)

Admotum Configuration and External Communication
The application is fully customizable operating on local configuration files, using a developed
Admotum scripting language. This allows a Museum to completely control different game-related
parameters and to fully define three main Collections: Scenarios, Items and Audio collections.
Once collections are defined, the configuration allows to: arrange items for each scenario, items
metadata, define main venues, define and attach soundscapes to specific scenario, define
interface sounds, game rewards and user interface elements.
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The Admotum core system provides a rich API allowing external applications to communicate and
control a wide range of behaviours: this infrastructure allows advanced interaction and
interconnections between different installations in the same museum or even with remote
museums or websites. The application in fact, deploys a local server along with a web-based
interface to directly control a set of behaviors at run-time. An official document provides a detailed
list of events and commands to remotely control the game. Within K2R exhibition, this API is used
for instance to establish a direct connection with an external inspection unit (Holobox), allowing
users to pass found items directly to another installation for further investigation, enabling a
collaborative and richer experience
among visitors.
A modular organization of the
system and its API allow the use of
different input sensors and output
devices including Oculus Rift,
CAVE systems and stereo
support.
The software, based on
OpenSceneGraph main library,
contains more than 12.000 lines of
code in C++, including navigation, physics, game mechanisms, gesture recognition, external
communication. The licence is partially Open Source and partially proprietary (depending of other
sub libraries used, such as Microsoft Kinect SDK, irrKlang Audio).

Virtual Museum Categories:
Content: Archaeology
Interaction technology: Interactive (natural interaction)
Communication: Narrative style
Level of Immersion: Not immersive (may be immersive)
Format: off line distribution
Scope: Edutainment
Venues: Rome, Amsterdam, Sarajevo, Alexandria
Production: B. Fanini, CNR ITABC;
design concept: CNR ITABC, Lund University;
Contents by all partners; supporting developers: D. Christop, Foundation of the Hellenic World
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Holobox
Holobox consists of a Leap Motion sensor and a Holographic display. The selection of objects is
facilitaded through the Admotum game (objects “found” in Admotum can be “sent” to Holobox),
although a tablet can be added to enable separate interaction of collection of objects.
The concept of this interactive hologram starts from the idea of “virtual repatriation” or in general
“virtual exhibition”. It is not uncommon that museums around the world are willing to start a new
thematic exhibition, using part of the objects belonging to their collection and adding some other
artworks on loan, coming from different museums around the world. However it is not always
possible or sustainable to get objects on loan for a whole myriad of reasons may out of the control
of the museum curator attempting to create the new exhibition. Moreover, although we are aware
that original objects can not be substituted by their digital reproductions, we also think that when a
digital reproduction is accompanied by virtual reconstruction (object partially conserved is
reconstructed), virtual restoration (object restored) or virtual re-contextualization (object placed in
original context), what is obtained by the curator is a real “knowledge enhancement”.
The overall solution foresees a unique and self-standing structure where users can: (a) see and
experience one object, with the same smooth museum metaphor; (b) manipulate them (through
the physical interaction with hands movements). The expected experience aims at creating an
immersive environment, granting real meaningful interaction with objects displayed and pleasant
items’ fruition, thanks to natural gestures and real-time feedback from the system.
The concept behind the proposed solution relies upon the illusionist effect designed by G. Della
Porta (Italian philosopher, 16th century) who included in his work Magia Naturalis a description of
an illusion ("How we may see in a Chamber things that are not") that is believed to be the first
known description of the Pepper's ghost effect. In detail, the “illusion effect” is granted by the use
of plate glass, Plexiglas or plastic film and special lighting techniques (or video projections), that
can make objects fluctuating or appearing in a limited 3D area, giving back to the user the
perception of volumetry, depth but also transparency of an item. The presence of the Leap
technology allows furthermore to interact with such item and, more, user has the chance to actively
live the item’s experience by personally selecting details, changing perspective and loading
different visions of the object or other interconnected items.
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The user looking through the red rectangle sees a ghost floating next to the table. The illusion is created by a large piece
of glass, Plexiglas or plastic film situated at an angle between viewer and scene (green outline). The glass reflects a
room hidden from the viewer (left), sometimes called a "Dark Room," that is built as mirror-image of the scene (Source
Wikipedia)

The concept here is to provide a low-cost multi-system for “holographic” display and give the
possibility to integrate real time manipulation by using touch screen devices and natural interaction
paradigms.
With Holobox, visitors are able to see high resolution 3D holographic images of the objects in all
four museums. The visitors have the opportunity to manipulate them using a natural interaction
system.

The holobox structure
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Holobox interaction with the head of Chrisippus

References:
• Porta, J. B. (2003). Natural Magick. Sioux Falls, SD: NuVision Publications
Virtual Museum Categories:
Content: Archaeology
Interaction technology: Interactive (natural interaction)
Communication: Descriptive style
Level of Immersion: Not immersive
Format: off line distribution
Scope: Edutainment
Venues: Rome, Amsterdam, Sarajevo, Alexandria
Production: E. D’Annibale, CNR ITABC; Mohamed Ismail Harb, CULTNAT
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Digital Assets: virtual reconstruction and virtual
restorations
This section describes the 3D scenarios developed within the Keys to Rome framework and used
in the Admotum application.

Virtual Reconstructions
[D. Ferdani]
In order to achieve a reliable virtual reconstruction of the scenarios displayed in Admotum, several
types of archaeological data, such as previous reconstructive hypotheses, drawings, pictures,
bibliographic resources and materials documentation, were analysed. Subsequently the
reconstructive hypotheses proposed, were discussed and refined with the support of experts from
the museums.
The hypotheses, when not supported by historical sources or archaeological evidences, were
supported by formal rules, construction techniques and Roman modules or based on comparative
data, identified in other buildings, belonging to the same historical period [Gross, Ward].
After the interpretative studies, “modellers”, in most cases archaeologists and architects
specialized in reconstructing the past using 3D technologies, used scientific data mentioned above
as references to draw up the 3D reconstructive models. The reconstructions were developed using
computer graphic software that allow the simulation of environments, based on reality or
hypothetical in design. The 3D modelling work was carried out by using plans, sections and
profiles derived from archaeological drawings. Some architectural elements, such as the capitals of
the Temple of Mars or the caryatids belonging to the porticoes of the Forum Augusti, were
designed, on the contrary, using a virtual anastylosis approach, by integrating the digital models of
the fragments acquired using scanning techniques, with the missing parts.
The first 3D drafts were used as a common basis for discussion and analysis of interpretative
decisions, and to refine the reconstructive interpretation. This part of the virtual reconstruction
workflow was crucial in verifying the hypotheses and rejecting those that proved wrong [Forte].
Once the most consistent and reliable hypotheses were established and verified with the expert,
the 3D models were finalised using a “game” modelling approach (the same used for producing
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assets for computer games) particularly useful for the real time output allowing better performance
for the game engine used in “Admotum”, that allows visitor to explore in real time the virtual world .

References:
• Gross, P. 2001, L' architettura romana. Dagli inizi del III secolo a. C. alla fine dell'alto impero. I monumenti pubblici,
Milano: Longanesi & Co.
• Ward Perkins, J.B. 1974, Architettura romana, Milano: Mondadori Electa.
• Forte M. (ed. by) 2008, La Villa di Livia. Un percorso di ricerca di archeologia Virtuale, Rome: L’erma di Bretschneider.
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Forum of Augustus and Temple of Mars Ultor (Rome)

The forum of Augusti and Temple of Mars Ultor reconstructed in their Augustea phase (CNR ITABC)

The archaeological site as can be seen today

Following the last archaeological excavation results and studies a 3D reconstruction of the Forum
of Augustus, as it might have been during the 1st century AD, was carried out by CNR ITABC with
the support of Lund University. The Forum has been used to re-contextualise the objects
conserved in the Imperial Forum museum: Caryatids, Capitals, the statue of Mars and Venus and
the Colossus of Augustus.
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Forum Pacis (Rome)

The archaeological site where the head of Chrisippus was found, after the excavation

The Temple of Peace, which celebrated Emperor Vespasian quelling of the Jewish revolt (71 AD),
was inaugurated in 75 AD. The remaining structures belong to a reconstruction works carried out
by Septimus Severus (192 AD). A full description of the area is presented in Section 1 of the
volume. The 3D reconstruction of the forum and of the library that hosted the Marble Map of Rome
was carried out by CNR ITABC in accordance with last studies and archaeological excavation of
the Sovrintendenza.
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Noviomagus and Mook Villa

Reconstruction of the Villa

Internal views of the reconstruction

The reconstruction of the villa of Mook-Plasmolen nearby Noviomagus, described in Section 2,
was carried out by the Society for the Preservation of Nature (Natuurmonumenten) in cooperation
with the National Service for the Archaeological Heritage (ROB). A scale model supervised by
PANSA BV was added to the collection of Museum Het Valkhof in Nijmegen and one at a larger
scale being made by the Limburgs Museum in Venlo (source). The 3D reconstruction of the villa,
optimised for real time purposed is used in the Admotum serious game.
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Italic Villa

In Amsterdam, in order to locate the Roman collection, a model was re-used and adapted as to
resemble a typical aristocratic villa: that of the Villa of Volusii Saturninii, in Rome, previously
developed by CNR ITABC for the project “Virtual Museum of Tiber Valley” (Models: Borghini S.,
Carlani R.)

Screenshots from “Virtual Museum of Tiber Valley” application by CNR-ITABC / E.V.O.CA. Srl
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Egyptian Villa

Several objects belonging to the Roman collection from Egypt, at Allard Pierson Museum, were recontextualised in an Egyptian-style Roman domus (model by Allard Pierson Museum). The model
derives from researches in Karanis and its mud-brick architecture. Specific drawings were used as
reference from E.M. Husselman, Karanis excavations of the University of Michigan in Egypt,
1928-1935 (topography and architecture: University of Michigan Press c1979).
Reference:
Web: http://www-personal.umich.edu/~jmharrin/Karanis/karanis3dstills.html
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CIM Basilica (Mostar)

Models by ETF and Visual Dimension

A comprehensive research on the Basilica CIM was undertaken before modelling. The previous
hypothesis on its reconstruction was partially modified, thanks to the new studies carried out by a
group of architects and archaeologists. The final 3D reconstruction of Basilica was performed in
Cinema 4D. Materials and textures were carefully selected by archaeologists who were analyzing
materials of Basilica's remains. For not preserved parts of Basilica, the materials used in similar
Early Christian Basilicas from the same period, were explored.
Reference:
Tomislav Anđelić, Ferdo Miličević. Starokrščanska cimska bazilika u Mostaru. Link
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Roma Villa of Ilidza (Sarajevo)

Models by ETF, Visual Dimension

To reconstruct in 3D the Roman villa of Ilidza, a group of architects and archaeologists from
Sarajevo undertook an extensive research on existing documentation materials, including
archaeological publications, old books, drawings and photographs of current state of villa's
remains. A new planimetry was produced and used as base for the 3D model, with assumptions on
space purposes, interior decorations and the furniture. For the parts of villa not preserved, the
materials were selected by following standard building rules of the Roman Villas from the same
period. As 3D modelling software Cinema 4D was used.
Reference
• Adnan Busuladzić. Rimske vile u Bosni i Hercegovini (Roman Villas in Bosnia and Herzegovina)
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Ilidza Thermal Baths - Aquae Sulfurae (Sarajevo)

Remains of the Thermae building

(models by ETF)

The virtual reconstruction of the Roman Thermae at Ilidža was carried out after a comprehensive
research on original appearance, and the analysis of the remains at the site. The 3D model is
based on archaeological remains, written sources, and comparison with other thermae from that
period. All modelling and texturing was done using Max, Cinema 4D, R14. Materials and textures
were carefully selected by archaeologists who have analysed materials of Thermae remains and
other similar Thermae from the same period.
Reference:
• Kellner, Ivan - Rimski gragjevni ostaci u Ilidžama kod Sarajeva. Glasnik Zemaljskog muzeja u Bosni i Hercegovini,
7(1895), str. 161-197, Zemaljska štamparija, 1895 - Link
• Pašalić, Esad. Rimsko naselje u Ilidži kod Sarajeva. Glasnik zemaljskog muzeja u Sarajevu, nova serija, sveska 14,
arheologija (1959), str. 113-136, Zbirka povijesti,http://www.knjiznice.ffzg.hr/povijest
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Alexandria lighthouse (Alexandria)

Models by Cultnat

The ancient lighthouse, or Pharos of Alexandria, was erected during the reign of Ptolemy the 2nd
Philadelphus between 283–279 BC. As part of its mission to document and preserve the tangible
heritage, the Bibliotheca Alexandrina Alexandria and Mediterranean Research Center (Alex Med)
creates models of vanished and endangered buildings. The data used to create these models, is
obtained from a number of sources including archaeological remains and historical documents.
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Serapaeum (Alexandria)

Models by Cultnat

The temple of Serapis, founded by Ptolemy the 1st around 300 BC, was destroyed in 391 AD. Very
little of the temple remains today, but visitors can enter the underground chamber that contained a
cult image and the library, and see some artefacts from the temple in the city's! Greco-Roman
Museum.!The reconstruction carried out by Cultnat, takes into account archaeological remains and
results of excavation.

Courtesy of Cultnat
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Caesareum 3D restoration (Alexandria)
[Daniel Pletinckx]

A head of a so-called Caesarion was found in the bay of Alexandria in 1997 by the team of
underwater archaeologist Franck Goddio and now preserved in the Bibliotheca Alexandrina.
The head has been damaged by erosion during more than 1600 years under water. The full statue
of Caesarion is estimated to be 5 m high. The head is displayed in the department Submerged
Antiquities of the Antiquities Museum of the Bibliotheca Alexandrina.

A 3D digital model has been acquired and created by CULTNAT, with digital restoration being
carried out by VISUAL DIMENSION to be used for the “Revealing Flashlight” application.

Most specialists claim that the head depicts Caesarion, although other possibilities have been
proposed (Octavianus, Cleopatra, etc).

The statue probably shows him at an age between 13

(when he was declared God and King of Kings) and 17, when he was killed and overruled by
Octavianus. Few depictions of Caesarion are known today, most of them are very standardised
reliefs together with his mother (as she was the co-ruler) or sister.
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The following sources have been analysed for the reconstruction:

• Depictions of Caesarion at Palazzo Altemps in Rome and the National Museum of Egypt in Cairo;
• Tusculum head of Julius Caesar preserved in the Museum of Antiquities of Turin:
• Young Julius Caesar in the museum in Corinth: Nearly no reliable portraits of the young Julius Caesar are
known. Although made about 50 years after his death, the statue in the Archaeological Museum of Ancient
Corinth is considered to be one of the best;
• Bust of Cleopatra in Berlin;
• Bust of Cleopatra in the Vatican Museum;
• Facial reconstruction of Cleopatra and Arsinoe, her sister .

Other elements that have been considered are the representation of Roman emperors in late
Ptolemaic period, and details on decorative elements of the head such as nemes, uraeus and
diadem.
Roman emperors as pharaoh from the Late Ptolemaic period are very similar to the one of
Caesarion and can be used also as a reference in the digital restoration. It is remarkable that
shortly before the era of Cleopatra, the pharaoh statues do not show any hair (they were always
shaven bald) while statues that are made when there is a Roman influence show hair that appears
from under the nemes. When analysing statues of pharaohs in the Ptolemaic era, we see that a
nemes is nearly always depicted without the typical lines that are so characteristic for nearly all
pharaoh statues. The shape however remains unchanged. Physically, the nemes is a head cloth.
In the Ptolemaic period, the nemes is nearly always flat, without any decoration
Another element that has been considered in the reconstruction is the uraeus. It depicts an
Egyptian cobra, in most cases in an upright position, and is symbol for royalty and divine authority
(as held by the pharaoh). In Egyptian art, there are small variations on the form of the uraeus, but
the uraeus depicted on the Caesarion statue is the classical form with the double bend and upright
position of the cobra’s head. On the Caesarion, there are traces of a uraeus on the forehead. In
most statues, the uraeus is damaged (as is the nose) but there are surviving examples and there
are examples in wood and gold (for example on the famous golden mask of Tutankhamun).
Physically, the depicted uraeus could be a metal one worn on the nemes (which is a head cloth).
It was also analysed the diadem, since the statue has holes on both sides of the head that might
be interpreted as holes to attach some form of diadem. Most diadems that are preserved today are
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a simple golden band decorated with for example a uraeus, and these objects are much older than
the Caesarion statue. However, as there is already a uraeus, we can assume that such a diadem
could be different. Also, we need to find a solution that does not interfere with the uraeus.
Therefore, it was proposed to add a laurel wreath, as Caesarion clearly made a claim to become
Roman Emperor. On both sides of the head, there is not only a hole but there seem to be traces
of a metal object, so this seems plausible.
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General storyline synopsis
[B. O'Malley, A. Palombini, P. Vigliarolo]

Keys to Rome narrative structure
[A. Palombini]
As emerged from V-MUST discussion, a virtual museum approach implies the creation of a
narrative structure which is historically coherent and fictionally charming (which is – after all – in
the mainstream of traditional historical storytelling). Thus, all character and events of the plot have
been inspired to real ones, without binding links. To better clarify the boundary between fictional
and historical elements, we add here the following specifications.
Marcus, Decius, Gaius, Valeria, Euphemia, Domitia, Minerva and Maximianus are fictional
characters, although their names are coherent with the time and place they live in.
Euphemia's plot is related to the early christian community of Cim as the place is supposed to be
the seat of the Diocese of Sarsenterensis.
Marcus' and Gaius' story is ideally placed in the early sixth century, when the function of Trajan's
Markets building is not well documented, so that Quintus Decius' death fits with the earthquake
under the Praefecture of Decius Marius Venantius Basilius, as attested in the inscription at
Coliseum.
The role of Horatius Rogatus and his effort in restoring the Forum is given in his inscription at
Trajan's Market (one of the Keys2Rome objects). The centurion Gaius Papius Celsus is also a
fictional character living between second and third century AD.
Charmidis (“Coloniae servus”) is mentioned in the Apollo altar from Sarajevo, as his adventure in
the plot is clearly fictional.
Quintus Iunius Rusticus is attested in the inscription in the weight stone, as explained in the
story.
The horseman Drakon is mentioned in the soldier roster on the Amsterdam pithos, as specified in
the story.
Maccarius is the silversmith whose signature is on the first century AD silver cup from
Amsterdam, as Valerius Silvester, a magistrate (“dec [urio] M [unicipii] Bat [avorum]”), probably a
veteran, is mentioned on a small altar found in Nijmegen (late 2nd/early 3rd century: the same
period of the character).
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The main story of Keys to Rome
[B. O'Malley, A. Palombini, P. Vigliarolo]

When Marcus was a very small child, his family was killed in an earthquake that destroyed his
house. Marcus then was just one year old. He was rescued by his grandfather Gaius, who has
raised him ever since.
Gaius, a successful trader, brings his grandson Marcus to his office at the Trajan's Market. It is the
first day of the new year and the festival of Ianus. Although the boy has been to the office many
times before, today seems different: his grandfather is acting very strangely. When they arrive,
Gaius ignores the usual tasks and instead sits down and picks up an object on the table—a patera.
He turns it over slowly in his hands as he begins to talk.
‘We buy and sell so many things,’ he says. ‘Did you ever stop to look at them, Marcus?’ ‘Every
object has a history,’ he continues. ‘Treat it with reverence, “listen” to it, and it can reveal to you its
secrets: the place and time it was made, the journey it has travelled, the person who owned it. Do
you see what I mean?’ Marcus shakes his head. Then, smiling mysteriously, Gaius adds ‘you will,
my boy, you will. Today is a day you will never forget.’
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Rome in the age of Constantine - Rendering by Noho LTD

To Marcus’ amazement, the old trader then turns and opens a hidden door at the back of the office
that leads to a dark, ghostly room. Inside, wooden chests are stacked on shelves that reach as
high as the ceiling and stretch back further than Marcus can see. Gaius tells Marcus that each one
of these chests belonged to one of the boy’s ancestors. Marcus looks and sees that on the front of
each chest is a name, a date and a location.
‘Those names are the names of your forefathers and inside are their most precious possessions –
objects they spent a lifetime collecting,’ Gaius explains. Some of the chests are exotic and ornate,
emblazoned with strange symbols, inscriptions and scenes, while others are just plain wooden
boxes and simple shapes with minimal decoration. It’s difficult to tell in the candlelight but to
Marcus’ eye, some of the chests seem to glow slightly in the dark room. ‘Each man’s collection
reflects his life and the age he lived in,’ Gaius continues. ‘The objects tell stories of his victories
and defeats, loves and losses. They also reflect the times he lived in – good or bad, peaceful or
violent, poor or prosperous.
Together, the collection not only tells the story of our family, but the story of Rome itself!’ Gaius
then turns, takes and opens a wooden box, revealing rows of keys. Some are simple and
unadorned. Others seem to glow magically. Gaius continues, lowering his voice.
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‘These keys unlock the chests… and so unlock the history of our family,’ he says solemnly. ‘But
there is another truth about the keys: a secret handed down from generation to generation. Now,
young Marcus, it’s time for you to learn that secret.’ Holding his candle up to the cabinet door,
Gaius reveals a carved image of a god holding a key. ‘This is Ianus/Portunes,’ he says, ‘the God of
Doors and Keys. Every year on his feast day, the keys take on a special power. For just one day,
they open not just the chests of your ancestors, but also a doorway that will take you to that time
and place!’
‘Imagine visiting Rome in the age of Constantine, or the era of Julius Caesar! Marcus, I tell you on
this day I have travelled back hundreds of years! To the beginnings of the Roman Empire…to its
remotest corners…to its most turbulent times!’
The boy’s eyes widen. He seems to see images of the places as Gaius speaks of them. ‘But
grandfather’, he asks, ‘why are some keys so bright and colourful, and others so dull?’ Gaius
points back to the shelves. ‘See how some chests are dark, while others glow?’ he asks, pointing
into the gloom.
‘When a man’s story is known and when his chest is full of objects, the details and wisdom of his
life’s tale appear on his chest and its key glows,’ Gaius answers.

Shooting of the movie at the Trajan Markets
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‘But if a chest has only an object or two and the story is lost, the chest remains dark and the key
plain. The dark chests belong to family members whose stories are unknown. There are not
enough objects inside to complete their tales.’
‘What happened to them?’ Marcus asks. ‘Why are their stories lost?’ Gaius shrugs.
‘Nobody knows. Life is short, dangerous and full of secrets and mysteries. Our family history is full
of rumours of mysterious fires, kidnappings, even murders but nothing is certain. So their stories
remain unrecorded.’
‘I am an old man,’ Gaius says, ‘nearing the end of my life. It’s time, Marcus, for you to become the
keeper of the keys. But to be the next key bearer, you must first pass a test. You must choose a
key, open a dark chest and travel to that place and time. Find the missing objects that complete a
story, and bring an ancestor from the darkness into the light. That way, you will secure your own
future as the keeper of the keys!’
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Local stories
[P. Vigliarolo, A. Palombini, B. O'Malley]

ROME
The exhibition takes place inside Trajan’s Market. The seven selected objects are part of the
museum's permanent collection, and are located at entrance floor and upstairs. They come from
the Markets of Trajan, the Forum of Augustus and the Temple of Peace. The scenarios in 3D
are the Temple of Peace and the Forum of Augustus (Temple of Mars Ultor, the porticoes, the
square).
Objects [SECTION 1 / collection] are:

Fragment of a statue of a Caryatid [A]
Bronze head of the philosopher Chrisippus (75-80 AD) [M] [A]
Capital of a pilaster with flying horses (2 BC) [A]
Fragments of the 11 m height statue representing the Genius Augusti (2 BC) [M] [A]
Fragments of the statue with Mars and Venus (2 BC) [AR-tifact] [A]
Bronze foot of a statue of Victory (2 BC) [M] [A]
Inscription with the name of Horatius Rogatus (Severan age) [M]
Decorated Slabs [Revealing Torch light] [A]
The objects in the chests unveil the stories of various characters, ancestors of Marcus Decius,
who lived in Rome from the age of Augustus. They are:

Quintus Decius Mus
Quintus Decius Mus (Marcus’ father and son of Gaius – so the name of the family is the same:
DECIA) lives between 470 and 508 AD. He was born in 470 from our family of traders. As a child,
sees the conquest of Rome by the Visigots: he’ll always keep in his mind the fire and the plunder
of the temple of Mars Ultor inside Augustus’ Forum, and the image of the bronze foot of the
statue of Victory rolling among the ruins of the forum. Odoacer becomes the new emperor of
Rome. The disorders that followed in the administration of the Empire upset trade relations of the
family of Gaius and many clients disappeared. Rome is losing its role of capital and public offices
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are abandoned because all the
administration of the empire is going
north. In this situation his father
Gaius is becoming more and more
demoralized because business is
bad, and the old family of traders
has a huge amount of materials that
are also struggling to find space.
They should renovate the decaying
warehouses, but they don’t have the
money. However, Quintus is full of
enthusiasm and ideas, he meet
Marcia, a girl who is camped out
with the family at the ancient offices
of the Forum of Trajan, now
abandoned. He falls in love with her
also seeing the STATUE OF MARS
AND VENUS that now, during the
dissolution of paganism, began to
have a poetic symbolism only. When
3D models of the statue of Mars and Venus conserved at Palazzo

they get married they occupy the

Massimo - Rome

immense spaces of these offices

(we’re in the year 490). Few years after this, a new king Theodoric succeeds Odoacer, although
Theodoric had murdered Odoacer to secure the empire, he leaves all the Romans in their
assignments and does not touch the offices occupied by the family. With the new policy of peace
the trades reborn, the empire is moving again, the family of Gaius and Quintus goes on happily
end few years later (496) Marcus is born. Tragedy strikes the family when Quintus is a victim of
the earthquake in the beginning of the sixth century (which for convenience we put in 508, during
the prefecture of Decius Marius Venantius Basilius, as testifies an inscription on the Coliseum).
Marcus will have lifelong before his eyes the image of the father's body crushed by a CARYATID.
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Gnaeus Licinius Mucianus
Gnaeus Licinius Mucianus, Priest of the Temple of Mars Ultor, lives between 60 BC and 10 AD.
During the civil war sides immediately to Augustus and fights with him. But Licinius knows also the
horrors of this war. As commander, during an expedition against Praeneste, one of the cities loyal
to Antonio, he is ambushed and loses all his soldiers, including his brother Lucius. For this reason,
at the end of the war, he decided to leave the army and devoted himself to religion. When
Augustus comes to power Licinius is rewarded with prestigious assignments, and he comes to be
a man of influence in political
life. He obtains the position of
priest in charge of the worship
of Mars Ultor, and will always
remember his entrance into the
temple and the CAPITALS with
the winged horses that seem to
look at him and pay him
homage. He’s one of the
creators of the hall for the
COLOSSUS OF AUGUSTUS,
and he will also decide to
commission a sculptural group
with MARS AND VENUS, after
looking in Greece to a sculptor
at work, expert in creating
copies of old masterpieces.
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Valeria Minor
Valeria Minor is a woman of high rank, close to the family of Augustus. She lives between 14 and
79 AD. As a child, was taken, with her family and her preceptors, in front of the COLOSSUS that
celebrates the greatness of the Emperor, author of Peace along the Empire, and the COLOSSUS
will remain in her mind the symbol of an unreachable, higher being, even after the death of
Augustus. Throughout her life she looked back to a lost greatness. She grows under Tiberius, and
had the chance to be an educated woman, thanks also to the many philosophers and thinkers
coming from Greece. As a young woman she listens to the preaching’s of the many eastern
religions establishing themselves in Rome and tries to seek syncretistic truths, causing a lot of
confusion and fantasizing about the CAPITALS with winged horses of the Temple of Mars. Among
the many preachers she hears are the early Christian apostles who came to Rome. In the following
years, she spent much time travelling along the Empire with his brother, a State official, to trying to
understand the cultures and the religions of Mediterranean countries.
A tragic image remains in her eyes during the last years of her life: Rome devoured by the flames
of the largest fire that the city has ever seen. Nine long days, in which every Roman fought against
the unstoppable advance of the fire. Valeria, however, has been blessed by fate: her house is not
destroyed, and all her family is saved from harm.

Horatius Rogatus
Horatius Rogatus lives in the Severan period. He’s prefect of the Forum of Trajan and supervises
the coordination of all activities. He is a student of philosophy, often takes part in discussions
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inside the Forum. During summer evenings spent discussing philosophy, intellectuals from all over
the empire are hosted by Horatius. One of them is carrying a little bronze head of Chrysippus: he
will leave that as a gift to the Temple of Peace. Horatius’ importance and power allow him to
occupy for his family the ancient offices of Trajan’s Forum. This area of the City is beginning to
show signs of time and wear. He undertakes the restoration work, remembered by an inscription
to preserve Horatius’ memory to his descendants.
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AMSTERDAM
The exhibition takes place in the Allard Pierson museum. Keys to Rome has been the first step of
redesign of the Roman gallery exhibition on Roman collections from Italy, Egypt and Low
Countries, showing diversity within the Roman Empire. The exhibition contains 8 themes and
features 19 key-objects.
Connected to Amsterdam collections, 3 different scenarios [SECTION 2] are available in Admotum
[A]:
• Roman Villa [A]
• Egyptian Domus [A]
• Villa Mook (near Nijmegen) [A]

The Roman Villa of Mook (APM)
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Several objects are available

[SECTION 1 / collection]. Some of them (in bold) have been

included in Admotum [A], others in Matrix App [M]:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Asclepius bronze figure [M]
Cavalry helmet bronze [M] [A]
Montefortino helmet [A]
Pithos with Greek texts [M] [A]
Skyphos [A]
Weight “ex auctoritate Quinti Junii Rustici praefecti urbis” [A]
Walking man with amphora upside down
Grave stele Harpocrates
Roof tile stamp: “exercitus Germaniae Inferioris”
Fresco fragment genius figure
Thoth-pedestal with Ibis and Bavian [A]
Mercurius, bronze [A]
Isis Regina, bronze
Miniature mask (Pan or satyr)
Relief showing gymnasium
Theatre mask
Seated Matrona
Portrait of boy from Julian-Claudian house [M]
Mummy, portrait of girl

Three characters have stories here:

Quintus Iunius Rusticus, the prefect
Quintus Junius Rusticus, is a magistrate, living in Rome in the late second century AD. He is
responsible for bringing criminals and enemies of the State to justice, but he's also known as a
teacher and stoic philosopher and a friend of Emperor Marcus Aurelius.
In his luxury house, he owns a small bronze figure from the lararium which represents a Roman
god with a liver in his hand. It is Asclepius, the god of medicine and health.
Here we also see a soldier’s helmet. It is linked with one of the ancestors of Quintus, who once
served in the legions of Caesar.
Quintus is well known all over the region as a sage and fair man. Even on a weight stone an
inscription reminds its rule: “by the authority of Quintus Iunius Rusticus, praefect of the city”.
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Drakon, the horseman
Drakon, the horseman, is a soldier in a fort in Egypt, in the third century AD.
His name is recorded on a pithos, a jug, as evidence of the Roman Army’s presence in Egypt. On
this found is a service roster of Roman soldiers. Areianos, Clemens, Maximus, Munatianus... Such
men guarded a fort and patrolled a desert road along the Nile.
The soldiers were not cultured people: there are grammar and spelling errors in the roster. They
were Greek, Egyptian, Roman and Thracian soldiers: the pithos reveals that they served together
at this fort in Egypt.
Among them, Drakon was a Roman soldier from Greece who was based in Egypt. He was
commander of the horsemen at the garrison.

Valerius Silvester, the magistrate
Valerius Silvester is a magistrate, a veteran of the army; he lives in the Low Countries in the early
third century AD.
His house is furnished with many precious and antique artefacts, as an antique statue of Mercury:
it is bronze but it seems gold as far is consumed.
Under the foot of a two-handled silver cup there is an inscription: “Maccarius made this for a
deity”. Maccarius was a talented silversmith who lived in Italy some two centuries before, Valerius
is really a prestigious person to own antique silverware like this piece.
A bronze cavalry helmet commemorates his military career. It is embellished with a youth riding a
swimming dolphin. The hole in the top indicates the location of a decorative crest. He used such a
bronze helmet for military parades, rather than in actual combat.
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SARAJEVO
The exhibition in Sarajevo takes place in the newly restored Town Hall, set on fire by Serbian
troops in the recent war the restoration has been funded through European money under direction
of European restoration specialists. Keys to Rome is part of the many events occurring in 2014,
including the commemoration of the assassination of archduke Franz-Ferdinand in 1914 which
lead directly to First World War
The exhibition space is a hexagon with a diameter of 21.76 m, and consists of a central space
with a diameter of 6.81 m with rings of spaces around it.

The exhibition is then moved to the

Museum of Sarajevo.
In Sarajevo, there are two different sites for the Keys to Rome exhibition [described in SECTION 1,
while in SECTION 2 there are reference on their virtual reconstruction]:
• Cim Basilica [A]
• Ilidza
- Thermal Baths [A]
- Roman Villa [A]

CIM Basilica (ETF and Visual Dimension)
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The first site is Cim, nearby Mostar, where it was reconstructed an early Christian basilica and
chapel. The second site is Ilidza nearby Sarajevo (close to the city airport). In Roman times it was
called Aquae Sulphureae, as sulphur springs were present, prized for their healing properties. The
Romans built thermae or bath house to take advantage of the springs and a villa urbana next to
the thermae.
Cim is dated during the period 470 – 508 AD.
Ilidza is dated during the Severan period (193-235 AD).

The following objects [SECTION 1 / collection] are included in the scenarios and in applications
such as Admotum [A] and Matrix App [M] [SECTION 2]:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ivory pyxis [A]
Ivory box with sliding lid [A]
Small silver decorated box [A]
Coins [M]
Iron tools
Bronze objects [A]
Ceramic objects [A]
Roman key [M] [A]
Oil lamps [A]
Apollo altar [M] [A]
Spear [M]
Patera [A]
Ivory pyxis and box

The stories are referred to the following characters:

Gaius Papius Celso, a Roman centurion
Ilidiza Severan Period (193-235 AD)

Gaius Papius Celsus is an ancestor of Gaius “the

grandfather” and he was named after his

ancestor. He is retired Roman centurion who comes to live in Ilidza where he builds a villa for
himself yo be close to the thermae.
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Top view of the Roman Villa at Ilidza (ETF)

Originally from Rome, Celsus had a successful career, rising to the rank of centurion. He was a
member of the Legio III Gallica, stationed in Syria. He took part in Septimius Severus’ campaigns
(197–198) against the Parthian Empire. He retired to Ilidza because he enjoys the thermae – they
help ease the pain he suffers from an old war injury.
In 218 AD, Elagabalus became Emperor. Celsus retired and went to Ilidza with his wife. She is a
descendant (granddaughter) of Valeria Minor named Fadilla – a character in the Rome story.
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Charmidis The guardian of the Sacred Spring
Ilidiza (3rd century AD)

Charmidis was born to a couple who were slaves of a wealthy family, this ment that he too was a
slave. Charmidis immediately receives the favour of his owners, and grows up along side their own
daughter, who is the same age. As a teenager he accompanies the pater familias, who is very
devout to the god Apollo, on a business trip to Rome, and had the opportunity to observe closely
the capital of the world.

On the return to Ilidiza, Charmidis’ master falls sick and spends weeks in bed suffering nightmares.
A dutiful slave Charmidis leaves his masters house and journeys to the villages beyond the wood,
where people said there lived an expert medicine man. Although Charmidis looked for the healer
he could not find him, but he happened upon a fellow traveller who showed him the site of a spring
with health giving water.
Filling all the containers that would hold the spring water, Charmidis returned to his masters house
travelling over night his way, lit only by an oil lamp the kindly traveller had given him. Charmidis’
master recovered and swore that the healing water and Charmidis had saved his life. In gratitude
Charmidis was given his freedom and permission to marry the daughter of the house. Charmidis
also was greatful and built an altar to Apollo, to thank him for finding the strange traveller and the
spring. Many years later when the termal bath complex was built, Charmidis became the guardian
and caretaker of the spring.
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Euphemia, a devout woman
Cim (6th century)

Internal view of the basilica (ETF and Visual Dimension)

Euphemia was a local woman, a widow, the wife of a farmer. She is related to Papius Celso
through her mother’s bloodline. After her husband’s death Euphemia attended the basilica
regularly and became friendly with the priest there (as the place is supposed to be the seat of the
Diocese of Sarsenterensis).
One day, one of the priests heard a rumour that a gang was going to plunder the basilica and steal
the relics. So he gave them to Euphemia, who hid the boxes in her home, among her medicines
and cosmetics (a pyxis was often used for storing these items too). In this way they were
disguised and kept safe from harm.
Later, Euphemia gave the relics back to the priest who placed them in a polished ivory pyxis on the
altar. The relics made the basilica famous in the surrounding area, and more and more pilgrims
came to visit. They often asked for the privilege of being buried in the cemetery, close to the bones
of the saints.
Marcus’ father, Quintus Decius Mus, is connected to this story because he met Euphemia on his
first ‘business’ trip to Cim. At that time, she was an old woman and he was a young man. He had
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come to deliver the decorated silver box to the woman, who bought it ad used it to preserve her
rings and hairlooms.
When Quintus Decius Mus met Euphemia they discovered that they were related. After they met,
Quintus Decius Mus returned to Rome and Euphemia stayed in Cim. At that point she was one of
the most influential citizens there and an advocate to the saints of the basilica, so she was given
the privilege of being buried there, just in front of the altar screen, when she died (see image).
The damage to the building from the raids and the growing population of Cim urged the community
to rebuild and enlarge the basilica. When ported to the site in Admotum the user finds the just
finished new basilica (508 AD), ready to be consecrated the following day.
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ALEXANDRIA
Keys to Rome is integrated into the permanent exhibition in the Museum of Antiquities of the
Bibliotheca Alexandrina.
Two digital reconstructions have been carried out both included in Admotum [SECTION 2]:

• The light house of Alexandria
• Serapeum

The following objects [SECTION 1 / collection] have been included in the different applications
[M] , [A] , Revealing Flashlight [RF]:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Funerary Mask [M]
Papyrus Homer [M]
Head of Serapis [A]
Statue of Isis [M]
Tombstone of Roman Soldier [A]
Statue of Child with lantern [A]
Bust of Xenophon [A]
Head of Alexander [M]
So-Called Caesarion [RF]
Round Seal Cross
Circular Pottery Naos
Big Plate with Fish and Leaf
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Domitia and Minerva, two sisters
Period: 1st Century AD

Virtual environment: SERAPEUM

There is a wealthy family who lives in Alexandria. They have twin daughters, Domitia and Minerva.
Only one of the daughters is healthy. As they grow older, Minerva the elder gets sick. While she is
forced to stay in bed to avoid worsening, falls in love with the Greek myths, and learn by heart
many passages of the Iliad (Papyrus Fragment), studied at school. When she is in her late teens,
Domitia learns of the God about Serapis, and how he is said to visit people in their dreams and
prescribe cures. So she starts to visit the Serapeum. She worships and prays for the health of her
sister to the Head of Serapis and the statue of Harpocrates.
One day, while at the Serapeum, she meets a lady from Rome. They talk and feel a common
bond. The person is Valeria Minor, a very wealthy woman who has travelled to visit the Serapeum.
Over the next few weeks they meet often and become friends. Some weeks after, Minerva was
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recovered. The family was very happy, and they celebrated it with many friends. So, Minerva met
Valeria's brother, an official of the Empire who had come from Rome with her. Minerva married the
Roman official, and he took her with him, when he left, back to Rome. When the sisters said
goodbye each other, Domitia wanted to leave Minerva a gift, to keep with her: a small altar
topped by the figure of Horus, made by Egyptian craftsmen. The woman took it with her during
the trip, but only on the ship she saw that the object was no longer there: in the harbour of
Alexandria someone must have stolen it. A few days later the thief was captured, but the object
remained in Egypt, and became a treasured heirloom that passed down through the generations.
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Maximianus, a sculptor
Period: 2nd – 3rd Century AD, until Severan period

Virtual environment: HARBOUR and LIGHT-HOUSE
This ancestor, Maximianus, son of Pella, is a skilled sculptor. Even as a young boy, it was clear
that he had great artistic talent. However his family was very poor and so, when he came of age,
he left home and went to Rome to learn his trade and make money. The young sculptor found
success in Rome. He apprenticed to a famous artist and became well-known. He met a woman
and got married.
On one occasion, he met with Horatius
Rogatus inside Trajan’s Market. Rogatus
wanted to give some assignments to the
sculptor.
After a time he began to miss home and
when he and his wife had a son, they
moved back to Alexandria. He set up a
stall by the harbour where he sold his
work.
The work is going well and carves some
of his statues in many copies for the
merchants who come from all over the
Mediterranean to the port of Alexandria.
His hands became skilled in sculpting the
head of Alexander the Great and many
gods, but also philosophers and historians
of the past, as Xenophon.
Sadly the son, Hadrianus, died as a young
boy. The sculptor made a piece - the
child with the lantern - in the likeness of
his son. He could never sell it and when he died, he passed it on to his nephew. It became a
treasured family possession.
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In Alexandria the sculptor met an old, retired soldier and they became friends. The soldier would
sometimes tell stories of his exploits and of his great friend, Gaius Papius Celso, who retired to
Ilidza. When his friend died, he made a tombstone for the Roman soldier.
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Characters and stories of Admotum
[B. O'Malley, A. Pagano, A. Palombini, P. Vigliarolo]
Admotum is a VR application, based on natural interaction, developed for Keys to Rome. It’s goal
is to bring visitors inside 3D reconstructed scenarios where they can search a certain number of
objects, being guided by voices from the past, stories of characters who lived or might have lived in
those places or used those objects.
An introductory scenario welcomes the visitor. Starting the adventure inside a storage room full of
objects and chests, the visitor can select a chest, and is teleported to a specific place and time.
In each place, the visitor hears fragments of stories and finds the objects that are conserved in the
collections of the four museums. In each place, or scenario, the visitor hears Gaius’ voice and
starts exploring. When an object is collected, a brief narration about it is relayed. When all objects
are collected the visitor

receives a reward consisting of a general description of the scenario

(narrative style) (example “This is the Forum of the Emperor Augustus in his age. Listen to the
people discussing about Livia Drusilla marriage... the craftsman are very loud today...” and a key /
QRcode to access more content (stories) on the web or in this catalogue. Such contents are the
complete stories of the characters.

Below we report the complete stories, narrated in each place. In bold it is highlighted the parts of
story that the visitor can listen while playing with Admotum.
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ROME
Scene 1 - A Mars priest in the Forum of Augustus

Location: Porch of the Forum of Augustus
Character: Licinius, A Mars priest
Objects: Capital of a pilaster with flying horses, Fragments of the statue with Mars and
Venus

Forum of Augustus and temple of Mars (CNR ITABC)

Gaius: “Let’s see what you have found! Yes, these possessions reveal the story of life of Licinius, a
Priest of Mars.
During the civil war between Octavian and Mark Anthony, Licinius sided immediately with Octavian
and fought for him. But he knew also the horrors of this war. As commander, during an expedition
against Praeneste, one of the cities loyal to Antonio, ambushed and lose all his soldiers, including
his brother.
For this reason, at the end of the war, he decided to leave the army and devoted himself to
religion. When Augustus came to power he rewarded him with prestigious assignments, and
Licinius became a man of influence in political life.
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Augustus appointed him as the priest in charge of the worship of Mars Ultor. Thus, he will always
remember his entrance into the temple and the Capitals with the winged horses that seem
to look at him and pay him homage.
He decided to commission a sculptural group with Mars and Venus, after looking in Greece
to find a sculptor at work, expert in creating copies of old masterpieces.”
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Scene 1 - A Roman trader in the Forum of Augustus

Location: Porch of the Forum of Augustus
Character: Decius, a Roman trader
Objects: Bronze foot of a statue of Victory, Fragments of the statue with Mars and Venus ,
Fragment of a statue of a Caryatid

Gaius: “Let’s see what you have found!
Yes, these possessions reveal the story of
Decius, a trader. My son and your father.
As a child, he saw the conquest of Rome
by the Visigoths: he always remembered
the fire and the plunder of the temple of
Mars Ultor inside Augustus’ Forum, and
the image of the bronze foot of the
statue of Victory rolling among the
ruins of the forum.
Odoacer became the new emperor of
Rome. The disorder that followed in the
administration of the Empire upset the
trade relations of our family, and many
clients disappeared. Rome lost its role of
capital and public offices were abandoned
as all the administration of the empire was
moving to the north. Business was bad,
and we had a huge amount of materials
stockpiled and

were

struggling to find

space for it all.
However, Decius was full of enthusiasm
and ideas. He met a girl who was camped

The temple of Mars and porches of the forum

out with the family at the now abandoned ancient offices of the Forum of Trajan. He felt in love with
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her also seeing the Statue of Mars and Venus that, during the dissolution of paganism, began to
have a poetic meaning.
When they got married they occupied the immense spaces of these offices, plenty of room for
storage and started a family. Few years after this Theodoric, succeeded Odoacer: Although
Theodoric murdered Odoacer for the prize of Rome, he left all the Romans in their assignments
and didn’t touch the offices occupied by our family.
Then, your father was a victim of the great earthquake during the prefecture of Decius Marius
Venantius Basilius. And you, Marcus, I know you will hold forever the image of your father's body
crushed by a Caryatid.”
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Scene 2 - A Roman noble lady in the Hall of the Colossus

Location: Forum of Augustus Hall of colossus
Character: Valeria, a Roman noble lady
Objects: Fragments of Augustus colossus

The hall with the statue of Augustus (CNR ITABC)

Gaius: “Let’s see what you have found! Yes, these possessions reveal the story of Valeria, a kind
woman grown fond of Emperor Augustus.
As a child, she was taken, with her family and her preceptors, in front of the Colossus of
Augustus, which celebrates the greatness of the emperor, author of Peace throughout the
empire. The colossus will remain in her memoary as the symbol of an unreachable, higher being,
even after Augustus death.
Throughout her life Valeria looked back to a lost greatness. She grew up under Tiberius, and had
the chance to be an educated woman, thanks also to the many philosophers and thinkers coming
from Greece. As a young woman she listened to the preaching’s of the many Eastern religions
establishing themselves in Rome. In the following years she spent much time travelling throughout
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the Empire with her brother, a state official, to understand the cultures and religions of the
Mediterranean countries.
A tragic image remains in her eyes during the last years of her life: Rome devoured by the flames
of the largest fire that the city has ever seen. Nine long days, in which every Roman fought against
the unstoppable advance of the fire.
Valeria, however, has been blessed by fate: her house is not destroyed, and all her family is
saved.
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Scene 3 - Horatius Rogatus in the Forum Pacis
Location: Forum Pacis
Character: Horatius Rogatus
Objects: Chrisippus Head, Inscription of Horatius Rogatus

The library of the Templum Pacis (CNR ITABC)

Gaius: “Let’s see what you have found! Yes, these possessions reveal the story of life of Horatius
Rogatus: he lives in the Severan period. He is prefect of the Forum of Trajan and supervises the
coordination of all activities.
He is a student of philosophy, often takes part in the philosophical discussions inside the Forum.
During summer evenings spent discussing philosophy, intellectuals from all over the empire are
hosted by Horatius.
One of them is carrying a little bronze Head of Chrysippus: he will leave that as a gift to the
Temple of Peace, to be used as a tag for Philosophy texts. Horatius’ importance and power
allow him to occupy for his family the ancient offices of Trajan’s Forum, that are beginning to show
signs of slowing down. He undertook the restoration work, remembered by an Inscription to
preserve Horatius’ memory to his descendants.”
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AMSTERDAM
Scene 1 - The prefect in a Roman villa
Location: Roman Villa in Italy
Character: Quintus Iunius Rusticus, the prefect
Object: Asclepius, Montefortino helmet, weight stone

As setting of the story was reused the villa of Volusii (CNR ITABC)

Gaius: “Let’s see what you’ve found! Yes, these objects reveal much about life at the time of Mark
Aurelius.
This weigh stone reveals one of your ancestors! See the inscription, Ex auctoritate Quinti
Iunii Rustici prefects Urbi, which means ‘by the authority of Quintus Iunius Rusticus,
prefect of the city’.
Quintus Junius Rusticus, is one of your ancestors. As a magistrate, he was responsible for
bringing criminals and enemies of the state to justice. He was also known as a teacher and stoic
philosopher and a friend of Emperor Marcus Aurelius.

This small bronze figure from the lararium represents a Roman god. We often recognize the
different gods by the items they are carrying. This one, with lots of curls and a full beard,
probably has a liver in his hand. It is Asclepius, the god of medicine and health.
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Here is another bronze object: a soldier’s helmet! It is linked with one of the ancestors of the villa
owner, who once served in the legions of Caesar. Roman soldiers wore these helmets during
battle. It is so heavy - imagine ancient warriors fighting with such an object on their head! But it was effective. With this helmet and their other weapons, Roman soldiers were difficult
to beat.”
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Scene 2 - The horseman in an Egyptian villa
Location: Egyptian domus Karanis
Character: Drakon, the horseman
Object: Thoth-pedestal with Ibis and Bavian, Pithos

One of the room of the Egyptian domus Karanis (APM)

Gaius: “Let’s see what you’ve found! Yes, these objects reveal much about life at the time of
Severian dynasty.
Look! This little pedestal with an Ibis figure: it is a sacred representation of Toth, the
Egyptian god of erudition, he can disclose the knowledge of the life of people we’ve never
met.
Look at this is pithos! This little jug is evidence of the Roman Army’s presence in Egypt.
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On it, is a service roster of Roman soldiers. Areianos, Clemens, Maximus, Munatianus there are many names here. These men guarded a fort and patrolled a desert road along the
Nile.
Yes, you’re right, there are grammar and spelling errors… soldiers were not cultured
people.
One name is particularly imporant for you: Drakon. He is one of your ancestors! Drakon was a
Roman soldier from Greece who was based in Egypt. He was commander of the horsemen at the
garrison.
The pithos reveals that soldiers of Greek, Egyptian and Roman origin served together at this fort
in Egypt.
So now, Marcus, thanks to this journey, we have discovered your ancestor from Egypt! Drakon,
Roman soldier, leader of the horsemen!”
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Scene 3 - The magistrate in the Lowlands Roman villa
Location: Lowlands Villa Mook
Character: Valerius Silvester, the magistrate
Object: Bronze cavalry helmet, Mercury statue, Skyphos

Corridor at villa Mook (APM)

Gaius: “Let’s see what you’ve found! Yes, these objects reveal much about life in the Low
Countries.
Who knows how many hands have owned this statue of Mercury and how long it has been
weather beaten. How many prayers and wishes has heard:...watch it: it is bronze but it
seems gold as far is consumed.
And look at this two-handled silver cup! It‘s very interesting! Under the foot there is an
inscription: ‘Maccarius made this for a deity.’ Maccarius was a talented silversmith who
lived in Italy some two centuries before, so the owner of such a cup must have been a
prestigious person to own a so antique and precious artefact.
He could be Valerius Silvester, a magistrate, a veteran of the army, whose name is recorded in a
stone altar nearby.
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And this bronze cavalry helmet maybe commemorates his military career. It is embellished
with a youth riding a swimming dolphin. The hole in the top indicates the location of a
decorative crest. The bronze helmet would have been used for military parades, rather than
in actual combat.”
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SARAJEVO
SCENE 1 - A devout woman in the CIM Basilica
Location: CIM Basilica
Character: Euphemia, a devout woman
Objects: Ivory box, Small silver decorated box, Ivory pyxis

The entrance of the Basilica (ETF and Visual Dimension)

Gaius: “Let’s see what you have found! Yes, these possessions reveal the story of Euphemia, one
of your direct ancestors.
After her husband’s death she attended the basilica of Cim regularly and became friendly with the
priests there.
When the new basilica was under construction, one of the priests heard a rumour that a gang of
robbers was going to plunder it and steal the relics. So he gave the relics to her, who hid them
inside an Ivory box, among her medicines and cosmetics. In this way they were disguised and
kept safe from harm.
After the basilica was completed, she gave the relics back. The priest placed them in the altar,
inside a fine, polished Ivory pyxis . The relics made the basilica famous in the surrounding area,
and more and more pilgrims came to visit. They often asked for the privilege of being buried in the
cemetery, close to the bones of the saints.
But there is more to tell… because a Roman trader, your father Decius, met Euphemia on his first
business trip to Cim. At that time she was an old woman and he was a young man. He had come
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to deliver this decorated silver box. She bought and enjoyed it, to preserve her rings and
heirlooms.
Euphemia was one of the most influential citizens there and an advocate to the saints of the
basilica, so she was given the privilege of being buried there, just inside the door, when she died.
So now, Marcus, we have a picture of your ancestor from Cim! A devout and brave woman, related
to your family, who lived at the other side of the Adriatic sea.”
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SCENE 2 - A Roman centurion in Ilidza
Location: Ilidza Roman villa
Character: Papius, A Roman centurion.
Objects: Spear, Ceramic objects, Roman key, Bronze objects

Gaius: “Let’s see what you have found! Yes, these possessions reveal the story of one of your
direct ancestors: Papius, a Roman centurion.
This Spear dates from the age of Emperor Septimius Severus and was a gift to him by the first
centurion of his legion.
The centurion travelled and fought in many battles, including the Battle of Antioch, where he saved
the life of his friend but was badly injured in the fighting.
So, the centurion retired to the Aquae Sulphurae with his wife, where they built a house together
and lived a long and happy life: they liked to eat well, and their servants cooked a lot of fine
food in this Bronze ware, for the meals they enjoyed with friends.
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They had married years earlier in Rome. Where his brother was a trader. The Ceramic ware
where they ate fruit and vegetables and drank the best wine of the region was a gift from
him.
Like you, Marcus, the trader had a secret – he was also a keeper of the keys. He became ill in
Rome and he entrusted this key to his brother. You see, it’s the key of an ancient lock. Here in
Ilidza the key was forgotten. You have brought it back from obscurity!
So now, Marcus, we have a picture of your ancestor from Ilidza! A war hero, a married man, a man
connected to you and to Rome.”
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SCENE 3 - The guardian of the Sacred Spring in the Thermal baths
Location: Ilidza Thermal baths
Character: Carmidis The guardian of the Sacred Spring

Objects: Patera, Apollo altar
Gaius: “Let’s see what you have found! Yes, these possessions reveal the story of one of your
direct ancestors.
He came from very humble beginnings. He was born a slave, but into a wealthy family. At the
same time, the family also had a baby daughter and the two children grew up together.
The head of the family was devoted to Apollo, and made daily libations with this beautiful
Patera.
When Carmidis was a young man, the head of the family got sick. He spent weeks in bed suffering
nightmares. Carmidis travelled away to look for some expert medicine man, and found a guy who
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indicated him the place of a spring, where healthy water spread out. The guy also gave him an oil
lamp, to find the right way in the dark of the night.
He found the spring and filled with the water all the ware he had with him. Then he came back to
his master, who was recovered thanks to the water of the spring. The master was so grateful, he
gave the slave his freedom and the permission to marry the daughter of the house. At the same
time, Armidis built an altar to Apollo, to thank him for his lot and became the guardian of the
spring, where the thermal bath complex was built. A very prestigious role in life!”
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ALEXANDRIA
SCENE 1 - Two sisters in the Serapeum
Location: Serapeum of Alexandria
Character: Domitia and Minerva, Two sisters
Objects: Papyrus Homer, Head of Serapis, Statue of Harpocrates, Altar topped by the figure
of Horus

The Serapeum of Alexandria (CULTNAT)

Gaius: “Let’s see what you have found! Yes, these possessions reveal the story of life of two
sisters.
While Minerva, the elder got sick, and was forced to stay in bed to avoid worsening, she falls in
love with the Greek myths, and learns by heart many passages of the Iliad from a Papyrus.
When she is in her late teens, Domitia the younger learns about the God Serapis, and how
he is said to visit people in their dreams and prescribe cures. So she starts to visit the
Serapeum.
She worships and prays to the Head of Serapis and the Statue of Harpocrates for the health
of her sister. So, she met Valeria a Roman noble lady who was travelling in Egypt because of her
curiosity on oriental religions.
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Minerva was recovered, and married a Roman official, the brother of Valeria. He took Minerva with
him, leaving to Rome. When the sisters said goodbye each other, Domitia wanted to leave Minerva
a gift, to keep with her in Rome: a small Altar topped by the figure of Horus, made by Egyptian
craftsmen. The woman took it with her during the trip, but only on the ship she saw that the object
was no longer there: in the harbor of Alexandria someone must have stolen it. A few days later the
thief was captured, but the altar remained in Egypt, and became a treasured heirloom that passed
down through the generations.”
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SCENE 2 - A sculpture in the Alexandria Light-House
Location: Alexandria Light-house
Character: Maximianus, a sculptor
Objects: Bust of Xenophon, Head of Alexander, Statue of child with lantern, tombstone of
Roman soldier

The pharo (light-house) of Alexandria (CULTNAT)

Gaius: “Let’s see what you have found! Yes, these possessions reveal the story of life of a young
egyptian sculptor, Maximianus, who found success in Rome. He apprenticed to a famous artist and
became well-known. He met a woman and got married. After a time he began to miss home and
when he and his wife had a son they moved back to Alexandria. There, Maximianus set up a stall
in the harbor where he sold his work.
The work is going well and he carves some of his statues in many copies for the traders
who come from all over the Mediterranean to the harbor of Alexandria. Now his hands are
skilled in sculpting the head of Alexander the Great and the first emperor, Augustus. He
carved also many gods, and philosophers and historians of the past, as Xenophon.
Sadly the son got sick. After a few weeks the young boy died. The sculptor made this piece
- the child with lantern - in the likeness of him. He could never sell it and when he died, he
passed it on to his nephew. It became a treasured family possession.
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In Alexandria the sculptor met an old, retired soldier and they became friends. They used to have
dinner together, in the harbour inn. The soldier told stories of his exploits and of an old mate, a
centurion who retired to Ilidza. When his friend died, the sculptor made a tombstone for the
Roman soldier.
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Characters and stories of Matrix app
[A. Palombini, A. Pagano]
Although the Roman empire is now perceived as one single entity, the reality was different.
Different cultures, languages, habits, artistic characteristics, etc. remained, although hosted under
the same roof. There were common aspects that the road system contributed to strenghten and
disseminate.
A mobile application has been developed for Keys to
Rome, named Matrix. The application is conceived
as a gate that can be used to find the
interconnection among different objects,
conserved in different museums. It works as a digital
connector of different parts of the Roman empire,
showing the diversity of its influence throughout the
centuries.
Users can therfore get information of museum objects
in the four venues and listen to: a short description, a
story on the historical period they belong to or on a
theme. Gaius’ voice guides the visitor and provides
him with information.
While being at one of the four locations, with this app The foot of Victory Statue with the QR code
it is possible to scan a QR-Keys and explore the real objects digitally. The visitors just need to find
the objects in the museum tagged by a visual indication.
After having dowloaded the App, it is possible to open “Scan”, point the mobile device at the QRKey and explore the virtual object while listening and reading through the stories.
Each object is connected to others coming from other venues. Using and selecting the symbol
aside the screen the user can find connected objects and stories.
Additionally, it is possible to use Matrix even from home and to have a look at the amazing
artefacts belonging to each of the four venues of “Keys to Rome”.

The objects interconnected and their locations are the following:
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Bronze foot
Location: ROME
Theme 1
Period 1
Material: Gilded bronze
Date: 2 BC
Measures: height cm. 76; width cm. 40; weight
kg 35 ca
Found: Augustus Forum, during the excavations
in the past century.

Colossus of Augustus: hands
Location: ROME
Theme 2
Period 1
Material: Parian marble
Date: 2 BC
Measures: wrist 63x57cm; left hand: 92x52cm;
medium finger: 44x74 cm
Found: Augustus Forum

Head of Chrysippus
Location: ROME
Theme 3
Period 2
Material: Bronze
Date: Flavian Period (75-80 AD)
Measures: 14,5 cm (height)
Found: area of the west portico of the Temple of
the Peace, in a late-medieval stratum
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Inscription of Horatius Rogatus
Location: ROME
Theme 4
Period 3
Material: travertine marble
Date: Severan Period (193-235 AD)
Measures: 98x32x16
Found: reused as the threshold of a door in the
Giardino delle Milizie inside Trajan’s Market

Spear
Location: SARAJEVO
Theme 2
Period 3
Material: iron
Date: I-II cent. AD
Measures: 30 cm.
Found: Ilidza, 1950

Coins
Location: SARAJEVO
Theme 4
Period 3
Material: Silver
Date: 2nd cent. AD
Measures: 3,25 and 1,8 cm
Found: Ilidza
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Apollo altar
Location: SARAJEVO
Theme 1
Period 3
Material: Stone
Date: 220 AD
Found: Ilidza

Roman key
Location: SARAJEVO
Theme 3
Period 3
Material: iron
Date: 220 AD
Measures: 20 cm.
Found: Ilidza 1950

Statue of Isis
Location: ALEXANDRIA
Theme 1
Period 2
Material: marble
Date: early second century AD
Measures:180x46x30cm
Found: Lower Egypt, Alexandria, El-Ras ElSoda (Taposiris Parva)
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Head of Alexander
Location: ALEXANDRIA
Theme 2
Period 1
Material: marble
Date: Greek-roman period
Measures:60x17cm
Found: Lower Egypt, Alexandria

Papyrus of Homer
Location: ALEXANDRIA
Theme 3
Period 2
Material: papyrus
Date: early late first or Second century AD
Measures:19x8,5cm
Found: Upper Egypt, Governatorate of Miniya,
Al Bahnasa

Funerary mask
Location: ALEXANDRIA
Theme 4
Period 1
Material: Plaster
Date: Graeco-roman Period (1st cent. AD)
Measures: 50x25cm
Found: Lower Egypt, Alexandria
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Statue of Asclepius
Location: AMSTERDAM
Theme 1
Period 1
Material: Bronze
Date: ca. 100 – 0 BC
Measures: 12,1 cm
Found: Italy

Julio-Claudian boy portrait
Location: AMSTERDAM
Theme 4
Period 2
Material: marble
Date: 20-40 AD
Measures: 17cm
Found: Rome, Italy

Cavalry helmet
Location: AMSTERDAM
Theme 2
Period 2
Material: bronze
Date: 2nd Century AD
Measures: h.15,4cm x w.23,5cm
Found: Germany
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Pithos
Location: AMSTERDAM
Theme 3
Period 2
Material: Ceramic
Date: ca. 150-200 AD
Measures: h.40,6cm x w.22cm
Found: Upper Egypt

In the following drawing we report the interconnection among objects / locations / time perios and
themes.
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These are the stories Gaius tells to the visitors, about time periods and thematic connections.

Time Periods
[Period 1] Meeting Caesar and Augustus. From Republic to Empire
(59 BC - 14 AD)
“Sixty years before Christ. I see Caesar, young and brave, starting his life of conquest. I see him,
passing by, into the Gallic foggy villages, which have never before seen Roman flags. Then I see
his rise to glory, the war against his old friend Pompey, Rome divided in factions, the slaughters
and terror, his short dictatorship and then new slaughters and new terror, for too many years, until
Octavian defeated Mark Anthony and Cleopatra. Then the Republic becomes a distant memory.
Octavian Augustus becomes the first emperor of Rome. He has a very long life and brings peace
to the Empire until his death in the 14th year of our era. “

[Period 2] Our golden age
(14 AD - 180 AD)
“This was a time of glory in an ever-expanding Empire. A time of leadership and strong rule under
Tiberius, Caligula, and Claudius. Then comes Nero, whose dreams bring on the people’s rage and
lead to his death. Next, Vespasian, a military general, becomes emperor of Rome! I see the great
Flavian Amphitheatre being built where Nero wanted his immense villa. And I see Mount Vesuvius,
spitting out fire and stones, burying cities full of life. Nerva, Trajan, and Hadrian, with his love for
architectural refinement, follow: a dynasty of philosophers. But now emperors don’t spend much
time in Rome. Marcus Aurelius is on the border for much of his reign, protecting our land from the
many aggressive people coming from the east. He’ll die here, in the cold of the forest.”

[Period 3] Barbarians are besieging us
(180 - 235 AD)
“This was a time when Barbarian crowds mobbed the borders and Romans were struggling in the
fight for power. Commodus was hated and killed by the Senators, who began competing for rule of
the Empire. A general comes down from Pannonia to regain control over Rome: the new emperor,
Septimius Severus. Who are Roman people now? Caracalla grants Roman citizenship to the entire
Empire. New religions are invading the city and the periphery: Isis, Mithras and many oriental cults.
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Even emperors are following them. The Empire is in crisis and people place their hope in a
supernatural world.”

[Period 4] The end of Antiquity
(235 AD - 508 AD)
“The Roman Empire is now divided in two parts. The western one hardly survives and Rome is no
longer the Imperial capital; in AD 402 it is moved to Ravenna. In 410, Rome is sacked by Alaric
and the Goths, and again in 455 by the Vandals. Twenty years later, the Germanic king Odoacer
deposes the last emperor, Romulus Augustulus. After Odoacer is killed, Theodoric, the Ostrogoth
king, reaches power. He allows Romans to keep their political and administrative roles, while
Goths take care of defense and security.”

Connections: Themes
[Theme 1] Gods and Myths in the Empire throughout centuries
“We Romans have always worshipped many gods. Their characteristics were influenced by first
contact with the Etruscans and the Greeks, leading us to identify our gods with theirs. Egyptian
influence brought deities in the guise of animals and men, while the conquests in the North
introduced gods of the trees and forests. We have known the Jews too, who worshiped one
Almighty God. But the event that gradually changed our lives was the birth of Christianity: a god
incarnate in a man, who sacrificed himself to redeem the sins of all mankind. And so Christianity
became the main religion of the Empire.”

[Theme 2] Emperors and Soldiers
“Portraits and official representations of people were very important in our times. We Romans had
a deep respect for emperors and men of power, but also for the soldiers who defended us against
invasions. In little forts on the borders of the empire, along the hot deserts or in the northern fog,
they spent their lives anonymously, and often met death, to protect us.”

[Theme 3] Everyday Life
“Our monuments, great buildings and texts reveal many important stories of Roman life. But we
Romans lived ordinary lives too, filled with everyday objects that also tell a story. Our working tools
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tell of the ancient life of farmers, while our accessories reveal our fashions and style of clothes.
Items like keys allow people to draw comparisons between our daily life and that of any age.”

[Theme 4] Death, burial, remembrance
“We Romans preserve the memory of our men, soldiers, and gods after their death in words
carved in stone. It’s the only way we know to give dignity to our people. The inscription becomes a
monument, something to be remembered. Even when everyone is gone, the words and images
engraved in stone or metal will remain alive through the generations.”
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Sites, Characters and objects matrix
[B. O'Malley, A. Pagano, A. Palombini, P. Vigliarolo]
The following Schema summarizes the connection of Keys to Rome created for Admotum:

Venues

Scenarios

Historical
period

Rome Scene 1

Augustus forum: 1st cent. AD
porch

Rome Scene 2
Rome Scene 3

Augustus forum: 1st cent. AD
hall of colossus
Forum Pacis
Early 3rd cent. AD

Sarajevo Scene 1

Cim Basilic

Sarajevo Scene 2

Ilidza Villa

Sarajevo Scene 3

Thermae

Alexandria Scene 1

Serapeum

Alexandria Scene 2

Light-house

Objects

Related stories

Capital
Caryatid
Bronze Foot
Statue of Mars and Venus
Colossus of Augustus
Decorated slab
Head of Chrysippus

A mars priest,
A roman trader

Early 6th cent. AD

Ivory box
Decorated silver box
Ivory pyxis
3rd cent. AD
Spear
Roman key
Bronze objects
Ceramic objects
End of 2nd cent. AD Patera
Apollo altar
Oil lamp

A roman noble lady
Horatius Rogatus
A devout woman

A roman centurion

The guardian of the
Temple

1st cent. AD

Papyrus of Homer
Two sisters
Head of Serapis
Statue of Harpocrates
Altar with figure of Horus
End of 2nd cent. AD Head of Xenophon
A sculptor
slipping child with lantern
tombstone of Roman soldier

Amsterdam Scene 1 Roman Domus

End of 2nd cent. AD Asclepius
Helmet
Weight stone
Amsterdam Scene 2 Egyptian Domus Early 3rd cent. AD Thoth-pedestal
Pithos
Amsterdam Scene 3 Villa Mook (near Early 3rd cent. AD Bronze cavalry helmet
Nijmegen)
Mercurius
Skyphos
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Quintus Iunius Rusticus,
the prefect
Drakon, the horseman
Maccarius, the silversmith
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THEMES
Theme 1. Gods and
Myths

Theme 2. Emperors and Theme 3. Everyday Theme 4. Death,
Soldiers
Life
burial, remembrance

Bronze foot

Spear

Apollo Altar

Colossus of Augustus Papyrus of Homer

Statue of Isis

Head of Alexander

Head of Chrysippus portrait
Inscription of H.

Statue of Asclepius

Cavalry helmet

Pithos

Roman key

Coins
Funerary mask
Julio-Claudian boy

Rogatus

Red: Rome
Green: Amsterdam
Blu: Sarajevo
Black: Alexandria
Light yellow: Period 1
Middle yellow: Period 2
Dark yellow: Period 3

TIME PERIODS
Period 1 From
Period 2 Our golden age Period 3 Barbarians Period 4 The end of
Republic to Empire (59 (14 AD - 180 AD)
are besieging us
Antiquity (235 AD BC - 14 AD)
(180 - 235 AD)
508 AD)
Inscription of H.
Bronze foot

Head of Chrysippus

Rogatus

Colossus of Augustus Papyrus of Homer

Apollo Altar

Head-of-Alexander

Statue of Isis

Roman key

Funerary mask

Cavalry helmet
Julio-Claudian boy

Spear (period 2)

Statue of Asclepius

portrait

Coins

Pithos
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The stories of Livia and Agrippa
[P. Vigliarolo]
K2R exhibition includes two casts of the Museum of Roman Culture: Livia and Agrippa. They tell
stories on the Rome of Augustus when the visitor approach them (Talking Statues are visible only
in Rome)

Livia’s Speech
“I, Livia Drusilla, daughter of Marcus Livius Drusus Claudianus, at the approximate age of twenty,
was engaged to be married to the man who would become the first emperor of Rome. For the
purpose of uniting himself with me for life, he had to reject his wife Scribonia, who had given birth
to his daughter Julia.
To allow the nuptials on my part, I had to be rejected by my first husband, the aristocrat Tiberius
Claudius Nero, whom I had married before I turned sixteen. My first husband was not opposed to
my new marriage—even though I was already pregnant with my second child—because he
considered it advantageous not only for himself, but also for the protection and the benefits that he
would be able to bestow upon our two sons Tiberius and Drusus. The new union would have
contributed to reconciling the future Augustus with the Roman aristocracy.
I did not give Augustus children; nevertheless, I succeeded in maintaining his respect, his
faithfulness, and his affection for life. In fact, I used my intelligence and my intuition to present a
perfect model of decorum, of dignified beauty and of modesty, which was fitting to my status as
femina princeps (first lady) and allowed me to play an unusually formal and important role as a
woman. Three years later, the marriage gave me, together with Octavia, the privilege of
sacrosanctitas, and thus, the right to be honored and celebrated with statues and portraits in all of
the empire. Augustus encouraged me to collaborate with my hairdressers to create a hairstyle that
both rivaled that of Cleopatra and established the new image of the ideal Roman matron, the
devoted and moderate wife or exemplum virtutis. In this way, my virtues became symbolized by my
signature knot, a curl of hair featured on my forehead and the rest tied in a chignon at the nape.
According to Augustus’ will, upon his death, I became Iulia Augusta, the priestess of the cult of my
deified husband, the divus Augustus.”
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Agrippa’s Speech
“I, Marcus Vipsanius Agrippa, contemporary of Augustus, was his friend and life-long supporter
until I died at the age of about fifty.
An episode from our youth comes to mind. When Caesar sent Octavian—the future Augustus—to
Apollonia in the Illyrian province, I accompanied him, and while we were travelling together, the
famous astronomer and astrologer Theogenes predicted for me an extraordinary future, but after
examining Octavian’s horoscope, he threw himself at Octavian’s feet in a gesture of adoration.
I was so present and important in the life of my friend that I was made his colleague in the
Principate—completing a splendid career—and also became part of his family when I married his
daughter Julia after the death of her first husband Marcellus.
Also for this reason, I was always loyal and grateful to the princeps who elevated me as his own
colleague, recognizing my talents and abilities despite my less than noble birth.
In the same year in which his nephew and son-in-law Marcellus died prematurely, Caesar
Augustus, who was so sick that we feared for his life, gave me the seal ring with which he
validated official documents. Shortly thereafter, he gave his daughter Julia to me in marriage. From
this marriage, three sons and two daughters were born, and Caesar Augustus adopted my first two
sons who then assumed the names Gaius and Lucius Caesar.
Another memory. Ten years before my marriage to Julia, after my consulship that marked the
climax of my political career, I dutifully returned to my less prestigious post as aedile in order to
bring about the reorganization of the aqueduct system in Rome, which would enhance the
popularity of the princeps tremendously. A few years after the completion of the aqueducts, I spent
much of my personal wealth on projects that would benefit the Roman people and the empire. I
dedicated myself to an intensive building program in the Campus Martius, where I constructed the
Pantheon and the first public bath complex that bore my name. Furthermore, I added a “map of the
world” to the Porticus Vipsania.
From my military endeavors, I like to remember my victory in Sicily over Sextus Pompey, for which
I trained my fleet transforming lake Avernus into a port, and the Battle of Actium, in which I was
served by my outstanding abilities as admiral of Caesar Augustus.”
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ROME EXHIBITION:
LE CHIAVI DI ROMA. LA CITTA’ DI AUGUSTO
ROMA CAPITALE
Mercati di Traiano
Museo dei Fori Imperiali

IGNAZIO ROBERTO MARINO
Sindaco

Lucrezia Ungaro, Responsabile
GIOVANNA MARINELLI
Assessore alla Cultura, Creatività

Ufficio Attività espositive e culturali

e Promozione Artistica

Maria Paola Del Moro

CLAUDIO PARISI PRESICCE

Ufficio Catalogazione e Gestione dei

Sovrintendente Capitolino
ai Beni Culturali

Beni Mobili
Marina Milella

Servizio Comunicazione e Relazioni Esterne
Renata Piccininni, Responsabile

Ufficio Conservazione e Restauro
del Monumento

Teresa Franco

Massimo Vitti

Servizio Mostre e Attività

Ufficio Amministrativo

Espositive e Culturali

Stefano Marotti e Alessia Trasatti

Federica Pirani, Responsabile
Monica Casini, Edvige Smiraglia

Collaborazione
Marisa Fochetti,
Roberta Antonini e Anna Rita Fumarola
(per Zètema Progetto Cultura)

Direzione Tecnico Territoriale e
U.O. Tecnica di Progettazione
Maurizio Anastasi, Direttore

Museo della Civiltà Romana

Servizio progetti di riuso

Ufficio Attività espositive e culturali

e allestimenti museali
Roberta Rosati, Responsabile

Clotide D’Amato, Maria Gabriella Lilli
con

Lucia Pierlorenzi, Simonetta De Cubellis

Paola Galterio e Giuseppina Licordari
(per Zètema Progetto Cultura)

U.O. Monumenti di Roma: Scavi,
Cura della mostra e del catalogo

restauri - Siti UNESCO
Francesco Giovanetti, Dirigente

Roberto Meneghini, Claudio Parisi Presicce, Sofia Pescarin,

Servizio Coordinamento tecnico-scientifico

Lucrezia Ungaro

e valorizzazione monumenti archeologici
medievali e moderni del centro storico

Coordinamento tecnico-scientifico

Giovanni Caruso, Responsabile

della mostra
Roberto Meneghini, Lucrezia Ungaro, Sofia Pescarin

Servizio Coordinamento tecnico-scientifico
e valorizzazione monumenti archeologici

Autori dei Testi

medievali e moderni del suburbio
Maria Gabriella Cimino, Responsabile

Elisabetta Bianchi, Maria Letizia Buonfiglio, Carmelina Anna
Maria, Camardo, Elisabetta Carnabuci, Monica Ceci, Paola
Chini, Clotilde D’Amato, Marilda De Nuccio, Mohamed Farouk,

Direzione Musei e U.O. Musei Archeologici
e Polo Grande Campidoglio

Antonella Gallitto, Wim Hupperetz, Mohamed Magouid, Roberto

Claudio Parisi Presicce, Direttore
Servizio Valorizzazione del Patrimonio

Meneghini, Marina Milella, Adnan Muftaveric, Breffni O’Malley,
Francesco Pacetti, Stefania Pergola, Alfonsina Pagano, Augusto

Lucrezia Ungaro, Responsabile

Palombini, Carlo Persiani, Sofia Pescarin, Selma Rizvic, Daria
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Ruggeri, Carla Termini, Lucrezia Ungaro, Paolo Vigliarolo, Rita

e in lingua inglese)

Volpe, Gianluca Zanzi
Un ringraziamento particolare a
Redazione testi per i supporti informatici
Cineca
Roberto Meneghini, Marina Milella, Breffni O’Malley, Alfonsina
Pagano, Augusto Palombini, Lucrezia Ungaro, Paolo Vigliarolo

National Museum of Bosnia Herzegovina
Fraunhofer IGD

Ricerca iconografica e didascalie

Lund University
Foundation of the Hellenic World

per supporti informatici

King’s College London

Anna Rita Fumarola, Paola Galterio, Alicia Hernández Campillo,

NOHO
VirtualWare

Giuseppina Licordari, Daria Ruggeri, Maria Caterina Schettini,

INRIA

Paolo Vigliarolo

che hanno contribuito alla realizzazione
della Mostra

Didattica
Forum

Ricerca e ideazione tecnologica
della mostra

Collaborazione alle attività di promozione
della mostra:

CNR
Luigi Nicolais,
Presidente CNR

Association of American College and
University Programs in Italy

Riccardo Pozzo,

The American University of Rome

Direttore Dipartimento Scienze Umane e

Institute for the International
Education of Students

sociali - Patrimonio Culturale
Paolo Mauriello,
Direttore Istituto per le Tecnologie

Crediti fotografici

Applicate ai Beni Culturali (ITABC)
American Accademy of Rome,
Photographic Archive

Sofia Pescarin,

Museo di Roma,

Curatore tecnico, Coordinatore V-MUST.

Archivio fotografico comunale

NET, Ricercatore CNR ITABC

Ringraziamenti

Collaborazione

Olivo Barbieri

Coordinamento sviluppo Software/hardware

Beatrice Pinna Caboni

Holger Graf, Fraunhofer IGD

Alessandra Capodiferro
Alessandro Delfino

Coordinamento design

Valeria Di Cola

Mattias Wallergard, Lund University

Planetario Museo Astronomico
Gian Luigi Ponti

Digital Assets Manager

Rai - Direzione Teche

Daniele Ferdani, CNR ITABC

Susan Virginia Scott Wheeler
Digital Museum Expo
Beth Ellen Blosser
(per la voce di Livia in lingua inglese)

Daniel Pletinckx, Responsabile Visual Dimension
Ivana Cerato CNR ITABC

Emma Marconcini
(per la voce di Livia in lingua italiana)
Luigi Piatti

Narrazione e testi
Paolo Vigliarolo; Augusto Palombini, CNR ITABC

(per la voce di Agrippa in lingua italiana

Breffni O’Malley, Noho LTD
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Video Introduttivo

Minguzzi

Augusto Palombini, CNR ITABC;
Noho LTD

Insurance
D’Ippolito & Lorenzano Sas

Sviluppo Musei Virtuali
Enzo d’Annibale, Bruno Fanini, CNR ITABC
Patrick Reuter, INRIA

Technical Sponsors
Samsung

Jens Keil, Fraunhofer IGD
Dominique Rau, APM

NVidia

Daniel Pletinckx, Visual Dimension

Sistema Musei in Comune Sponsors

Mohamed Ibrahim, Cultnat

BNL - Gruppo BNP PARIPAS
UNICREDIT
Monte dei Paschi di Siena

Analisi Utenti

MASTER CARD

Alfonsina Pagano, CNR ITABC

VODAFONE
ATAC

Organizzazione

La Repubblica

ZÈTEMA PROGETTO CULTURA
Albino Ruberti,
Amministratore Delegato
Roberta Biglino,
Direttore Generale
Coordinamento
Renata Sansone
con Enrica Patrone
Promozione e Comunicazione
Patrizia Bracci, Ufficio Stampa
Antonella Caione, Comunicazione
Alessandra Meneghello, Progetto Grafico

Promozione
Elisabetta Giuliani, Responsabile
Relazioni Pubbliche e Fund Raising
con Eleonora Vatielli
Revisione conservativa delle opere
Sabina Marchi con Simona Nisi,
Aldo Saccà
Realizzazione dell’allestimento
Media Arte Eventi
Grafica dell’allestimento
Progetto Artiser
Traduzioni
Mary Consonni
Transportation
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Exhibition Setup and Security

AMSTERDAM EXHIBITION:
KEYS TO ROME

René van Beek, Karen van den Berg, Laurien de Gelder,
Wouter de Gruiter, Maaike Honshorst, Marianne Inkelaar,
Antonie Jonges, Ron Leenheer, Josée Lunsingh Scheurleer-van
den Berg, Frank Moolhuizen, Sándor Schouten Jr, Peter Wurtz,

In Keys to Rome the Allard Pierson Museum collaborated with
the Museum of Sarajevo, the Museo dei Fori Imperiali nei

Profi-sec

Mercati di Traiano in Rome and the Antiquities Museum of the

Opening
Jan Willem Overdijk, Steph Scholten, Carolyn Wever, Marjolein

Bibliotheca Alexandrina in Alexandria.

Woltering

Steering Committee Allard Pierson Museum
Wim Hupperetz, Jan Willem Overdijk, Steph Scholten

Opening, PR & Communications
Funcke Communications & Design (2D), Stef Verstraaten

Project Manager
Marian Schilder

(photography); Wim Hupperetz, Jan Willem Overdijk, Steph
Scholten, Marleen Smit, Carolyn Wever, Marjolein Woltering

Exhibition Curators
René van Beek, Wim Hupperetz, Branko van Oppen

Education, Symposia, Lectures, Tours, and Other Activities
René van Beek, Feline Ettema, Marjolein Woltering; Labrys
Reizen; Stichting Zenobia

Design
Theo Braams Projecten B.V.

Publication

extraBlond, graphic design

Keys to Rome. Editors Wim Hupperetz, Olaf Kaper, Frits
Naerebout, Miguel John Versluys
Translation into English Noctua taal & tekst: Corinna Vermeulen

Editing and Translation
Toon Vugts, editing; Rohan Minogue, translation into English

and Rohan Minogue (foreword); copy editor Toon Vugts;

With thanks to Christie Ray

coordination and illustrations editor Paulien Retèl, design
extraBlond, graphic design; publisher WBOOKS, Zwolle

Digital Applications
Drew Baker, Jean-Baptiste Delhommeau, Dries Nolet, Renée
Meijer, Massimiliano Corsini, Enzo Dannibale, Bruno Fanini,

Loans

Daniele Ferdani, Holger Graf, Wim Hupperetz, Jens Keil, Lara
Laken (agentschap Onroerend Erfgoed - FWO-

Dutch National Museum of Antiquities, Leiden
J. de Wilde Collection

National Numismatic Collection, De Nederlandsche Bank

onderzoeksproject Assembling Roman wall paintings using 3D
scanning), Breffni O’Malley, Niall Ó hOisín, Loes Opgenhaffen,
Geert Overmars, Alfonsina Pagano, Augusto Palombini, Sofia

Partners
In the Virtual Museum Trans-national Network (v-must.net),

Pescarin, Daniël Pletinckx, Dominique Rau, Christie Ray,

financed by the European Union, the Allard Pierson Museum

Patrick Reuter, Vincenzo Ria, Brett Ridel, Maarten Sepers, Wil
Teuns, Merel van der Vaart, Sander Verhelst, Stan Verbeek,

collaborated with:
ARCHEOVISION, CNRS, Bordeaux

Paolo Vigliarolo

CINECA, Interuniversity Consortium, Bologna
CNR (National Research Council), Rome
CULTNAT, Center for Documentation of Cultural and Natural

Construction, Technical aspects and Production
Jesse Balentina, Wout Borst, Abdel Hammuch, Rob Huygens,

Heritage, Cairo

Frank Moolhuizen, Mario Westmaas; Artcare, Zaandam; Biltz,
Amsterdam; Theo Braams Projecten B.V., Heinenoord; Croon

Elektrotechnicki Fakultet Sarajevo
Foundation of the Hellenic World, Athene

Elektrotechniek, Amsterdam; Fakkeldij Groep, Purmerend;

FRAUNHOFER IGD, Darmstadt

Imtech, Gouda; Facility Services, University of Amsterdam;
Pantar Amsterdam; Riwi Collotype, Amsterdam; Stichting

King’s Visualisation Lab, Department of Digital Humanities,
King’s College, London

Kunstrol, Naarden; Technodesk, Driehuis; De Timmerij,

LUND University
Museo dei Fori Imperiali nei Mercati di Traiano, Rome

Rotterdam

NOHO, Dublin

Loans Management and Transport
Birgit Maas, Jacqueline Weg; Crown Fine Art, Amsterdam

SEAV – Sociedad Espanola de Arqueologia Virtual, Sevilla
The Cyprus Institute, Nicosia
University of Brighton
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Virtualware, Bilbao
Visual Dimension, Ename
Sponsors
The refurbishment of the Roman galleries was subsidised by the
European Commission (FP7 2007/2013) and was carried out
with generous financial support from our sponsors and friends.
Our thanks go to the Mondriaan Fonds, K.F. Hein Fonds,
Stichting Charema – Fonds voor geschiedenis en kunst, the
Amsterdam University Fund, Stichting Steunfonds Allard Pierson
Museum, Labrys Reizen, Stichting Zenobia and the Friends of
the Allard Pierson Museum.
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ALEXANDRIA EXHIBITION:
KEYS TO ROME
Mohamed Farouk
Acting Director
Exhibition Curators
Mrs.Zeinab Mahmoud , Mrs.Tesby El saeed , Mr.Bassem Nabil
Museum Curators:
Mrs.samia Rashwan , Mrs.Badrya serry (Bibliotheca
Alexandrina, Museum of Antiquities)
Center for Documentation
of Cultural and Natural Heritage
(CULTNAT)
Bibliotheca Alexandrina
Smart Village
Cairo-Alexandria Road, Km 28 Giza, Egypt
Tel:(202) 3534 3040
Fax:(202) 3539 2929
www.cultnat.org
www.bibalex.org
www.eternalegypt.org
www.egyptmemory.com
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